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Pulaski Elected Executive President
by

Devin Murphy '10
News Editor

The executive officers for the 60th
Student Congress were announced
Wednesday, March 25, following the
closing of the polls. Andraya Pulaski
'10 is the executive pres
ident, Caitlin Durkin '10
POLITICS is executive vice presi
dent, Nick Mikula '11 is
the executive treasurer, and Elian
Seidel '10 is executive secretary.
Pulaski won the election and will
take charge as the executive president
of Student Congress in September.
Pulaski plans on making her top prior
ity for next year to legitimize Student
Congress as an organization on cam
pus. She wants to make students
accountable for their actions and bring
Congress together so it can work more
effectively as a body.
"It's important to have a united
front," said Pulaski.
Besides uniting Congress Pulaski is
also seeking to continue the attempt,
which was started after last year's
executive election, to [improve] the
communication between Congress
and the student body. While cam
paigning Pulaski found that many
students were not even aware that
executive elections were being held
this week or of the issues Congress
has been tackling this year.
She feels that students may be too
intimidated to go to the weekly
Congress meetings, which sometimes
can be lengthy. However, Pulaski is
looking to involve non-Congress
members in Congress activities. She
also feels that Congress may have to
ELECTION/Page 7
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109 Nights
almost
Cancelled
Over Donation
Dispute
by

Rick Kurker '09

Asst. News Editor

MATT LONGOBARDI 'io/The Cowl

A clash between school policy and
ethical responsibility almost led to
the cancellation of 109 Nights on
Feb. 7, 2009.
I
Jesse DePatsy '09, presCAMPUS ident of the Class of 2009
NEWS 'n Student Congress, said
| that the problem arose
over the issue of giving raised funds
from the event to charity.
"We've been very financially suc
cessful," said DePatsy. "The class offi
cers of 2009 have been trying to give to
charities as much as possible."
DePatsy said that he had been work
ing with a group called "Orphanage
Outreach" since November. The group
requested financial help to fund a serv
ice trip, and the class officers decided
that 20 percent of the proceeds from
109 Nights would go to the group.
According to DePatsy, Orphanage
Outreach is an organization in which a
group of Providence College students
go on a service trip over Spring Break
to help out at an orphanage. DePatsy
said that the group had come to him
directly, asking if there was a way to
get financial help. DePatsy said he had
agreed to help, as long as the group
helped to promote and organize the
event. In return, the group would get a

[Left to Right] Nick Mikula '11 executive treasurer, Caitl in Durkin '10 executive vice presi
dent, Andraya Pulaski '10 executive president, El ian Seidel '10 executive secretary.
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Hard Economic Times at PC: Fewer Apply to Study Abroad
by

Lauren Ballback '11
News Staff

The Center for International
Studies at Providence College has
begun to feel the effects of the current
economic downturn. In the 2009-10
academic year there
will be fewer students
ECONOMY studying abroad than in
the previous academic
year. CIS became aware of this decline
on Dec. 1, 2008, the deadline for
study abroad eligibility applications.
The center received 40 fewer applica
tions than the previous year.
"We saw a smaller number of appli
cants for study abroad for next year than
we had this past year," said Adrian G.
Beaulieu, dean of International Studies.
"We had a total of 193 students who
applied next year for study abroad for
2009-2010. That's down 40 applications
than we would have had a year ago. So
yeah, I think it's [the economy] dearly
having an impact for some students."

The decline is coming after an
upward trend in study abroad partici
pants from the College over recent
years. This year 200 students traveled
to 23 countries on six continents. It was
the highest number of students study
ing abroad ever.
"We had a considerable jump in appli
cants last December from the previous
December and now this year we're going
to see a drop," said Beaulieu.
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May 1, 2009, is the commit deadline
for students who plan on studying
abroad for the fall semester of for the
full year. CIS will then be able to see
how many approved applicants will
actually study abroad. Dec. 1, 2009, is
the deadline for students who wish to
spend the spring of 2010 semester
abroad. According to Beaulieu, CIS
will not know the extent of the decline
until it has both of those figures.

"We'll see what happens by the
commit deadlines, what affect it
has," said Beaulieu. "Students may
well change their minds over the
summer. Especially [in] the spring
group, it's so far ahead to plan. We
saw that this year. Even though it
was a record number of study abroad
[applicants], we had a pretty big
number of students over the sum
mer, or early fall from the spring
study abroad group drop out. We
had about 35 students change their
mind, which is a pretty substantial
number. If we see that again this year
it will really impact the overall num
ber of students [in our program]."
Changes in finances and anxieties
could also change the number of
applicants who plan on studying in
the summer according to Beaulieu.
Summer programs are shorter and
often less expensive than semester or
year-long programs. The final dead
line for summer program applicaECONOMY/Page 5
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Employee Spotl ight: Terry
Rivera, a Smil ing Face in Ray
Cafeteria
Terry Rivera can be seen smiling
behind the Classics station in
Raymond Hall Cafeteria every
morning as the students arrive for
breakfast. Terry, a member of the
Sodexo, Inc. dining staff, has worked
at Providence College since arriving
in the fall of 1995.
Before coming to PC, Rivera worked
for a jewelry manufacturer in Rhode
Island after graduating from high
school. She loved working —she
3ed her job there and each day at
would see a gentleman in a blue
shirt, but never knew who he was.
Rivera later introduced herself and
quickly fell in love.
Rivera and her husband have been
married for 53 years and have two
daughters and one grandson.
After working for the jewelry manu
facturer, she began managing 80
employees
for
the
McDonald's
Corporation. Rivera was faced with a
difficult decision when promoted to
higher management positions with
McDonald's, but decided "the long
hours, stress, and hassles were too chal
lenging." She wanted to spend time with
her family and care for her husband who
has had polio since a young age.
Rivera applied for a job at
Providence College with Sodexo, Inc.
in September of 1995. Back then,
Raymond Cafeteria was very differ
ent than its current appearance
today. Two long tables were in the
middle of the room where students
were served the main dish. Terry
began working behind one of these
stations with Blanch, her partner in

Administration Reaching Out
to Student Body With
Conversation Stations, Dean's
Feedback Lunches, ana Dean's
Corner Web Page

Terry Rivera has been a Sodexo Dining Services employee since 1995.

crime. The two women loved seeing
the Students every morning and have
continued serving breakfast ever
since to put a smile on the students'
faces before class in the morning.
Blanch and Rivera have become best
friends over the years by sharing
many dinners with their husbands
and even dressing as babies on
Halloween. Both of them love the
working environment in Ray and
seeing students on a daily basis.
Rivera lives two miles from the
campus and she remains an enthusi
astic Friars basketball fan. She watch
es all of the games on TV and even
has the time to shoot some hoops
with her grandson. Her hobbies
include sewing, talking on her cell

phone, and using her computer.
When she feels like doing something
a little more physical she likes to
roller skate. If she feels like relaxing
she watches her favorite TV show,
Dancing with the Stars.
Rivera's advice for students is to
learn and study hard. She says, "stu
dents come to college for their edu
cation and need their knowledge in
the future."
Another bit of advice she gives stu
dents is to find a career they will enjoy.
"Money means something, but lik
ing your job is where you will find
happiness," said Terry.
—Kevin Cassidy '11

CAMPUS CALENDAR
|
29 Sun|
30 Mon|
27 Friday

28

Sat

7.00 a.m. Mr.
Providence College,
Slavin Center, '64
Hall

11:00 a.m. PC
Women's Tennis vs.
Seton Hall, Varsity
Tennis Courts

9:00 a.m. Classic Trax
LIVE, Slavin Center,
McPhail's

12:00 p.m. Women's
Softball vs. Rutgers,
PC Campus

11:00 a.m. Women's
Softball vs. DePaul,
PC Campus
2:00 p.m. Senior
Studio Art Minors
Show reception,
Hunt-Cavanagh
Gallery

10:00 p.m. "Your
1:00 p.m. Men's
Social: Coffeehouse & Lacrosse vs. Canisius, 4:00 p.m. Alpha
Lacrosse Field, PC
Lounge," Aquinas
Epsilon Delta
Campti
Induction Banquet,
Sl,avin Center, '64

4:30 p.m. Biology
Seminar Series - Dr.
Kate Moran, Moore
Hall III

5:00 p.m. Unity Week
2009: Create a T-shirt
and Food Festival,
Slavin Center, '64 Hall
5:00 p.m. Dean's List
Reception, Feinstein
Academic Center,

Chris Fortunato, associate vice
president of Student Affairs and
dean of students, announced in an email to the Providence College stu
dent body on Friday, March 20, that
students would be provided with
new opportunities to get to know the
administration.
"The beginning of spring provides
an excellent opportunity to renew,
refresh and reaffirm our shared com
mitment to a superior student life
experience for all at Providence
College," said Fortunato in the e-mail.
Beginning March 23, conversation
stations, dean's feedback lunches, and
a dean's comer Web page were opened
to students.
The conversation stations will be
available to students on Tuesdays from
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Fishbowl
and Thursdays from 3:00 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. in Aquinas Hall Lounge.
Directors of the Student Affairs
Division will be on hand to answer
students questions.
Fortunato and other administra
tors will be at the feedback lunch
eons held in Raymond Cafeteria
from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. The
luncheon will be informal and stu
dents will again have the opportuni
ty to ask any questions they wish.
The dean's Web page will provide
students with important information
from the dean's office.
More on this story will appear in the
April 2 edition of The Cowl.
—Devin Murphy '10

march 27 > april

31 Tues |

1 Wed|

2 Thurs

10:00 a.m. Fitness m
Motion - Mind, Body,
Spirit - 3rd Annual
Physical Activity
7:00 p.m. Unity Week Challenge: "Active
2009: Brave New
U- Go For Gold,"
Voices, Slavin Center, Slavin Center, '64
McPhail's
Hall

:30 p.m. PC
Women's Tennis vs.
Connecticut, Varsity
Tennis Courts

7:30 p.m. Irish Step
Dance Club, Slavin
Center, '64 Hall

9:00 p.m. "PC, So You
Think You Can
Dance?!," Slavin
Center, McPhail's

6:45 p.m. Western
Civilization Debate,
Moore Hall III

7:00 p.m. Gaelic
Society'- Meeting,
Moore Hall II

7:30 p.m. Poetry and
Fiction Series - Nick
Carbo, Moore Hall I

Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into print to ensure that the facts are present
ed clearly and truthfully. If you find an error in any article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections
will be printed as necessary on page 2.
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Executive Presidential Candidates Debate in McPhail's
Pulaski and Breen Discuss
Alcohol Pol icy, StudentAdministration
Relationship, and
Congress Mistakes

ing statement. She began by inform
ing listeners that she is a two-year
member of Student Congress and is
currently the vice president of the
Class of 2010. Breen focused on her
natural leadership skills and her main
goal of getting students involved.
"I've always been naturally inclined
to lead," said Breen. "I like to coordi
nate with others and get people moti
by Sara Beth Labanara '11
vated and excited; I like to put fun into
everything I do."
News Staff
Following opening statements by
Andraya Pulaski '10 and Megan both candidates, Ballback began the
Breen '10 faced off in the executive questioning of Pulaski and Breen. She
presidential debate on Monday, asked them what they predicted to be
March 23, at 7:00 p.m. in McPhail's. the most pressing issue for Student
Liz Wolf '09, executive Congress next year. Breen answered
president of Student first, and said she thinks the alcohol
POLITICS Congress
introduced policy implemented in the fall of 2008
the
two
panelists: will be the most vital issue.
Joseph
Cammarano,
"I think we're going to have to see
Ph.D, Department of Political Science,
how effective this
and
Lauren
policy was, and
Ballback
we're going to have
'11,
newswriter for The
to figure out where
Cowl.
we go from here,"
We both feel that we need a
To kick off the
said Breen.
greater voice because many
debate, each candi
Pulaski
agreed
pol icies have been changed
date addressed the
that the alcohol poli
audience with an
cy would be the
without our consultation.
opening statement.
most critical issue
Pulaski began by
faced by Congress
describing
her
next
year,
She
experience
in
Megan Breen 'io
stressed that how
Student Congress.
the
policy
was
She has been a rep
implemented was
resentative for the
the major cause of
Class of 2010 for
concern, because it
the past three semesters. She said lacked student input.
that she hopes to convey her position
"It will be important to maintain a
on
current
issues
affecting strong student voice, put up a fight,
Providence
College
students and ensure that students' voices will
throughout the course of the debate. not be overlooked," said Pulaski.
She also stressed her "vocal and per
Cammarano asked the next ques
sistent leadership" and her desire to tion, which involved the feasibility
ensure that student opinions are not of student members of Congress
overlooked today or in future years.
being able to solve problems at PC
Next, Breen took a moment to on their own.
address the audience with her open
Pulaski answered that a stronger

alliance with the Faculty Senate would tension between the social and leg
be necessary, but even more so, islative aspect of Student Congress.
Congress needs to take initiatives on
"I'm kind of wondering if you can
its own and "go the extra mile."
do both," said Cammarano.
Breen agreed with Pulaski and
Breen answered first. She said that
said that in order for problems to be she does not feel the tension between
solved on campus, Congress will the legislative and social aspects of
have to start being more proactive.
being a Congress member.
"We need to get more students
"Besides being a legislative body,
behind us and get the ideas out of the sometimes people will assume that
Fishbowl," said Breen.
we're some sort of social club, an elite
The next question asked by Ballback club who likes to party together," said
was about the relationship between stu Breen. "But I personally have always
dents and faculty senate. Ballback had my social life separate from my
asked each candidate how they feel Congress life."
about this relationship and if they
Pulaski countered and said the ten
believe it could be stronger. Breen sion is noticeable when members vote
answered first and said that she feels on legislation.
"When you vote on legislation you
the relationship between students and
Faculty Senate is positive because they should be thinking about what's best
both have similar complaints.
for the school, not what will just bene
"We both feel that we need a greater fit you and your friends," said Pulaski.
voice because many policies have been
Ballback then asked Pulaski and
changed
without
Breen to confess
our consultation,"
the "biggest mis
said Breen. We ve
take you've made
all developed rela I would I ike to see all students
during your time
tionships with our
taking an active part in Faculty on Congress."
teachers and I think
The two candi
Senate. Strengthening that
both groups are on
dates seemed to
all iance and offering new
the same team."
agree, that they both
Pulaski
agreed input would be a great step in
wished they had
that the relationship
gotten
involved
the right direction.
between students
sooner.
and
faculty
is
"I would have
Andraya Pulaski 'io
strong,
but
she
wanted
to
join
believes that stu
Congress
sooner,
dent involvement in
rather than later,"
Faculty
Senate
said Pulaski. "It
meetings could be increased.
took me a while to find my niche on
"I would like to see all students tak campus."
ing an active part in Faculty Senate,"
Both candidates also said that they
said Pulaski. "Strengthening that were lazy at times.
alliance and offering new input would
"Sometimes when everything builds
be a great step in the right direction."
up, you miss something here or there
Cammarano asked the next ques like a meeting or a phone call, but I
tion which involved the dual duty haven't made any mistakes that have
of Congress as a social organization been too grave," said Breen.
and a structure that governs the
student body. He questioned the
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Advisory to the Treasury Passes, ID Legislation
Passes, Changes to Housing Selection Proposed
by

Devin Murphy '10
News Editor

Student Congress voted on two
pieces of legislation on Tuesday, March
24, and the Student Life Committee
presented a proposal regarding hous
ing for rising sophoSTUDENT mores and juniors.
CONGRESS , The first piece of legis
lation that was voted on
was the legislation presented by the
Class of 2011 regarding the use of
Providence College identification
cards at off-campus locations. Under
this piece of legislation, students
would be able to use the PC cash that
they put on the ID cards at places like
restaurants and stores.
The legislation passed without any
opposition.
Before the vote very little discussion
was held. Liz Wolf '09, executive pres
ident of Student Congress, was the
only member to pose a question.
She asked Congress members if it
was a prudent decision to pass the leg
islation given the difficult economic cli
mate and if the use of IDs off campus
would actually help local businesses.
Will Mastranna '11 said in the
research conducted by the Class of
2011 most other schools reported that
local business' sales increased.
The next order of business was not
passed as easily. The legislation allows
the creation of an advisory to the treas
ury made up of Congress members
which will decide when there is no
longer an immediate threat to
Congress. The advisory committee
will assume all responsibilities of the
executive treasurer.
Billy Byrne '09 was stripped of his
responsibilities as the executive
treasurer at the March 3 Congress
meeting. At that meeting Wolf read a
list of grievances against Byrne
which included students, clubs, and
organizations not getting reim

bursed in a timely fashion. Byrne's
computer with all the financial infor
mation for Student Congress and the
clubs and organizations on campus
crashed which caused the financial
confusion. Wolf then asked that the
Committee on Legislative Affairs
deem this an extenuating circum
stance and form an advisory board
to carry out Byrne's duties.
Hillary Black '09 read a letter from
Lianne Nadeau '11 who was unable
to attend the meeting. In the letter
Nadeau reminded members that
they were voting to decide who
should be a part of deciding when
the financial situation is no longer a
dire threat to Congress.
It was decided to keep the discus
sion following Nadeau's letter limited
to 20 minutes.
The first question came from Elian
Seidel '10.
"What is the difference between
this committee and the decision not
to appoint an ethics committee?"
asked Seidel.
Wolf responded and said that an
ethics committee's purpose would be
to remove a member from his/her
position. Others added that an ethics
committee would not be concerned
with negligent activity, but instead
unethical activity. For example, if a
member of Congress was stealing
money from the allocated funds,
which was not the case.
Shannon Case '09, executive vice
president was the next member to ask
a question to clarify what Congress
was voting for and against.
"If we vote against this are we vot
ing against the members or the com
mittee?" asked Case.
Black answered that anyone who
voted "nay" would be voting against
the committee itself, not the members
of the committee. She also said that
voting against the committee "derail
ing it."

A main concern among members
was if the legislation did not pass then
the administration would begin to see
Student Congress as a body that can
not govern itself or resolve its own
internal problems.
Byrne then spoke about his own
feelings about the advisory committee
restoring his responsibilities.
He felt that restoring his powers
would be a mistake and would be
detrimental to Congress.
He said that he feels that since he is
no longer involved in the financial
matters of Congress he would not feel
comfortable once again resuming
them. He feels that it would be too
overwhelming for him to familiarize
himself with the measures the adviso
ry committee took and the financial
standings over each club and organi
zation on campus before the end of the
year. However, he would be more than
willing to help the advisory committee
with any questions they have.
After Byrne's statement, questions
and comments about the members of
the committee came to the forefront.
Some members questioned why Byrne
would not be included in the commit
tee since he has the most comprehen
sive understanding of the role of the
executive treasurer.
Andraya Pulaski '10 suggested that
the legislation be revised. She said that
if Byrne did not want his powers
restored then the committee should
not restore them once the threat to
Congress has been resolved.
"I don't understand why the people
involved in the situation shouldn't
remedy the situation," said Jaimie
Scambio '10.
Tim O'Mara '11 proposed that the
legislation be amended before the
vote. He asked that the executive
vice president and the executive
secretary be added to the commit
tee. A vote was held to introduce
the amendment to the legislation.

The motion was defeated 15 to 21.
Members were assured after the
vote that if Byrne was not ready to
resume his role then the committee
would take that into account.
Congress had to vote twice on the
issue. The first vote was stopped
because too many members were
abstaining for the legislation to pass.
Black then told members that unless the
legislation conflicted with their moral
beliefs they could not abstain. A motion
to revote was then approved. Will
Bromsteadt '09 then took time to count
the votes and announced that the legis
lation had passed by two votes.
The next order of business was a
proposal to change the housing
process for rising juniors and sopho
mores. Seidel, chair of the Student Life
Committee introduced the proposal.
It asks that the housing selection for
rising juniors and sophomores be
moved to the spring semester. By mov
ing the selection to the spring semester
students will no longer have to decide
their housing situations without
knowing if they have been approved
to study abroad. This would also give
students more time to find students
studying abroad the opposite semester
to take their places in residence halls.
Rising seniors will still pick housing
during the fall semester. Students will
also have ample time to choose their
roommates and residence halls "while
decreasing potential roommate con
flicts that may come about from pres
sure to select future roommates so
early on in the school year."
Students will still have to put
down the $200 housing deposit in the
fall. Rising juniors will still be eligi
ble to be entered in the off-campus
housing lottery. Further details
including finances and juniors living
with seniors will be finalized by the
Office of Residence Life.

Legislation Supporting Faculty Passes Despite Debate
by

Devin Murphy '10
News Editor

Student Congress met on Tuesday,
March 17, to vote and discuss legisla
tion stating that Student Congress
does not support the process by which
the new policy concemSTUDENT its faculty's children
CONGRESS and pets was passed
The
legislation
was
debated before the vote. Feelings on it
were mixed.
Many members felt that it would
be contradictory to refrain from sup
porting the faculty on this issue due
to Congress' year-long struggle to
pass legislation in opposition of the
process by which the alcohol policy
was passed.
"I think it's really important that we
pass this," said Joe Miller '10.
"Obviously we're not questioning the
school's authority to do this...I think
it's become clear over the past year that
it's better for everyone when these
decisions don't just emerge from the
depths of Harkins Hall."
Other members felt that the legisla
tion should not be a priority of
Congress, and that Congress should
remain neutral.
"Even though we're only talking
about the process in which it went on
it's still saying that we approve or dis
prove [of] what actually happened
with the whole animal-[children] situ
ation," said Tim O'Mara '11.
Liane Nadeau '11 disagreed with
O'Mara. She encouraged Congress
members to read the legislation which
explicitly states that Congress is only
in fact opposed to the process by
which the new policy was enacted, not
the policy itself.

Other members were still adamant
"Maybe I agree with what the policy
says, but I think it's [the legislation] about voting "nay."
Jacquie DeSisto '10, said that she
separate from the actual policy."
Billy Byrne '09, executive treasurer, "views the college as a business"
and the students as its customers.
agreed with Miller.
"This legislation really has nothing She said that the faculty are the
to do with whether or not you think a employees. She argued that as stu
teacher's prospective-student-baby is dents we signed a contract to come
walking a dog on a leash in Feinstein to the College. When students
learned about the new alcohol policy
Academic Center
in September she
during your class or
claimed it was too
during an office
late to back out of
hour," he said. "It's
that contract and
about the process in Hopefully, this will just be a first
that now students
which this rule was
step to having more impacted
are attending an
imposed upon the
the whole judicial system, and
institution
with
faculty and admin
policies
that
they
hopefully
further
the
legislation
istration. Believe it
or not, there are stu the Class of 2009 has worked on. did not agree to or
accept in that con
dents who live off
tract.
On the other
campus who have
Patricia Carroll '11
hand she argued
animals and want to
that faculty have to
bring them onto
accept all rules as
campus.
Having
employees and if
said that, personal
ly I have noticed, and I hope that you they disagree with them then they
have, that whether it's the president of can leave.
the Student Congress, administration,
There was very little dissent
students, campus lawyers, teachers, upon voting.
President Shanley, and the remainder
Jesse DePatsy '09 and Patricia Carroll
of the school. The fact of the matter is 'll also addressed Congress about the
that there's an apparent lack of com Student Body Advisory Board, on which
munication at this school. This atmos both have been working with Kevin
phere of making executive decisions Butler, dean of Student Conduct.
that is detrimental to the ultimate goal
The Student Body Advisory Board
of PC, which should be maximizing will help students understand the judici
the educational experience of the stu ary process by providing them with a
dent body. I do think that voting in student-advisor. It will consist of 20 stu
accordance with this piece of legisla dents who will be picked from the class
tion it to agree with every discussion es of 2010, 2011, and 2012. All students
that we had first semester and now on the Advisory Board will have to main
this semester. And personally, to vote tain a 2.0 GPA and cannot currently be on
nay would be contradictory to all the disciplinary probation. However, stu
focus and work we have done this year dents who have been written up in the
past will be considered.
so far."

The Advisory Board will be imple
mented next September.
"It seems a lot of students don't
know the whole process of Judicial
Affairs," said DePatsy.
The student advisors will be fully
trained in handling judicial matters.
They will be able to guide students
through the judicial process. They will
not be able to speak at judicial hear
ings, but will instead be permitted to
pass students notes with advice.
Advisors can then explain the outcome
of the hearing.
Students will have the opportunity
to refuse help from a student advisor
or to request a specific student advisor.
When students receive notification of
having been written up they will also
be provided with the contact informa
tion of a student advisor.
DePasty and Carroll will be choosing
the 20 students for next year's board.
They will not be choosing students from
their own classes within Congress.
However, for all subsequent years the
students will be chosen by four students
on the advisory board. At the end of each
academic year six or seven spots will
open up and allow for new students to
be selected for the board.
"Hopefully, this will just be a first
step to having more impacted the
whole judicial system, and hopefully
further the legislation the Class of 2009
has worked on," said Carroll.
DePatsy hopes that the Advisory
Board will help students who may be
considering careers in law.
"There's a lack of students interested
in law," said DePatsy. "This would give a
chance for something unique that PC
doesn't really have, and I think it also
brings up the responsibility and maturi
ty factor that students are seeking."
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Philanthropy Class Uses
Process Adding to Study
$15,000 to Donate to
Abroad Financial Burden
Smith Hill Area
ECONOMY: Housing

which grant aid to students going to
countries that Congress and the State
Department are looking for employ
tions is April 1, 2009. Until then the ees to work in. Also, the programs
program will not know if more stu themselves are offering more fund
dents are opting to only study ing, according to Beaulieu.
abroad for a summer, possibly due to
On Feb. 25, 2009, the Senator Paul
financial reasons, or if the financial Simon Study Abroad Foundation Act
climate has made it too expensive for was introduced into the Senate. This
students to go abroad at all.
act supports increasing study abroad
The financial aid policy for study opportunities for undergraduates in
abroad has been in place for years and the U.S. It is not clear how the act
may have something to do with the will help students looking to study
decline in applicants during this eco abroad at PC.
nomic downturn.
"It's a little unclear how much
"All federal, state, and local student money will be made available," said
loans can be applied to study abroad," Beaulieu. "And I think some people
reads the official policy as stated on the have been somewhat skeptical on the
College's Web site. "Tuition exchange, impact that the Paul Simon Act will
and Providence College grants and ultimately have because it is really too
scholarships, however, only apply while little money once you spread it among
you [the student] are enrolled at PC."
all the colleges and universities in the
"It's an institutional policy, I don't United States. It's probably not going to
know the history of all that," said make much of a difference. It will help
Beaulieu. "We're trying to get that some students, clearly, but won't make
changed so that all
the impact that I
aid would be portable
think a lot of people
and that's under dis
are looking for. .
cussion now on how
.My feeling now is
Due to the study abroad
the College might do
that people will be
that. But how and
housing pol icy I will be I ivdisappointed."
when that change
Another deter
ing with someone I do not
might happen, I just
rent for students to
know. The whole thing is
don't know at this
study abroad is the
point."
Office of Residence
very frustrating.
Beaulieu predicts
Life's housing poli
that a change in such
cy. There are five
Keely Hopkins 'n
policy
would
options: pay for the
increase the amount
entire
academic
of students who
year, overcrowd,
would be able to par
study abroad both
ticipate, making it almost "equally as semesters, co-sign with students
possible as being on campus."
studying abroad the opposite semes
A member of the Honors Program, ter, or randomly be assigned housing
Danielle Turcotte '11 has been affected by Residence Life upon returning.
by the policy. She will be studying in
"The housing policy has been a big has
Prague, Czech Republic next fall.
sle," said Hopkins. "You have to find
"Because I receive merit money someone to switch with you and live in
from PC, that money will not carry your apartment during the semester you
over when I study abroad," said are abroad, or pay for an entire year. It is
Turcotte. "This means a substantial absolutely absurd."
jump in the cost of tuition that my par
"Even more outrageous is the fact
ents will pay next fall. Luckily they that if the person taking your spot
have been able to save the money since decides not to go abroad, or leaves
they haven't had to pay for tuition PC you still have to pay for the extra
here, but I know many other kids in semester, and it is now too late to
the Honors Program who receive find a new replacement," continued
merit money and are unable to study Hopkins. "PC makes the whole thing
abroad since it does not carry over."
very complicated, and you have to
Keely Hopkins '11 plans to study in choose your housing before you
London for the fall semester.
know if you have been accepted to
"The financial aid policy has not your study abroad program. Due to
affected my ability to study abroad, the study abroad housing policy I
because I am not receiving any money will be living with someone I do not
from PC," said Hopkins. "I actually know. The whole thing is very frus
wind up saving money when I go trating."
abroad, so it worked out very well. I do
"I am studying abroad in the fall
have several friends though who cannot which is less popular than the spring, so
go abroad because they will lose their I was easily able to find someone to trade
scholarships, so I know that it is a prob with me," said Turcotte. "However, I
lem that Providence College really found that the entire process, from how
needs to address."
early it was to the stress of having to find
There are outside scholarships avail someone to switch with, is much more
able for study abroad, with an increase complicated and costly than that of
in funding for those traveling to non- friends at other schools. I know that if I
traditional locations, which relieves had been unable to find someone to trade
with my parents would not have agreed
some of the financial burden.
In recent years CIS has encouraged to foot an entire year's bill, and therefore
students to look beyond Europe. would not have let me study abroad."
It will not be clear until the commit
They have done this by adding more
programs, giving students a larger deadline how much of a factor the
list of countries to choose from. housing process will affect the already
According to Beaulieu, the center has decreasing number of students study
been working with students to find ing abroad.
funding like Boren Scholarships,
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fied program. According to Brown,
the class wants to see specifically
News Staff
how the grants are spent. Requests
Last spring, a new philanthropy will also be ignored for grants that
class in the Department of Public and will supply salaries, endowments, or
Community Service was developed in basic operating expenses.
which the students had an imaginary
"While we stated in the RFP that we
amount of money which were focusing on housing, health care,
CAMPUS they were to allocate to and after school programs, the money
NEWS different charities in is really open to any non-profit," said
Rhode Island. Instead of Brown. "Anywhere we could limit our
conducting another simulation this selves, we didn't. Since this is the first
semester, the philanthropy class year, we wanted to leave it open."
received
$15,000
from
Fidelity
Another area the class did not want
Charitable Gift Fund and Campus to limit itself on was the amount of
Compact. One of the stipulations of money each program could receive.
the grant includes spending 50 to 75
"We asked that people request
percent of the money, leaving some for $1,000 to $3,000," Brown said.
the next class.
However, the RFP
"The companies
states that "grants in
invested money that
excess of $3,000 will
they want contin At mid semester, the students in be considered for
ued," said Shannon the course, acting as the Board
programs of signifi
Brown '09, a mem
cant merit."
of Directors of the Making a
ber of the class. "It's
To get the word
Difference Fund [MAD], have
about sustainabili
ou, and answer any
successfully launched a grant
questions the class
ty-"
distribution program.
The class chose
held a Kick Off and
three primary caus
Informational Event
Bill Allen
es to concentrate on
on March 18, at the
this
semester—
Brooklyn
Coffee
affordable housing,
and Tea House on
health care, and
Douglas Ave.
after school pro
"About nine or
grams. It was determined that non 10 people came asking questions,
profit organizations with the federal which was great," said Brown. "It
tax code 501(c)(3) in or around the was a learning process for us —learn
Smith Hill area qualify to receive char ing how to make applications and
itable donations.
RFPs clearer."
"We were split into three subcom
All applications are due by April 1,
mittees in the class," said Brown. "One at which time the class will serve as a
who determined which organizations Board of Directors and determine
qualify, the one I was on, that wrote finalists for the grants.
the RFP [Request for Proposal], and
"At mid semester, the students in
one that wrote the applications for the the course, acting as the Board of
organizations."
Directors of the Making A Difference
The Request for Proposal states Fund [MAD], have successfully
that all groups that grant money launched a grant distribution pro
must write a proposal to accompany gram," said Bill Allen, Department of
the applications. The class sent out Public and Community Service one of
the RFP to inform organizations in the co-teachers of the course.
the Smith Hill area about the back
The other co-teachers are Ray
ground of the class, the money that Sickinger, Ph.D., chair of the
was available, and eligibility.
Department of Public and Community
"We also have a link on the Service Studies, and Amanda Heinsen
Feinstein Web site with the applica '09, who took the course when it was
tion," said Brown.
first offered last spring.
According to Brown, the link was
After determining the finalists, the
established on the Public and class will make visits to the sites of the
Community Service Web Site so any non-profits, if necessary. They then
organization can fill out the applica will decide on the recipients of the
tion. The money is not exclusive to the grants by May 1, after they spend
organizations to which the applica weeks reading and discussing all of
tions were mailed.
the applications.
The application is available at
When recipients have spent their
www.providence.edu/feinstein, and grant money, according to the RFP,
requests specific information from the they will "be asked to submit a report
non-profits. Organizations must pro about the program implementation
vide their name, basic contact informa with use of the grant." Depending on
tion, and the amount of money how successfully a program went,
requested. They also need to briefly future classes will consider further
describe the history of their organiza supporting the organizations.
tion, their mission, and the demo
The class itself is essay based, with
graphic that it serves in the Smith Hill no typical tests.
area. Proposals are also expected to
"We have reflection papers," said
include a program description, time Brown. "How can you quantify what
line of operation, number of partici we're learning through multiple choice
pants involved, and
and short answer?
a program budget.
"We do readings
Organizers
are
focused on philan
asked to detail on
thropy, like Warren
How can you quantify what
their
application we're learning through multiple
Buffet giving $30
what obstacles they
billion
to the Bill
choice and short answer? We do
expect to face, how
Gates Foundation,"
readings
focused
on
philanthro

they plan to deal
The class also vis
with obstacles, and py, I ike Warren Buffet giving $30
its non-profit organ
bill ion to the Bill Gates
what benchmarks
ization, such as the
they will use to
Rhode
Island
Shannon Brown '09
measure success.
Foundation. There
The RFP states
are
700
similar
that
"applicants
foundations
must
articulately
throughout
the
express a need for
country.
Outside
the allocation of the grant money by non-profit groups apply for money
describing the implementation of a that the foundation provides. The class
sustainable program to benefit the will also visit United Way of Rhode
residents of the Smith Hill communi Island.
ty." Preference will be given to
requests for money to go to a speci
by

Kylie Lacey '11
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DreamsInPlay Working With Children's Hospital Boston
and Youth in Warwick
by

Meghan Conway '12
News Staff

DreamsInPlay, a non-profit organi
zation which aims to positively impact
the world by providing essential
resources to people, companies, and
institutions, opened its
STUDENT d°ors to the public at
INTEREST the beginning of 2009.
Founder and chair
man Andrew Kelley '10 and chief com
munications officer Allison Ferlito '10
founded DreamsInPlay during their
freshman year at Providence College
in 2007.
"Our goal is to make socially ben
eficial dreams come true," said
Ferlito. "We want to connect ideas
with resources in order to make proj
ects happen."
DreamsInPlay's new motto, "Do
what it takes," says a lot about the
kind of work they currently do and
work they plan to do at an internation
al level in the future. According to
Ferlito and Kelley, the organization
assists in providing the resources and
means necessary for people to benefit
the good of humanity, positively
impact communities, start charities,
and make dreams come true.
"We want to sort out the best ideas,
and help people find resources to
make these ideas become realities,"
said Kelley. "There are a lot of people
who have great ideas for products, but
they aren't sure how to best go about
attaining them."
DreamsInPlay aims at connecting
those people with great ideas with
the resources they need to make
them happen.
The DreamsInPlay Web site,
www.dreamsinplay.org, began run
ning on March 25. The Web site will
allow for crowd sourcing, so the
community can go online and create
the Web site context. The presented

MATT LONGOBARDI 'io/The Cowl

[Center] Kenneth Chabert 'io, DreamsInPlay board member. [Right] Andrew
Kelley 'io, chairman of DreamsInPlay.

contributions and ideas posted on
the DreamsInPlay Web site will be
reviewed by the management team,
who will then guide the people
behind the ideas with incentives,
marketing, publicity, and cash
rewards to get their proposals start
ed. Ideas are posted on the Web site
in a forum and blog atmosphere.
"It seems so simple, but good publici
ty is really important in making a good
idea work," said Ferlito. "There are so
many companies and businesses that
have great ideas, but their Web sites are
outdated, they have no publicity, and
need help raising money."

Currently, DreamsInPlay is col
laborating
with
Children's
Hospital Boston to improve its
online autism language program.
DreamsInPlay
is
working
to
improve the interactive Web site to
make the learning and communica
tion program easier and more effi
cient for children with autism.
"We are thrilled to be working
with Children's Hospital Boston,"
said Kelley.
Another development DreamsInPlay
is currently working on is a program in
Warwick, R.I. The program is a mentor
ing program for inner city kids based

around basketball. So far, the program
has gotten kids involved in an AAU
basketball team that plays in weekend
tournaments.
DreamsInPlay board member
Kenneth Chabert '10 has been
providing mentoring services for
the program.
"We are working to create a media
kit for the group," said Kelley. "We
want their Web site to help create a
brand for them so they can eventually
receive grants for their program."
DreamsInPlay is working towards
getting a network of PC students to
work as mentors for the Warwick group.
"It's all about connecting resources,"
said Ferlito. "Help from Providence
College is always great."
Colin Steele '10, a new client of
DreamsInPlay, and some of his
friends will be working with Burton
for a project called ChillFoundation.
ChillFoundation plans to bring inner
city kids snowboarding and hopes to
eventually expand to skateboarding
and surfing.
DreamsInPlay is seeking out future
projects such as providing needed
services to the Hispanic population in
the Baltimore area.
"We plan to get DreamsInPlay
known through our Web site," said
Kelley. "We'll do this by inviting peo
ple to join the site and try it out by
posting their ideas."
"We will also use incentives, mar
keting campaigns, press releases,
and fundraisers," said Ferlito. "And
Facebook, which seems to always
work pretty well."
In the future, DreamsInPlay plans to
go international and establish a physical
location for the non-profit organization.
"DreamsInPlay wants to help oth
ers celebrate life and be creative,"
said Kelley.

Attention: Freshmen & Sophomores...
Find your “POT OF GOLD”
This summer at
GOLD MEDAL BAKERY!
Earn TOP $$$ as Machine Operator or Shipper

>Earn $14.55/hr after training
>PLUS $1.00/hr shift differential
>Great schedule - work 3 days per week
>Opportunity for $1,500 scholarship

> Opportunity to qualify for end-of-summer bonus. (Average bonus is $400)
> Possible internship after completing 1 summer
>May work part-time during the school year as well -around your school schedule!

Act now...don’t miss out on this golden opportunity!

No experience necessary. * * * Must be at least 18 years of age.
To apply, e-mail ginbapp@goldmedalbakery.com to request an application
Or apply in person at: 21 Penn St. Fall River, MA 02724
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FUNDRAISING: Officers Threatened to Cancel Senior Event
if Donations Withheld from Charity
continued from front page
percentage of ticket sales and the pro
motion of their group.
DePatsy said that this had been
planned far in advance, and it had
been advertised such that students
knew that in buying their tickets 20
percent of the proceeds would go to
the charity. The tickets for 109
Nights, which was held in Peterson
Recreation Center, were $10, of
which $2 per attendee going to
Orphanage Outreach.
On Feb. 5, DePatsy said he was
informed that the class officers could
not decide to give their raised funds to
charity. Though Chris Fortunato, asso
ciate vice president for Student Affairs,
was the one to bear the news to the
officers, DePatsy emphasized that
Fortunato was not the one responsible
for the decision.
DePatsy said that upon hearing this
news, he knew he did not want to
blindly lead the class since 109 Nights
had been promoted as a means of rais
ing money for the charity. Because the
funds would then not be going to
charity, DePatsy said that the event
would have to be cancelled "due to
ethical reasons."
"(Orphanage Outreach is] a great
group," said DePatsy. "To say no to
them two days before would be a fool
ish situation."
"Although it would have disap
pointed many seniors due to ethical
and legitimate reasons, I did not feel
comfortable with going through with
holding the event if we could no
longer donate, so I said we were going
to cancel," said DePatsy.
When DePatsy threatened to cancel
the event, he said he was advised that
it was not a wise move. Shortly after,
DePatsy said that that the class could
give to charity for this event, but that it
would not continue in the future.
"Although seniors would have been
disappointed, I feel that because of
the work done with this charity, to be
told two days before that you can't
give to a meaningful cause when it
had been promoted that way, I was
not comfortable holding the event any

longer," said DePatsy. "1 will never
say one thing to the class and do a dif
ferent thing."
"I'm confused with the mission of
the College if we're being told now
that with raised funds, we can't give
a percentage to a continuouslyworked-with charity," said DePatsy.
"I'm confused with the mission
because I believe, in the end, this is
completely hypocritical."
"I'm confused, in the end, with the
underlying mission of this institution,"
said DePatsy. "I think, down deep,
there is an issue with the mission of
this school, and I think it needs to be
clarified quickly."
Past charity events run by the
Class of 2009 officers have been mul
tiple Senior Nights, at which the offi
cers helped out student organiza
tions that they felt comfortable help
ing financially.
"We have made it a goal to give to
charity as a class because we are finan
cially successful," said DePatsy. "Our
class account is extremely well off due
to successful financial planning."
At the most recent Senior Night,
which took place on March 20, dona
tions were made to help an orphanage
in Uganda. However, the difference
here, according to DePatsy, was that
the donations were voluntary, as
opposed to 109 Nights at which part of
the ticket prices went to charity.
"As a class gift, the Class of 2009 offi
cers are encouraged to give to the PC
Fund," said DePatsy. "How come we
can give to that charity, but we are told
'no' to other charities? To me, this
seems foolish.".
"So basically we're encouraged to
give class gift donations in the end of
the year to the PC Fund, but yet we
face such challenges to give to more
needy charities," said DePatsy.
Kieran Murray '09 is vice president
of the class of 2009 and is also one of
the two co-chairs of the Senior Giving
Committee, in charge of helping the
PC Fund.
"Myself and 20 other seniors on the
committee have donated our time will
ingly and graciously to work with
Institutional Advancement and the
Class of 2009 to fundraise for the

future of Providence College," said
Murray. "Coinciding with PC's trade
mark statement, 'Transform yourself,
transform society,' we have all individ
ually been attempting to transform
society, specifically by giving to the PC
Fund in order to transform the future
of Providence College."
"I believe that giving back in what
ever way you are personally capable is
fundamental to participating in a
greater society," said Murray. "I have
always been proud to attend this
Catholic institution which claims to
'prepare its students to be responsible
and productive citizens to serve in
their own society and the greater
world community.' While 1 agree that
the claim made in Providence
College's mission statement is vital,
prohibiting the Class of 2009 to give to
a charitable foundation, Orphanage
Outreach, directly renounces that mis
sion statement."
Murray said that the officers for
the Class of 2009 had been encour
aged by the administration to give to
the PC fund.
"We all see the need and are will
ing and excited to give back to this
institution, but see a stark disconnect
between being encouraged to give
money to Providence College, while
having been denied to give to an out
side charitable foundation," said
Murray. "With the shocking response
we were given by administration, '09
Congress class officers decided to
cancel 109 Nights solely on ethical
reasons. As class officers, we have
always worked with our class to give
to various charities and this was the
first time in four years that we were
prohibited from doing so."
Rev. Brendan Murphy, O.P., vice
president of the Office of Student
Affairs, indicated that this particular
situation brought up an issue.
"There were concerns raised to the
senior class officers regarding using
ticket costs to fund an outside charity
since this is not standard practice,"
said Murphy. "Money raised from
class events generally needs to be
spent on PC students, activities,
events, and cannot be used to support
outside charities. Members of the

Student Affairs staff were informed
that the senior class leadership would
rather cancel the event than not use
part of the proceeds for the charities
they had chosen. The decision was
made to allow the senior class officers
to proceed with the fundraiser since
no one wanted the event to be can
celed."
Murphy said that he is sure that the
senior class officers were "very wellintentioned" in wishing to donate part
of the ticket sales to charity.
"I have always been impressed with
our students' generosity and willing
ness to pitch in for a good cause," said
Murphy. "However, there is a
fundraising policy in the Student
Handbook and in the Successful Event
Planning guide produced by the SAIL
Office which requires all fundraising
activity to be approved through sub
mission of a form two weeks in
advance to the SAIL Office."
"Allocated funds and fundraised
money are meant to support student
events and keep participation and tick
et costs low for students," said
Murphy. "A mandatory as opposed to
voluntary donation is not something I
am comfortable with being attached to
a class event."
Murphy said that it is the responsi
bility of the College to ensure that
any fundraising is conducted "with
the proper due diligence and safe
guards in place," making sure "that
charities are legitimate and that
money is properly handled and for
warded to the charity."
Murphy said that this circumstance
has warranted a reexamination of the
current fundraising policies outlined
in the Student Handbook.
"It is evident to me that clearer
policies, protocols and stronger com
munication be put in place to make
sure there are not disappointed
expectations and to ensure the inter
ests of the entire class are properly
represented," said Murphy. "I am
glad that the Senior Night 109 Nights
was a successful event and I appreci
ate the hard work and dedication of
the senior class leadership."

ELECTION: Durkin, Mikula, Seidel Complete Executive Board
continued from front page
occasionally hold meetings at student
friendly places on campus to accom
plish that.
"I am not sure that the Fishbowl is
conducive to having new student,
come in (to meetings]," said Pulaski.
Pulaski likes the approach Chris
Fortunato, associate vice president
for Student Affairs and dean of stu
dents, is taking to interact with stu
dents. She said a similar program
could help Congress.
Another main concern for Pulaski is
the legislative process.
"I have a lot of problems with the process
of legislation this year," said Pulaski.
She thinks that Congress needs to
work on getting legislation to the
voting stage. She thinks that if legis
lation is not reviewed, discussed,
and voted on in a timely manner it
affects the way which the student
body views Congress.
"I don't think it should take more
than three weeks for a piece of legisla
tion to be voted on," said Pulaski.
According to Pulaski, the time it
took to pass legislation during the first
semester served as a serious detriment
to Congress and its effectiveness.
The future of Student Congress
will also be at the forefront of
Pulaski's agenda next year. She plans
to encourage the chairs of commit
tees on Congress to take members of
their committees with them to meet
ings with the administration. She
thinks that fostering an early rela

tionship with the administration is
important and will help younger
members of Congress learn how to
effectively communicate with the
administration.
Pulaski wants Congress to become
more independent under her leader
ship. For example, if the administra
tion cannot donate money for an event
or cause, she wants Congress to take
charge and organize a fundraiser to
help clubs, organizations, and the fac
ulty on campus.
She is also looking to improve and
expand Congress' relationship with
the faculty.
"I don't think Student Congress'
relationship with the faculty should
just be limited to the Academics
Committee," said Pulaski.
She said better communication
between the two organizations would
benefit both.
Caitlin Durkin '10 will be aiding
Pulaski as the executive vice president.
She has been a part of Congress for
two years.
"Each term has allowed me to
understand the importance of leader
ship within Student Congress," said
Durkin in her letter of intent.
On her agenda as executive vice presi
dent for student congress Durkin plans
to study abroad and the Health Center.
Durkin wants to improve the Health
Center's services. She also wants to make
studying abroad easier for students.
Durkin also wants to work with
her fellow executive board members
to further involve students in
Congress' operations.

"I would like to see the entire stu
dent body more involved with the cur
rent issues that the 60th Student
Congress will be working with," said
Durkin in her letter of intent.
Also, as executive vice president
Durkin will serve on the Board of
Programmers.
Elian Seidel '10 has many plans as
executive secretary of the 60th Student
Congress. According to Seidel, histori
cally the executive secretary has been
the chair of the Ethics Committee on
Congress. This past year, however, it
was decided that an Ethics Committee
was not needed. She wants to reinsti
tute the Ethics Committee next year to
avoid any problems.
Seidel will also be focusing on
organizing all of Congress' files.
"It's important to maintain a level of
organization," said Seidel.
She said that she realizes that she is
undertaking a large task by organizing
all of the legislation that Congress has
put forth in recent years, documenting
it, and saving it.
Communication with the adminis
tration and the student body is also a
serious concern. Seidel wants to be
included in meetings with members of
the administration next year. Seidel
recognizes that the major concern of
the last executive election for Student
Congress was reconnecting with the
student body.
"Our meetings are not very acces
sible," said Seidel. "Students don't
think that we're addressing these
issues and [that] we don't know
what is happening," said Seidel.

As a veteran member of Student
Congress Seidel also believes that she
has learned much from the previous
executive boards.
"I've seen three different executive
boards and three different leadership
styles," said Seidel.
Overall Seidel is expecting great things
from the executive board next year.
"I think that there's really a lot of
great potential in next year's executive
board," she said.
Nick Mikula '11 will be assuming
the position as executive treasurer next
semester amidst the current financial
problems Congress is experiencing.
According to Mikula, there was initial
ly some apprehension among mem
bers about running for the position. He
over came any hesitation and decided
to run, however.
"My role will be scrutinized next
year," said Mikula. "I know the
administration will be looking over
my shoulder sometimes."
Mikula also feels passionately about
improving the legislative process, as
do his other executive board members.
Mikula also sees next year as a rebuild
ing year with the administration, and a
good time to put aside anger about not
being more directly involved in mak
ing decisions.
"Things that went on this year are
done, but that's not going to be the
way it will happen next year," said
Mikula.
The new executive board will offi
cially take office next September.
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Tensions in Pakistan Ease
with Judge's Reinstatement
According to the BBC, the event was
marked by a traditional flag-raising
outside of Chaudhry's home, where
hundreds of lawyers, politicians, and
Middle East: Pakistan
activists had gathered to celebrate.
Many carried balloons and threw rose
petals, calling his return a milestone
fter months of mass protests held
by opposition leaders in Pakistan, for democracy.
Supreme Court Chief Justice Iftikhar
Chaudhry formally returned to his post
at midnight on Saturday, March 21.
The Pakistani government ordered
the reinstatement of Chaudhry earlier in
the week to stave off a rally that had
been planned by opposition activists.
Chaudhiy and 60 other judges were dis
missed by former President Pervez
Musharraf in 2007, and now Chaudhry's
return is being celebrated as a victory for
an independent judiciary.
Chaudhry was dismissed in 2007 by
the former military ruler, Musharraf,
who feared that the Supreme Court
would disqualify him from contesting
the presidential election while still
A Pakistani lawyer to the BBC, cel
wearing military uniform.
ebrating Chaudhry's return.
After announcing the move, Prime
Minister Syed Yousaf Raza Gilani also
said that opposition activists and
leaders who had been detained over
According to one lawyer, the coun
the past week of protests and rallies
would be released and the ban on try had sustained "a popular, plural,
demonstrations in the capital and sev democratic, peaceful movement" over
two years. "Those two years have re
eral surrounding provinces would be
quired blood, they've required sweat,
lifted.
by

Kieran Whelan '09
World Staff
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Those two years
have required
blood, they've
required sweat,
they've required
tears, tear-gas.

Ask

PC

What’s your reaction to'Chief Justice Chaudhry's reinstatement
in Pakistan? What does it mean for world politics?

"I think that Chaudhry's
reinstatement is
extremely important for
the War on Terror in that
it restores a democratic
process to a country that
is vital to restoring peace
throughout the world."

Compiled By Kieran Whelan '09

"This reinstatement shows
Pakistan's willingness, as
a country and a people, to
desire democracy, and
hopefully this decision
will set an example for
democracy across the
Middle East."

AFP/Getty Images

Chief Justice Iftikhar Chaudhry and other judges were sacked by General Pervez
Musharraf's administration in 2007, but the masses rejoiced when he was reinstated
last week after months of protests.
they've required tears, tear-gas," he
said. "No country can progress without
an independent judiciary and the gov
ernment—by restoring the chief justice
and other judges—has also realized it,
and we think it is a big success," said
Ali Ahmad Kurd, a leader of the
protesting lawyers.
The opposition protests and civil un
rest has alarmed Western powers, and
Richard Holbrooke, the United States
envoy to Pakistan and Afghanistan, has
hailed the government's decision to re
instate Chaudhry.
United States envoys, intent on con
vincing Pakistan to stay focused on
fighting Islamist extremism, met with
the president and prime minster prior
to the decision to reinstate Chaudhry.
Further reconciliation among the
major political factions could continue
to spell relief for the United States and
other Western officials who want the
nuclear-armed country to focus on
eradicating al-Qaida and Taliban fight
ers nestea along the country's border
with Afghanistan. U.S. Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton had urged Zardari
and Sharif to make a deal.
Gilani said that Chaudhry would re
turn to his post after the current chief
Sstice, Abdul Dogar, quit the post.
owever, many believe that the gov
ernment simply acted under pressure
from the opposition, who had been
staging massive protest rallies for sev
eral days.
According to BBC's Barbara Plett in
Islamabed, the chief justice's return
could open up new battles for the pres
idency. The delay in reinstating
Chaudhry is attributed to be the fact
that he publicly challenged an amnesty
given by General Musharraf that al
lowed Asif Ali Zardari to return to Pak
istan, where he won presidential
elections last year. If the amnesty was
overturned, Zardari, the widower of
Former Pakistan Prime Minister Be
nazir Bhutto, could be left exposed to
various corruption charges.
However, a leadership dispute in
Pakistan's most powerful province
could still yield partisan wrangling and
more distraction. The various political
parties are now jockeying for the posi
tion to form a new coalition to run Pun
jab, which is Pakistan's wealthiest, most
populous, and most powerful province.
An alliance between Sharif and
Zardari's party remains a possibility.

The government in Islamabed has
asked the Supreme Court to review a
ruling that has banned opposition
leader and former Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif and his brother from
holding elected office.
On Sunday, March 22, current and
former Prime Ministers met for the first
time since the ban. "We are bringing an
olive branch from the federal govern
ment, from President Zardari . . . let's
join hands again to serve the nation."

From here,
God willing,
the fate of
this nation
will change.
Former Pakistani Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif

Prime Minister Gilani has argued
that reconciliation between the coun
try's political parties was critical in
helping Pakistan focus on the major
challenges such as militancy and its
struggling economy.
"We want to go through the reconcil
iation. I have come with a goodwill
message,"said Gilanni.
Sharif said that he had no personal
enmity with Zardari and pledged to be
a supportive opposition forpe. How
ever, he reiterated that his party
wanted additional reforms that both
parties had previously agreed to, in
cluding a reduction in the powers of
the presidency.
"We will cooperate as much as we
can," said Sharif.
Sharif had also attended the ceremo
nial flag-raising, and speaking from in
side his jeep tnat was mobbed by his
supporters, he said "From here, God
willing, the fate of this nation will
change.. .From here a journey of devel
opment will start. From here a revolu
tion will come."
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President Obama's Message to Iran
Bill Pursell '11

The president admits his administra good way to settle the water before
tion understands that this international having face to face sit downs with
relationship has seen many troubles,
members of the Iranian government.
and that correcting the problems be In his campaign for presidency, Barack
Americas: United States
tween the countries will not be done Obama promised the American public
swiftly or easily.
that his foreign policy would involve
Regardless of the
fter many years of political
sit downs with mem
potential
future
unrest between Iran and the
bers of the Middle
headache that this
United States, President Barack Obama
Eastern governments.
proclamation will
has offered Iran “a new beginning" by
The video does not
make for foreign of
establishing a relationship based on
make mention of the
ficials, Obama has
benevolence. This approach is starkly
specific policy changes
called for Iran to
opposite to the Bush administration's
that the U.S. would
"take its rightful
"axis of evil" label given to Iran.
like the Iranians to
President Obama officially released
place in the commu
make, but the assump
these statements in a video due to co
nity of nations."
tion is that in potential
Moving from the
incide with the Iranian celebration of
meetings
President
malicious manners
Nowruz. Nowruz is a holiday that
Obama would ask
marks the first day of spring, and is tra
of previous admin
Iran to stop arming
istrations in dealing
ditionally celebrated as the Iranian
Hezbollah in Lebanon
President Barack Obama
New Year.
with Iran, Obama
and Hamas in Gaza, to
Obama believes that through much
declared,
"This
help in achieving
effort this New Year can rectify the pre
process will not be
peace in Afghanistan
vious three decades with a new, and
advanced by threats. We seek instead
and Iraq, and to stop threatening Israel.
engagement that is honest and
more friendly, rapport.
There have been some positive re
After expressing his best wishes to
grounded in mutual respect."
sponses to this proposal. European
all who celebrate Nowruz around the
The video is partly in response to Union Foreign Policy Chief Javier
world and respectfully acknowledging
the recent nuclear enrichment activity Solana, who has led years of European
the great accomplishments that the
which some people fear is a cover to negotiations with Iran, described
Iranian culture has put forth, President
build atomic weapons. Iranian offi Obama's appeal as "very constructive,"
Obama directed his speech to the Iran
cials have denied this claim time and and urged Tehran, Iran's capital city, to
ian leaders.
time again.
pay close attention to it.
Obama promised "[his] administra
Ayatollah Khamenei, the supreme
The Iranian government will most
tion is now committed to diplomacy
leader of Iran, has said world powers likely be asking for a few policy
that addresses the full range of issues
had been convinced they could do changes in order to realize President
before us, and to pursuing constructive
nothing to halt the progress Iran was Obama's goal of peace.
ties between the United States, Iran,
making on its nuclear program
Among the changes that the Iranian
and the international community."
Officials believe that this speech is a government would like to see is the acby

World Staff

A

The United States
wants the Islamic
Republic of Iran to
take its rightful
place in the com
munity of nations.

ceptance of their uranium enrichment
program, an end to U.S. and U.N. sanc
tions, and an end to America's "colo
nialist attitudes."
Despite these demands, Barack
Obama extended sanctions against Iran
for a year, saying it continues to pose a
threat to U.S. national security.
Khamenei made it clear that more
than a change in U.S. rhetoric is
needed, saying the United States is
"hated in the world" and should stop
interfering in other countries. Although
he also made a statement directed to
wards the U.S. declaring, "You change,
our behavior will change."
"I think [the Iranian leadership] are
quite willing to have better relations if
the Americans are serious," responded
the optimistic Seyed Mohammad
Marandi, who heads North American
studies at the Tehran University.
Marandi also said Khamenei did not
dismiss Obama's overture but was "ef
fectively saying that this is simply not
enough, that tne United States must
take concrete steps toward decreasing
tension with Iran."
It is also believed that the State De
partment will be sending a letter that
more clearly depicts President Obama's
requests to Khamenei before the Iran
ian elections this summer.
With potential negotiationspending,
many such as Arun Mehta of Mumbai,
India must admit, "It's certainly a posi
tive action and wouldn't result in a sit
uation worse than what is today."

Oddly Enough

Madagascar Coup Denounced by Allies
by Jenny

Robots Take to
the Runway

Arvanaghi '11

Asst. World Editor

by

Africa: Madagascar

Mary Kate Nevin '09
World Editor

LOTHING LINES WEREN'T THE ONLY

Tuesday, March 17, the president of Madagascar, Marc Raval
omanana, resigned under pressure
from a section of the army which in
sisted that opposition leader Andry
Rajoelina, a 34-year-old former disc
jockey, should take over.
After two months of political tur
moil, Rajoelina, former opposition
leader, was inaugurated before thou
sands of supporters in the capital city's
soccer stadium on Saturday. The event,
which took place in the capital city of
Antananarivo, was broadcast on na
tional television.
Madagascar's political crisis ended
earlier this week, after Former Presi
dent Ravalomanana ceded power to
the military. The military handed over
government control to Rajoelina, the
former mayor of Antananarivo. In his
acceptance speech Rajoelina declared
BBC
himself president of a transitional gov
Madagascan
opposition
leader,
Andry
Rajoelina.
The
34-year-old
assumed
power
ernment, and was he confirmed by
Madagascar's high court. He also pro after Former President Marc Ravalomanana resigned following a period of popular
protests and military pressure.
claimed "the end of the dictatorship."
Meanwhile, at the Place de la the AU considers it a coup. The United Sarkozy told a news conference at the
Democraze in Antananarivo, 4,000 to States State Department spokesman end of a two-day European Union
summit in Brussels. He added, "I
6,000 people peacefully protested Ra Robert Wood said on Friday, that the U.
joelina's inauguration. Demonstrators S. will suspend all non-humanitarian greatly regret what has happened in
carried banners that said, "We do not aid to Madagascar, calling the forced Madagascar and I call for elections as
want a hooligan government" and "Do departure of Ravalomanana "tanta soon as possible, which is the only way
mount to coup d'etat."
out of this imbroglio."
not terrorize the population."
Similarly, the European Union, one
Opponents of the 34-year-old Ra
The political- strife in Madagascar
started in January, when thousands of of the biggest donors to this impover joelina point out that he is too young
people took to the streets to protest ris ished nation, has threatened to cut off to serve as president; according to
Madagascar's constitution, the mini
ing food prices and what they per aid to anyone who took power by force.
Also on Friday, March 20, the South mum age for the office of presidency is
ceived as autocratic behavior by
Ravalomanana. These protests became ern African Development Community 40. At the same time, Rajoelina has sus
violent though, resulting in rioting and said it would discuss imposing sanc pended parliament and set up two
looting that killed about 100 people.
tions oh Madagascar when they meet transitional bodies to run the country.
Earlier this week, the Southern in Johannesburg on March 30. "We will He says he wants to change the consti
African Development Community put pressure on Madagascar and par tution, since right now it bans him
group said it "completely rejected the ticularly on those people who have from contesting presidential elections
legitimacy" of Rajoelina, according to ousted the democratically elected since he is too young.
Under Ravalomanana, who was
CNN. Also, the African Union sus leader of that country," South Africa's
pended Madagascar's membership Defence Minister Charles Nqakula said elected to a second term in office in
according to AFP news agency. He 2006, Madagascar's economy opened
on Friday.
The AU said it would never recog added, "The problem in Madagascar is up to foreign investment, particu
nize a government that had come to that Rajoelina seized power unconstitu larly in the mining sector.
Yet with this supposedly positive
Cower in a military coup, and since tionally. There is a thoroughgoing ab
step, 70 percent of the 20 million
ladagascar did not follow constitu horrence to this kind of action."
French President Nicolas Sarkozy population in Madagascar still lives
tional procedures when the president
resigned—such as call for the head of joined the EU and U.S. in condemning on less than $2 a day and there is a
parliament's upper house to take over, the actions of the Madagascar govern drastic failure of this new wealth to
trickle down.
and for elections within two months— ment. "Of course it's a coup d'etat,"
n
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thing making their fashion debut
during Japan's Fashion Week; in Tokyo,
an HRP-4C humanoid robot premiered
on the catwalk.
"Our robot can't move elegantly like
the real models that are here today,"
Shuji Kajita, director of humanoid
robot engineering at the National Insti
tute of Advanced Industrial Science
and Technology (AIST), told Reuters.
"It'll take another 20 to 30 years of re
search to make that happen."
AIST designers say the eyes, face and
hair of the robot are based on Japanese
"anime" cartoon characters, and cost
about $2 million to develop.
Japan is home to almost half of the
world's 800,000 industrial robots, and
expects the industry to expand to $10
billion in the future. With its fast-grow
ing elderly population, Japan also hopes
to develop robots for geriatric care.

The Sunny Sides
Parrot Given
Lifesaver Award for
Saving Child
by

Mary Kate Nevin '09
World Editor

A

PARROT

WHOSE

CRIES

OF

ALARM

alerted his owner when a little girl
choked on her breakfast has been hon
ored as a hero.
Willie, a Quaker parrot in Denver,
Colo., has been given the local Red Cross
chapter's Animal Lifesaver Award.
In November, Willie's owner, Megan
Howard, was baby-sitting for a toddler.
Howard left the room and the little girl,
Hannah, started to choke on her break
fast. Willie flapped his wings and re
peatedly squalked "Mama, baby" until
the babysitter returned to see Hannah
turning blue.
Howard saved Hannah by using the
Heimlich maneuver, but says Willie is
"the real hero." He was honored during
a "Breakfast of Champions" event Fri
day, March 20, attended by Gov. Bill
Ritter and Mayor John Hickenlooper.
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World

Pope Benedict XVI
Commences First
Official Visit to Africa

Soundbites of the Week

Ryan McKeon '09

is a "a cruel epidemic which not only
kills but seriously threatens the eco
nomic and social stability of the
[African] continent."
: Africa: Angola
However, when it comes to condom
........................
use, which many see as the only way,
as of yet, to stop the spread of the dis
ease, Benedict remains rigid in his
ope Benedict XVI began a weeklong trip to Africa last Tuesday, Catholic dogma. "You can't resolve it
marking the first time the pontiff haswith the distribution of condoms," the
visited the continent in his four year pa pope told reporters aboard the Alitalia
pacy. Pope Benedict will visit two coun plane heading to Yaounde. "On the
tries—Cameroon and Angola —but contrary, it increases the problem."
will, 'Aim to ideally embrace the entire
African continent," he told pilgrims
and tourists during his weekly messing
in St. Peter's Square. By the time Pope
Benedict's visit is over, he will have met
with Muslim representatives, bishops,
health workers, women's advocacy
groups, and the political leaders of An
gola and Cameroon.
Africa has one of the world's largest
populations of Catholics, estimated at
over 158 million people and making up
20 percent of the continent's popula
tion. The growing influence of the
Catholic Church was helped by Pope
Benedict's predecessor, John Paul II
who visited 42 African countries. The
New York Times reports that, "By 2025
one-sixth of the world's Catholics—
about 230 million people—are expected
Pope Benedict XVI
to live in Africa." Last month, the Vati
speaking on his first papal visit
can announced that the continent was
to Africa.
producing priests at a higher rate than
any other part of the world, with ordi
nations rising by 27.6 percent in 2007.
The two countries that will host
The Catholic Church rejects the use
Benedict are mired in civil unrest. The of condoms as part of its overall teach
countries' bishops are accusing their ing against artificial contraception. Sen
presidents' regimes of using their na ior Vatican officials have advocated
tions' resources to benefit a small elite fidelity in marriage and abstinence
while the majority of people are suffer from premarital sex as key weapons in
the fight against AIDS.
ing in poverty.
In one of his last speeches in Africa,
Benedict's rejection of condom use
Benedict indirectly addressed this ignited reactions globally. French for
issue, saying, "Our hearts cannot be at eign ministry spokesman Eric Chevalpeace as long as there are brothers that lier said, "While it is not up to us to
suffer the lack of food, work, a house, pass judgment on Church doctrine, we
and other fundamental goods."He consider that such comments are a
added that African leaders should not threat to public health policies and the
forget "the fundamental aspirations of duty to protect human life."
Those in Africa that see the face of
the most needy people."
Pope Benedict's message is one cen AIDS on a daily basis are particularly
tered on hope. As a continent, Africa is upset by the pope's stance. Rebecca
upset by armed conflict, disease, and Hodes, of the Treatment Action Cam
overwhelming poverty. One of its worst paign in South Africa, said the pope's
battles is fought against HIV and AIDS.
'opposition to condoms conveys that
According to UNAIDS, the United Na religious dogma is more important to
tions joint program on HIV/AIDS, him than the lives of Africans."
It is apparent that Pope Benedict's
"Three-quarters of all AIDS deaths
worldwide in 2007 were in sub-Saharan visit to Africa was not warmly received
Africa, where some 22 million people by all. However, though some may dis
are infected with HIV—accounting for agree with particular teachings, it is im
possible to ignore the spiritual impact
two-thirds of the world's infections."
Benedict's official doctrine on AIDS the pontiff left on the people of Africa.
prevention has caused an uproar in Eu He came to preach a message of friend
ropean countries, but particularly ship, hope, and love—just the things
Africa itself. Benedict admits that AIDS missing m the lives of so many.
by
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You can't resolve
[HIV/AIDS] with
the distribution
of condoms. On
the contrary, it
increases the
problem.

Associated Press

"The government has literally
been sustained by beer and
cigarettes."
- TEND Al BITI, Zimbabwe's finance minister, complaining
that the country has become overly reliant on "sin taxes" for
revenue during a deep economic crisis.

BBC

"Mystery is not something
negative that has to be
eliminated."
- BERNARD d'ESPAGNAT, French physicist and winner of
the annual $1.7 million Templeton Prize, which honors
contributions to affirming life's spiritual dimension.

Associated Press

"Resign, or go commit
suicide."
-SEN. CHARLES GRASSLEY (R-Iowa), suggesting
AIG executives follow "the Japanese model" ofaccepting
responsibility for their company's failure.
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The Americas Week in Review
MEXICO: Son of Drug Cartel Chief Arrested
Vicente Zambada Niebla, also known as "El
Vicetillo," the son of a top drug cartel lieutenant, has
been arrested, the Mexican government said Thurs
day, March 19.
His father, Ismael Zambada Garcia, known as "El
Mayo," is a top lieutenant in the Sinaloa cartel,
headed by Joaquin Guzman. Guzman, who escaped
from a Mexican prison in 2001, was named in this
year's Forbes Magazine report on the world's billion
aires. He ranked 701. Five subordinates were also ar
rested. The men were acting suspiciously and had
military-grade weapons, officials said.
Accoraing to CNN, senior defense official Luis
Arturo Oliver Cen announced the arrest in Mexico
City. Defense official Oliver said authorities confis
cated three rifles, three luxury automobiles, 67,480
pesos ($4,845), and $866 in U.S. currency.
This is seen as a major victory, as authorities on
both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border blame Sinaloa
and other cartels for a surge in violence in the region.
An estimated 10,000 Argentinians marched on the
historic Plaza de Mayo in the capital, Buenos Aires,
on Wednesday. They did this in order to demand
more anti-crime measures, which, according to re
cent polling, reflect a top priority among Argentini
ans. This may be attributed to the fact that at least
three police officers have been killed in Buenos Aires
in recent weeks, according to CNN.
Additionally, an employee of Argentina's most fa
mous TV talk-show nost, Susana Gimenez, was
killed last month. That prompted Gimenez to speak
out for the return of the death penalty, which was
outlawed in Argentina in 1984. Organizers report
edly used the Internet to mobilize people. They not
only set up a Web page asking Congress to declare
a national security emergency, but also created a
Facebook page for the march.

UNITED STATES: Departmen t of Defense To End
"Stop-Loss” Deployments
On Wednesday, March 18, the Department of De
fense announced that it would no longer mobilize
army units through "stop-loss" deployments.
The Army Reserve will discontinue the program,
which keeps people in the military past their enlist
ment period, in August 2009, while the Army Na
tional Guard will discontinue its use in September
2009. Active Duty units plan to function completely
without stop-loss by January 2010.
Currently, the Army is the only service that uses
the stop-loss program. According to CNN, as ofthis
January, 13,217 soldiers had tours extended under
thepolicy.
Tne DOD cited the suspension of the program as
"an important step along the path in adapting the
Army into an expeditionary force."
Bill Carr, the deputy secretary of defense for mil
itary personnel policy, said the Department had
been working to end stop-loss sooner, but cited the
"dynamic" in Iraq and Afghanistan with consistent
"tempo changes" as a factor.
Carr noted that as stop-loss was necessary to en
sure the safety and effectiveness of employed units.
He also expressed the significance of the end to
stop-loss, saying, "Stop-loss disrupts the plans of
those who have served their intended obligation."
Defense Secretary Robert Gates indicated why he
supports ending the program to news outlets on
Thursday, March 19, saying, "While these changes
do carry some risk, I believe it is important that we
do everything possible to see that soldiers are not
unnecessarily forced to stay in the Army beyond
their end-of-term-of-service date.
"I believe that when somebody's end date of serv
ice comes up, to hold them against their will ... is
just not the right thing to do."
The Department was also quick to note that it will
retain the authority to implement stop-loss in the fu
ture only under extraordinary circumstances.

VENEZUELA: Trial of Former Chavez Opponent
Moved to Caracas , '
The trial of Manuel Rosales, Venezuelan President
Hugo Chavez' top opponent in Venezuela's 2006
election, has been moved to the country's capital of
Caracas, according to The Washington Times.
The move to the capital from Rosales' hometown
of Maraciabo, where he currently acts as mayor, was
for "the security of all parties involved," the
Venezuelan Supreme Court announced Monday,
March 23.
Rosales faces charges of illegal enrichment,
brought against him soon after Chavez called for his
imprisonment last year.
Rosales claims the move was an effort to find an
"obedient" judge to preside over the case.
The charges assert that the politician "failed to
show the legal source of about $68,000 in income
several years ago while he was Zulia state gover
nor," according to The Washington Times.
The Supreme Court announcement did not con
tain information as to when the trial will begin in
Caracas. Meanwhile, defense attorney Alvaro
Castillo promised to fight all corruption charges on
behalf of Rosales, in order to establish his innocence.

Middle East
YEMEN: Suicide Bombers Target Community
On Wednesday, March 18, a violent suicide
bomber attack struck in Yemen's South Ko
rean community and came narrowly close to
striking a Korean Convow headed for Sana's
International Airport. No one was harmed in
the attack, according to The Yemen Times.
It was the second suicide bomber assault
in three days in the community. The first was
responsible for the deaths of four South Ko
rean tourists and a Yemeni guide. Four others
were injured.
Wednesday's most recent attack, by a sui
cide bomber on motorbike, targeted a South
Korean Delegation made up of Korean gov
ernment officials and families of the victims
of the assault two days before.
Authorities are still investigating the bomb
ing on March 18, but have attributed the first
attack to an 18-year-old trained in Somalia.
Initially investigators believed the bombers
were targeting tourists but have now begun
to investigate whether South Koreans are
specifically being targeted.
South Koreans account for a small fraction
of Yemen's population, with up to 200 cur
rently living in the country, finding work in
oil industries and medicine.
Officials from Yemen and South Korea are
both cooperating in the aftermath of the at
tacks. A spokesman for the South Korean
Embassy in Yemen stressed the importance
of maintaining open communication saying,
"Our relations have been very good and we
must keep them good."

Asia
INDIA: Three Indian Military Personnel
Disciplined in Killing of Youths in Kashmir
Disciplinary action was taken last week
against Indian troops over the shooting of
two youths by an army patrol on Saturday,
Feb. 21.
The youths were killed when unidentified
gunmen in combat uniform opened fire on
a group of civilians in Kashmir's Sopore
town last month, sparking violent street
protests by residents in the area.
According to Reuters, the Indian army
has found an officer and two troopers ac
countable for "lapses" in the killing of two
youths in Indian-administered Kashmir.
"The high level army inquiry headed by
a brigadier has been completed. The inquiry
has held the junior commissioned officer
and two soldiers who were involved in the
Bomai incident accountable for various
lapses," Indian defense spokesman Lt. Col.
J.S.Brar told CNN.
Thus, disciplinary action against the indi
viduals has been ordered by the GOC (Gen
eral Officer Commanding) which will
commence with immediate effect.
It is believed that the swift action by the
army is due to Chief Minister Omar Abdul
lah's persistent pressure on the Indian de
fense authorities to take action against their
personnel for the killings. He has put such
pressure on authorities in a bid to fulfill his
pledge of zero tolerance to human rights vi
olations.
Additionally, Abdullah held a news con
ference to claim credit for the speedy action,
and also promised relocation of the local
army camp which he said was "causing in
convenience to the school-going-girls and
local population."
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Europe
FRANCE: Compensation for Weapons Testers
French Defense Minister Herve Morin an
nounced on Tuesday, March 24, that France would
offer compensation to personnel plagued with ra
diation-triggered illnesses from nuclear weapons
tests, according to The New York Times.
The government had rejected ties between the test
ing and health problems for many years, and also
worried that it would threaten the validity of
France's nuclear system as a deterrent as the country
maintains secrecy regarding its nuclear capacity.
With this new compensation plan, nowever,
French authorities have agreed to divulge the innerworkings nuclear test procedures.
The announcement comes on the heels of French
President Nicholas Sarkozy's statement of intention
for France to return to full membership status in the
North American Treaty Organization.
From 1960 to 1966 the country ran over 200 nu
clear tests in the Pacific Ocean surrounding Algeria,
and FrenchPolynesia. 150,000 civilians and military
personal could have potentially been affected.
The French government has allotted $13.5 million
to pay for claims found legitimate.
ITALY: Tunisian Pilot Jailed After Plane Crash
Chafik Garbi, a Tunisian pilot who began praying
out loud rather than attempting to save a doomed
flight from Bari to the Tunisian island of Djerba,
was found guilty of manslaughter in an Italian
court on Tuesday, March 24, according to the BBC.
The pilot's panic and missed attempts to control
the August 2005 flight were not the only problems
with the plane, and prosecutors arguea that the
pilot should have followed emergency procedures.
The plane,which experienced a faulty fuel gauge,
ran out of fuel, causing both of the plane's engines to
cut out, subsequently inciting panic among the crew.
The crash-landing in the Mediterranean killed 16
people. There were 23 survivors, who had to cling
to pieces of the plane or swim away from the
wreckage to safety.
Garbi, was one of six convicted, which also in
cluded the co-pilot. They face a jail time of eight to
ten years.

Africa
SUDAN: Aid Workers Freed in Darfur
According to CNN, four Doctors Without Bor
ders staffers abducted in Sudan's Darfur region
have been released safely.
Canadian nurse Laura Archer, Italian doctor
Mauro D'Ascanio, French coordinator Raphael Me
unier, and Sudanese watchman Sharif Mohamadin
were abducted last Wednesday, March 18.
Following the abductions the group evacuated
nearly its entire international staff from Darfur proj
ects, and Sudanese staffers were relocated. How
ever, a small team stayed in order to help secure the
release of the kidnapped staff.
Christopher Stokes, general director of the Bel
gian section of Medicins Sans Frontieres (MSF), ex
pressed extreme frustration with the situation,
stating, "It is a gross violation of everything that we
stand for." He added that "our independent med
ical work must be respected if we are to continue
working in conflict areas to save the lives of those
who suffer most."
MSF currently helps people "threatened by vio
lence, neglect, or catastrophe" in over 60 countries.
NIGERIA: 19-Year Sentence for Online Scam
A college student in Nigeria has been sentenced
to 19 years in prison for scamming a 56-year-oId
Australian woman out of $47,000 online, according
to CNN.
The engineering student, Lawai Adekunie Nurudeen, pretendedto be a widowed white business
man desperately in love with her. A court in Ikeja,
in southwest Nigeria, ruled that he will also have
to pay back the woman, even if it meant selling the
two plots of land and the Honda Prelude he bought
with her money.
According to The Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission, Nigeria's anti-corruption police, the
convict, who is married with three children, "told
the victim that she had met Mr. Right," and that his
wife and only child had died in a road accident.
After the woman conceded to marry him, Nurudeen called her pretending to be a doctor. He told
her that her fiance had been in an accident and
needed money for treatment.
The scam continued, as Nurudeen let two weeks
pass and then called the woman again, thanking her
tor her kindness and telling her that he would like to
visit her in Australia. According to police, he asked
her for airfare, and cash for customs clearance.
Authorities did not reveal how Nurudeen was
apprehended.
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Anti-Choice
Liberals are
Hypocritical
by

Mark Scirocco

'10

Commentary Staff

POLITICS
Over the past several decades,
Democrats have defined the political
landscape around a woman's right to an
abortion. We have but to witness the Roe
v. Wade litmus test posed to Supreme
Court nominees to discover that the
death of the unborn is the foundation of
the Party that now runs America.
Conservatives have long argued that a
woman's "choice" for abortion is one
that should never be given. Lincoln, for
instance, felt similarly about slavery, not
ing that one man should not have the
power of voting to enslave his brother.
School Vouchers
It appears, however, that the left uses
choice as a mantra, whether in the case
of abortion or euthanasia, only as it per
tains to choosing death over life. On a
host of pertinent social issues now fac
ing the Obama Administration, liberals
are profoundly anti-choice.
Consider the recent vote by
Democrats in Congress to end a suc
cessful Washington, D.C. school vouch
er program. Several weeks ago, in sup
port of school vouchers, Sen. John
Ensign (R-NV) proposed to reinstate
funding for what is known as the D.C.
Opportunity Scholarship Program.
Ensign's legislation, which would have
provided backing for the program for
the 2009-2010 school year, was killed in
the Senate by a vote of 58-39. As The
Washington Times reports, "About 1,700
students are currently enrolled [in the
voucher program], and they will have
to return to D.C. public schools."
D.C. Opportunity Scholarship vouch
ers provided low-income families with
up to $7,500 per student, enabling par
ents to send their children to a private
school of their choice. The program,
which has been extremely popular since
its creation 5 years ago, gave otherwise
impoverished families the chance to
escape the violence and failure that
have long plagued Washington, D.C.'s
public schools. In 2007, for instance, the
federal National Assessment of
Educational
Progress
ranked
Washington last in math and second-tolast in reading among all U.S. urban
school systems. Sen. Ensign states,
"Parents are lined up to give their chil
dren a better future through the D.C.
Opportunity Scholarship. And why
not? It's a better education in a safe envi
ronment."
Patricia William, a mother of two chil
dren in the voucher program, notes that
"Not all schools work the same for all
children and we, as parents, should
have the right to choose the school that
works for them." Ms. William states
that her son's time at a bilingual
Catholic school in the D.C. area has had
a "tremendous impact" on him "emo
tionally, academically and physically."
Double Standards
Interestingly enough, the Sidwell
Friends School in Washington, D.C.,
attended by President Obama's daugh
ters Sasha and Malia, opened its doors
to students who were part of the
Opportunity Scholarship program. The
LIBERALS/Page 15

Awareness is the Key to Equality
Women's rights only possible through open dialogue between the genders

My mother is a strong woman.
Vibrant. Intelligent. She taught me
that in this world you must be inde
pendent and assertive to survive and
progress. Now my sister is like her in
many ways, probably even more so.
She's one of those people who still
believes that society can be improved
through human initiative and cooper
ation. My mother's generation had to
struggle with a range of hardships
and obstacles, the most pervasive of
which was the predominance of gen
der roles and social stereotypes. The
glass ceiling was still firmly intact.
My sister doesn't have to deal with
nearly as many difficulties now that
we (collectively) have realized that
women are more than secretaries,
nurses, and apron-wearing house
wives. Everything's fantastic, right?
Equality has finally taken hold and
We Have Overcome? Uh..
Last Sunday I attended a student
performance of A Memory, a Monologue,
a Rant, and a Prayer. The performance
was a series of individual dramatic
pieces, written by Eve Ensler. She
wrote those other monologues, remem
ber? The ones about the v*****. The
Cowl most certainly had a field day
with that topic, with some passionate
defenses and some spectacularly
insightful condemnations. Anyways,
this one is better, no dirty words or
naughty anatomical terms in the title or
anything. Hardly any laughs, either, so

there wasn't much chance of demean
ing female sexuality. This one set out to
accomplish much more acceptable
goals: to, through dramatic power,
raise awareness about the rape and
mutilation of women in Darfur, Iraq,
the Democratic Republic of Congo, and
our very own US of A. It was a truly
moving experience. Something like this
makes you realize how heart-stoppingly tragic it is that such atrocious crimes
are committed so frequently, especially
in nations that claim "Democracy" as a
founding motto.

While women have made
great strides in terms
of social and economic
betterment, the horrific
existence of violence
against women persists
with ferocity.
While women have made great
strides in terms of social and econom
ic betterment, the horrific existence of
violence against women persists with
ferocity. Probably the most abysmal
circumstances for women (girls) on
the globe is in the Congo. A country
that made its name as a Belgian
colony that yielded colossal amounts
of rubber, the Congo has now become
famous for sectarian violence and
ubiquitous gang rape. The last solilo
quy in A Memory is a piece based on
Ensler's visit to the Congo and her
interviews with many young girls. It
describes a veritable epidemic of fis
tula, a medical condition which
develops because of excessive and

vicious rape and results in the inabil
ity of the girls to hold their pee. The
monologue describes a young girl
whose instinct was to flee human
contact, shame being her default
emotion. In an act of pure compas
sion, Eve hugged her anyway and
soon was soaked with urine. The title
of this speech is "Baptized."
Many of the performers who
appeared in the play are part of an
on-campus group called Women
Will. The club works tirelessly to
organize events that spread aware
ness of domestic violence, rape, geni
tal mutilation such as that seen in the
Congo, and any form of gender
inequality. The group recently spon
sored an event entitled "Take Back
the Night." At this gathering, women
from the PC community are encour
aged to take the podium and tell their
stories, emotionally devastating as
they may be. The night is one of
unmatched intensity and horror. But
the courage of these women results
in an inspiring atmosphere of soli
darity and mutual support. Sexual
abuse is extremely widespread,
fueled by a multitude of beliefs,
stereotypes, and psychoses among
men. It can only be eradicated
through education and open dia
logue between the genders.
As they say, a house divided will
not stand. As long as the awareness
of these issues remains heavily
imbedded within only the female
segment of society, a solution can
never be reached. People, man and
woman alike, must unite behind a
unique and powerful cause to foster
the hope for a life free from fear.

Internships: A Necessary Evil?
BY MARYCLAIRE DUGRE '10

Assistant Commentary
Editor

CULTURE
It's a typical school night and I'm nes
tled under the covers, retainer jammed in
over my freshly-brushed pearly whites.
I'm on the brink of. slumber, in those
hazy few moments before drifting into
blissful unconsciousness. Most people at
this pre-REM cycle point are likely to be
thinking of their outfit for the next day,
or pondering the inexplicable things in
life (do people with mullets know they
have mullets?). But the thoughts that
have kept me from falling asleep this
semester are slightly more stressful,
namely, how, when, and where I can get
an internship, on which my entire future
seems to hang.
I have fallen, like so many other col
lege students, into the snare of this
ridiculous internship mentality. I use the
word "mentality" here deliberately; col
lege students are conditioned to accept
that in order to succeed in career world,
one must land a decent internship in
one's respective field of interest so that
he or she may add a generic line to a
resume, plant a foot in the door of
opportunity, and acquire significant
desirability in the eyes of prospective
employers—the obvious equation for
success. Whereas at one time an intern
ship was an uncommon advantage, a
plus but not a necessity, today it is
expected to have at least one in our col
lege career. We are made to feel that not
having one will hinder our chances after

college, in the Getting a Job chapter of
our lives. To me, the internship craze
guarantees nothing but a generation of
super-competitive over-achievers. It
brings new meaning to the phrase
"keeping up with the Joneses."

First of all, internships are rarely any
thing like the real jobs they mimic. If
you're not delivering coffee or filing,
you're doing something else of little con
sequence that hardly compares to a day
in the life of your boss, regardless of
what the description on eFriars might
say. Secondly, an internship is barely
even feasible for most students—it's time
consuming and necessitates some aca
demic sacrifices, which seems almost
counter-productive. And they aren't
easy to get; cover letters, resumes (of
prior internships, of course), interviews,
and chumming it up with your "connec
tions" make for an arduous process.
Furthermore, they are usually unpaid.
Indeed, internship is a euphemism for
"slavery. VVhat other phenomenon
exists in which you apply for a position

to offer your services with the awareness
that your compensation will be nothing
more than "experience"? Students are
urged to get summer internships, but
what about summer jobs? I have an
internship in Providence this coming
summer, but because it's unpaid, the
prospect of me living in my apartment
and paying rent with no income is unre
alistic. I will have to find a job (in this
economy) in addition to the internship,
along with about eight more hours in a
day. Yet we continue to accept that work
ing without pay in a pseudo-career set
ting is an obligatory step in Getting Far.
Practical matters set aside, the con
cept of internships is indicative of the
evolution of college as a period of our
lives. The time allotted for being a kid
has been drastically abridged. If I'm
still wearing a retainer, should I real
ly have an internship?S We are no
sooner adjusted to college life than
we are looking to the next thing,
toward life after college. As a result,
there's pressure to settle on a major
and a career path early on, perhaps
earlier than some of us are ready to
make such decisions. It's the colleges
themselves that are the sources of this
pressure, via career fairs and similar
workshops. Sure, these services are
beneficial, but they also have a ten
dency to inflict severe anxiety. I'm
trying to enjoy my college years
while I have them, soaking up this
bubble I live in where swiping a card
gets me food, a gym membership,
and reduced-priced basketball tickINTERNSHIPS/Page 15
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The Duck: A Metaphor Euro-centric Academics
Perpetuated at PC
by

Chris Slavin ’12

Commentary Staff

My brain was feeling overcrowded
and needed to be refreshed. As med
icine, I took a stroll to the riverside
near my house hoping to clear my
cluttered cranium. I
PERSONAL was not in search of
any answers or revela
tions, just the peacefulness of the water and the cooling
refreshment of the breeze. I took a
seat on a bench and upon noticing it,
began surveying a brown and green
duck floating a yard from the shore.
"Quack, quack," the duck repeti
tively said. For whatever reason, I
grew intrigued by the animal, study
ing its every move. Its afternoon
swim did not seem to have any goal
because it did not appear to be
searching for food and there were no
ducklings trailing it. The purpose of
the ducks daytime dip was appar
ently simply floating. Because of the
clouded state of my mind, I began to
feel jealous of the carefree, uncon
cerned creature whose only thoughts
were on where the gently moving
water would carry it next. Becoming
further engulfed in the bird, I pon
dered if it was trying to say some
thing with its nonchalant demeanor.
However ridiculous it sounds, I
began to strongly consider the idea

that the brown and green duck was
delivering a message to me and my
crammed head.
GOOGLE IMAGES
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tive list of what you are supposed to
learn in it? It was probably offered
years ago and the professor who
taught it is no longer here, yet it was
included in even the recently updat
ed 2008-2010 course catalog. Is there
no one from the entire Department
of Political Science who has any clue
what is going on in Africa? No one
could possibly teach this course?
This leads to a bigger problem of
our college, in its lack of exposure to
different areas of the world. The twoyear course in the Development of
Western Civilization definitely pro
vides the students with a deeper
understanding of the "western
world" that we all are familiar with,
but it fails to expose students to areas
of the world that they may not be
exposed to. The course will mention,
for example, Christopher Columbus,
but it fails to address the civilized
native societies already in existence
in Central and Latin America. And
what about since 1492? I am positive
there have been some developments
since then. We learn for the hun
dredth time about Hitler and World
War II yet we never learn about the
dictators, coup d'etats, and social
movements of South America. Cuba,
a country that has shaped part of the
United States' foreign policy for over
60 years, is barely even mentioned in
Western Civ.
What about some other countries?
All of Africa seems to be ignored in
any real way. Yet the few history
courses that the school offers are
always filled up with students.
There is obviously great interest in
this area of the world from students

What is the point of college? When
you are having fun playing an intra
mural sport or going to a party you
might forget that the main reason we
I stared with a lazy gaze at the are all here is because we are looking
wake being created from the mal for an education. We trust that this
lard's steadfast glide across the college will provide us with a deepwater. It began to drift closer to the ’ er knowledge of things we have
beach when suddenly one of the tiny already learned and expose us to
waves broke, pushing the duck on its things that we did not know before.
webbed feet and onto the sand. There is no doubt that Providence
Without missing a beat, the resilient College has been successful in this
creature sprang right back into the aspect. But has it been the most
water and continued its casual effective as it can be?
cruise. With the thought that this
If one was to look at our course
bird was a meaningful symbol catalog, they would get the idea that
already in my head, I took its there are many diverse and interest
rebound after being thrusted ashore ing classes offered here. What they
as a metaphor. The brown and green do not realize is that there are a good
duck taught me to get right back number of classes in the course book
swimming when you are pushed out that are not currently offered. I don't
of your groove. Like a horse had know about you but I am getting
once taught someone who fell off of pretty tired of waiting around for
it, the duck delivered a message to certain classes that never seem to
appear. For example, I am a political
DUCK/Page 15 science major and the whole three
years I have been here (six semes
ters) they have never offered a class
in African Politics. This is something
I am very interested in, and there are
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no doubt many other students that
might be interested as well, and yet
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New York City is Too Tangents and Tirades
Fast For its Own Good
by Ben Perry TO
Commentary Staff

CULTURE
For some people, nothing could be
more exciting than roaming the streets
of a big city—the flashing lights, the
skyscrapers, the vendors, the hustle,
the bustle, and everything else about it
that knocks your senses for a loop. As
for me, I hate it. It is so unnecessary.
When I was in New York City over
break for the Big East tournament, I
realized once again the reason that I
hate American culture. Maybe it is nat
ural for human beings, who seem to be
a socially oriented typed of creature, to
live close to one another in cities, but
what is with the ridiculous bursting
displays of eye-blowing color? They
forcefully pull the eye in, and then
paint their image temporarily on the
retina so everything it sees afterward
has the watermark of some monstrous
ad superimposed on it.
If that's not bad enough, the city is a
veritable breeding ground for apathy.
Not a single person will look you in
the face, and if they do catch your eye
theirs quickly drops to their feet. Not a
one will flash you a smile...unless
they're selling something. Those are
the people who will walk with you for
five or six blocks trying to convince
you to buy something they probably
just stole from your best friend's pock
et. Maybe I'm just cynical, but it is in
these sorts of big cities that I can really
feel and understand just what is
wrong in "the world today."
The city that doesn't sleep, eh? A city
is like an organism. It lives, it breathes,
and it grows. New York City is not a
living city; it is a robot. It plows along
in its same screeching, break-neck
speed, disregarding the world around
and the rest of the country, and even
the clicks and pops of the gears within.
By now, it hardly even functions. It has
just picked up so much momentum
that there is nothing that can slow it
down, until one day it rushes head
long into its own destruction.
Perhaps it's already on its way. I hear
that Wall Street is going downhill, and
that things are getting tighter in the

In Protest
of “The Real
World”
by

Mike Pettinari ’09

Commentary Staff

I remember sleeping on the couch. My
dad, just coming home from work,
stepped through the barrier that con
nects my garage and my living room
and tossed a large, manila envelope onto
my head. "I thought you'd might want
to read this," he said, as I examined my
package. It was my acceptance letter to
Providence College. Now, I'm sure all
you young7ns out there can remember
being a senior in high school. Heck, it
was only nine months ago. So you can
probably remember this moment like it
was yesterday, because technically it
was. But for me, and the members of the
notorious class of 2009, being a senior in
high school is something ancient.
Instead, we're forced to be seniors in col
lege, a terrible, desolate, isolated place
that is peppered with cumbersome wor
rying, sending out resumes and the
occasional interview here and there.
Being a senior in college is nothing like
being a senior in high school except for
one thing: Your life is about to change
whether you're prepared for it or not. If
you're just about to graduate college,
you can guarantee that you will face

city itself. Maybe if they shut off the
lights for an hour or two they'd save
some money on electricity. I'd say they
could walk by starlight and moonlight
if they didn't cloud the atmosphere
with so much soot. Oh well, it cannot
be stopped now. New York City has
begun its downward spiral; its head
long rush for the end of the misery. If
something isn't done soon, there might
not be a city to speak of for much
longer. It will join the ranks of the
ghost towns of the West, abandoned
like in the Will Smith movie that "isn't
a zombie movie" (yeah right).

The right to bare arms. Ok I have a girl crush. But this isn't any fifth grade
longing to be like the Lip Smackers- laden cool girl on the playground; nope,
I'm hopelessly smitten with Michelle Obama. . . more specifically, with her
arms. Have you checked those guns out? She's somehow achieved the ideal
female upper arm —a healthy, toned bicep-tricep region that is too feminine
to be doling out Half Nelson's and yet more substantial than Sarah Jessica
Parker's ultra-sinewy, bony limb. Despite how many "reps" I do in my room
with my two-pound Cambell soup cans, the chances of me getting such ath
letic appendages is dubious at best. Apparently, I wasn't the only one who
noticed the First Lady's muscles during her husband's speech to Congress a
few weeks ago. Elizabeth Dwoskin of The Village Voice accused Mrs. Obama
of flaunting her arms and dressing out-of-season in her mid-February
sleeveless dress. Liz is probably just green with envy. I say, if you've got 'em,
flaunt 'em! Anything's better than that puke green Snuggie Nancy Pelosi
seemed to be wearing. —Maryclaire Dugre TO

Let's talk about it.
No children, no dogs, no Vagina Monologues perform
ances on campus, and no drinking unless you bend over backwards. What
do all these things have in common? They were all policies handed down
from the current administration here at Providence College. While some of
the policies are more reasonable than most people give them credit for especially given the fact that we knew (somewhat) what we were getting
into when we decided to attend PC, that does not justify the way that they
were made. In other words, each of these new policies were made after care
ful thought on the part of the administration, but none were talked about.
Instead they were imposed from the top down, with no "ifs, ands or buts"
from the people that were affected by the policies or the people expected to
enforce them. While the administration may be an expert authority on
Catholic issues, even St. Thomas Aquinas noted that knowledgeable author
ities should argue in the form a dialogue instead of giving orders. And no,
distributing a letter of explanation after the policy is made does not count as
fostering dialogue.—Andrew Sparks '09

“New York City has begun its
downward spiral." Is New York going
to destroy itself?

Eh, who needs it anyway? Will any
one really miss New York? Sure, the
smatterings of the arts you can find
there are kind of cool. I mean, where
else can you go see a Broadway musi
cal? But if there were no Broadway,
then the concept that is a Broadway
musical would simply relocate to
another hub. As long as they're never
known as Vegas musicals (a horren
dous travesty) I'll be happy. The only
good things about New York City are
the things that transcend the city itself.
Every time I go, I remind myself just
why I hated the last time I was there. I
hope someday the city will redeem
itself to me and the rest of the world,
but until then, I'll continue to com
plain. Oh well.

our two cents

many uphill battles, and go up against
incredible odds, and all of those things
that Winston Churchill would tell you if
you were in fact a British military officer
in the midst of WWII. For sure we will
all face an enemy we've, this naive 20something writer included, never seen
the likes of before. Yes, that is the real
world. Not only am I scared of it, I have
made it my new arch nemesis, taking Al
Gore's place.
So I am writing this to protest the real
world. And my hope is that I can stay at
this place for the rest of my life. Honestly,
take me back to that December day (I did
early action), and I'll pay you the exorbi
tant amount of money that has been
spent on my college education. Again, So
ban with me fellow classmates. Together
we can stop the dangers and the threats
that the real world poses to us. No longer
will we have to worry about jobs. Or
income. Or families. No longer will we
have to wear really uncomfortable outfits
to sit at our desk and play internet check
ers all day. No, instead, we can stay here.
We can stay in this beautiful, little micro
cosm that is Providence College, going to
Louie's or Brad's or even Clubbie's for the
rest of our lives. Man, think about that.
It'd be spectacular.

A pedestrian's plea.
Picture yourself walking in the parking lot in front of
Davis on your way to a class down on Lower Campus. As you are crossing
the little road in front of Jazzman's, a car barely misses hitting you. Has this
ever happened to anyone else on campus? There have been countless
instances where I have almost been hit by a car that was either driving too
fast or was trying to maneuver around me. Last time I checked, there are a
lot of people walking around here because, I don't know. . .IT'S A COLLEGE
CAMPUS! The pedestrian always has the right of way. That is rule number
one in driver's ed! Unless, of course, the pedestrian is an idiot and is cross
ing the street on a green light, then you have the right to hit them. No I'm
totally kidding, but you do have the right to beep and get pissed off. But
seriously, a college campus is not supposed to be driven through like a main
street and we pay enough to go here to not have to worry about being road
kill. The other day I almost got taken out by an SUV in the horseshoe in front
of Ray. So if you drive on this campus (cough cough. . .physical plant) could
you be a bit more considerate!—Jenn DiPirro '12
Restore the "Pinafore."
"Here's a How-De-Do!" I have recently come to the
unwelcome realization that we may be on the brink of losing one of our great
cultural and comedic treasures: the hilarious operas of W.S. Gilbert and Arthur
Sullivan. My own generation, it would seem, has been largely deprived of these
delightful collaborations, composed in England from the 1870s through the Gay
Nineties. I myself have only the most fleeting familiarity with the duo's work,
but "When I Was a Lad," my parents took me to see "The Mikado," and I hon
estly may not have laughed as hard before or since. But "Never Mind the Why
and the Wherefore", it is high time to "let the punishment fit the crime, the pun
ishment fit the crime" that is the forgetfulness of our age. If you are turned off
by the word "opera" and dates beginning in a numbers lower than 19, "Behold
the Lord High Executioner!" of your modernist prejudices. The centerpiece of
the Gilbert & Sullivan genius is the "patter song," which is sort of like rap music,
but with singing, diction and actual words. Check out some of these gems on
YouTube, or rent the wonderful 1980 film adaptation of "The Pirates of
Penzance" with Kevin Kline and Linda Ronstadt, and I suspect you will rapidly
become hooked. You might not know it yet, but your Providence College educa
tion has equipped you well to be "the very model of a modem MajorGeneral."-Jeremiah Begley TO

March Madness.
Dare I say more? Who can honestly tell me that they picked
Wake Forest to lose, or that there would be a guaranteed 12 or 13 seed in the
sweet sixteen? Personally, I am 14 for 16 on my bracket for the sweet sixteen;
however, I know others haven't been so lucky. There has been a lot of talk around
campus this year about whether or not the 65 teams that make the tournament
is either too much or too little. Some have suggested that all the number one
seeds should play against a play-in team, making 68 total teams that make the
big dance. Others have said that it should be the best 64 teams in the country,
regardless of conference. Clearly, some opinions are better than others, but one
of the best things about March is that people are allowed to show off their skill
by making educated guess at what teams can beat what other teams. It is always
fun calling upsets, and there really wouldn't be big upsets in a tournament
where all of the teams are roughly of the same skill. Hopefully in the near future
the Providence basketball team will be able to get into the dance to show what
we are made of, regardless of what seed we are.—Jeff Gahan 'll

It's hard to let go. A while ago, I found myself wasting time on that social network
ing site Facebook. Well, it got kind of ridiculous, and I'm too busy as it is, so I delet
ed it. Of course, you can't really delete it; that's not an option. You can only "deacti
vate" it. The site is so desperate for users drat you can't delete you own personal infor
mation. Also, when I went to delete it, the page it brought me too said "Are you sure?
All these people will not be able to get in touch with you." Then—get this—it took
Eictures I'd been tagged in with my friends and put them on this page with captions
ke "Nick will miss you" and "Susan will miss you." As if I wasn't going to see these
people in a few hours anyway. In any case, I'm finding myself able to focus on school
work and actual fun things to do with my friends. I'm not saying that you should do
the same thing, but it wouldn't be a bad plan to reach out a little more to people in
real life.-Ben Peny TO
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INTERNSHIPS: More Defending the Honor
Stress for Us Undergrads of Providence College
continued from page 12:

ets. I'd rather not think about the real
world until the end of senior year.
What's so wrong with doing just that?
Will I really lose my edge if I opt out of
an internship this summer to live at
home and save money? Similarly, what I
would stand to gain by taking the intern
ship is debatable. Somebody will employ
me, life will go on. Internships are excel
lent in theory, and perhaps on paper, too,
but their contribution to the obsessive
compulsive mania that is our generation
is too much for me to handle. I resent
feeling not up to par with my peers
because I have no internship. Five class

by

es and a few extracurriculars should be
enough, but the reality is, it's not.
Likewise, an internship should be a pos
itive accessory to one's resume, but the
reality is, its absence is detrimental. And
so, at this pivotal juncture in my life,
when I'm faced with the decision of get
ting an internship and thus a lucrative
job down the line, or putting that daunt
ing business off one more year (and con
sequently ending up a homeless
vagabond), I choose the latter of the two.
The road less traveled, in this instance,
has decidedly less paper work and prob
ably a lot more fun.

LIBERALS: Pro-Choice
Only When Convenient
continued from page 12:

Wall Street Journal recently ran an edito
rial featuring Sarah and James Parker,
two students enrolled at Sidwell Friends
by means of vouchers. Unlike the
Obama daughters, the Parkers will be
drastically affected by the Senate's
recent vote. Virginia Walden Ford, exec
utive director of D.C. Parents for School
Choice, noted recently in the Wall Street
Journal, "I'd like to see a reporter stand
up at one of those nationally televised
press conferences and ask President
Obama what he thinks about what his
own party is doing to keep two innocent
kids from attending the same school
where he sends his?"
Sen. Dick Durbin (D-IL), who led
opposition to the voucher program,
expressed concern that vouchers take
away much needed funding from
Washington D.C.'s public schools. In
2007, however,
with the D.C.
Opportunity Scholarship in full effect,
the Washington school district spent
approximately $14,000 for each of the
50,000 students enrolled in D.C. public
schools. Such funds represent twice the

amount of maximum resources avail
able to voucher recipients.
That the left is wholly inconsistent in
terms of supporting "choice" is not sur
prising. Less surprising still is the
media's failure to challenge Democrats
in Washington for ensuring that only
their children can be educated privately.
Education and Freedom
The left is smart enough to under
stand that education means freedom.
Learning to read and write, as Frederick
Douglass explains in his autobiography,
is tantamount to being freed from the
bonds of slavery.
Better educations, such as the ones
received by the 1,700 students on the
D.C. voucher program, provide stu
dents with a more distinct ability to
rely less upon government and act
more as individuals intent on fulfill
ing responsibilities.
Since the left has long promoted
the false choice of killing the unborn,
then why can they not stand for free
dom in education?

WESTERN CIV: Offers
a Limited World View
continued from page 13:

and it is time the administration rec
ognized that and began to offer more
of these courses. Maybe students
might be more empathetic to the
issues of genocide in Darfur and
political instability in Zimbabwe if
they were able to learn the history of
these places. I believe that there is a
great void in education that needs to
be filled. We live in a world of glob
alization where even the farthest
country can have an impact on us
directly. It is time we learned our
neighbors. Before Russia invaded
Georgia last year, I had no idea that
there was another Georgia besides
the one where you get peaches.
That's not good.
Australia! The history of the coun
try known for koala bears, kanga
roos, and Hugh Jackman has never
been taught to me and I do not even
know of a course at PC where I could
learn anything about it. But they are
our allies. I believe they even sent
troops to Afghanistan with us and
we do not even have the decency to
learn anything about them.
And who determines what "west
ern" civilization is. Japan, China, the
Koreas, and Vietnam are all in the
"east" and yet they have had a
tremendous impact on the United
States. But we do not learn about

them. Pakistan and India are two
countries that have a very tenuous
and harsh history that affects the glob
al security of today and still we never
learn about them. In all my years of
education, high school and college, no
one has ever taught me what Gandhi
did. I had to look it up on Wikipedia!
That is not exactly the best place for
me to be getting my education.
I do believe that I am getting a
deeper understanding of things at
Providence College and since being
here I have been exposed to many
more things I was not aware of. But
there is such a great opportunity for
the college to expose students to so
much more. In this world where the
actions of one country, no matter
where it is, has the chance to posi
tively or negatively effect our own
country I think it essential that we
should be able to learn something
about them. This way we can talk
intelligently and knowingly about
situations
like
Russia/Georgia,
India/Pakistan, the Congo and
Darfur, and other areas of conflict.
Providence College is supposed to
educate us the best way they can. I
believe this requires a focus on areas
of the world we might not already
know a lot about.

Elizabeth Weber ’10
Guest Commentary

On the Friday before spring break,
I should have been eagerly anticipat
ing a week of vacation. Instead, I had
a sick feeling in my stomach, having
just finished reading Dr.
CAMPUS Andrew Peach's now
infamous guest com
mentary ("Suffer Not
the Children...Or the Pets.") The arti
cle raises more issues than I can
properly tackle in the space allotted,
so I will limit myself to one small
task: defending the honor of
Providence College.
You see, Providence College has
become a second home to me, and the
people here are my family. I don't use
those words lightly. And this is not
"administrative nonsense." When my
home and family are publicly
attacked from within, I can't just let it
go, as I do with so many other Cowlinduced irritants. I do not in any way
intend this to be a personal attack on
Dr. Peach, a highly esteemed profes
sor, because he, too, is still a part of
the Providence College family, dis
gruntled uncle though he may be. I
only wish to add one voice, amidst
The Cowl’s usual cacophony of the
habitually dissatisfied masses, as an
affirmation and gentle reminder that
some of us, many of us, are happy
and at home here.
Sure, Providence College has to be
run as a business in many ways, but
this does not preclude the possibility
of maintaining a family atmosphere. I
don't pretend to understand the inner
workings of "the market," but I do
guess that many issues with its place
here stem from a disordered preoccu
pation with money anyway. For
many of us, Providence is quite liter
ally a family school, as we share this

place with sisters, brothers, parents,
grandparents, aunts, uncles, and
cousins. These familial connections
overflow into the community as a
whole, and we acquire honorary rela
tives over our time here.
To reduce Providence College to a
"teenage amusement park" is unjust
and an insult to all of us. To avoid the
risk of sounding like a college
brochure, suffice it to say that such a
characterization ignores so much that
is good about Providence College.
And this is a good place. Like any
human institution, it is by no means
perfect, but it is good. Providence
College is a place of great growth and
even greater grace, a place where
God's Providence is surely at work. It
is a place driven, on the highest level,
not by "the market" but by its true
identity as a Catholic and Dominican
school. We are led not by soulless cor
porate monsters but by good and
holy priests, truly pastoral men, who
3ray for us and work tirelessly on
jehalf of this school so many of us
iold so dear. And countless wonder
ful laypeople over the years have
joined the Dominicans in this joint
venture of education, uniting as stu
dents, faculty, and staff.
I understand that experiences at a
college may differ, and I realize that
I may be quickly dismissed as
young, naive, idealistic, and still
believing in the "saccharine ideals,
silly drivel, and nonsense" men
tioned in the original article. If my
simple appeal is indeed laughed off,
I hope at least that in taking a stand
for the honor of Providence against
its inexplicably unhappy faculty (or
its vocal minority) this piece can
serve as an example of the "true
courage" that it takes to swim
against the tide of negativity, the
true courage that has always reigned
in the Providence College family.

DUCK: Symbolizes
the Meaning of Life?
continued from page 13:

me to get right back on if you are
knocked off course. Growing even
further enthralled by the aquatic
bird and everything I was sure it was
trying to say to me, I paid even clos
er attention to every minuscule
detail of its actions.
Soon, the animal began to drift
further from the placid folding of the
miniature waves on shore and head
out into the openness of the water.
Immediately, I knew my messen
ger was saying something else to me.
It must be telling me to come with it.
It must be challenging me to abandon
my worrisome, busy life, and begin
living as it does—untroubled and
peaceful. The duck was leaving me.
Therefore, it must have been suggest
ing that I should leave my distracting
life behind me, and drift into the

wide-open water like it was doing.
Also, the mallard's green feathers
were jumping out at me. I was sure
that the green feathers of this duck,
which was surely an allegory, were
representative of revival and new
life, like the greenness of spring time.
My head whirling, I took my wideopen eyes off of the duck, left the
bench and headed for home.
What was the duck saying? There
were so many possible things this
duck could have been saying to me,
all of which I gathered from its
actions and appearance. It was a sym
bol, I was sure of it. As I approached
my driveway on the walk home,
another revelation, one I had not
even considered to this point,
occurred to me. Maybe the duck was
just saying "Quack, quack."

Got something to say?
The Cowl encourages you
to submit a Letter to the
Ed itor or Guest Commentary!

The Cowl
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Take Advantage of the Good Weather and Get Out and About with A&E's Claire Pevoto 'io
by

Claire Pevoto ’10
A&E Staff

Spring is upon us, and as the tem
perature climbs ever so feebly out of
its just-above-freezing rut, the desire
to break out of our academic Hobbit
holes here on campus grows,
Fortunately, this small-but-mighty
state has plenty to see
TRAVEL
and do, and it's all less
FEATURE
than an hour away.
The 60-route RIPTA to
Newport is a handy standard option,
but if you and your pals have cabin
fever and are looking for something
new, check out these great Rhode
Island day trips and plan a getaway
before distantly looming finals
become a little less distant.
Best Unexpected Hike: Lincoln
Who would have thought that only
15 minutes away in Lincoln rest 627
acres of gorgeous forests, ponds, and
streams to explore? Bring some trail
mix and a water bottle to Lincoln
Woods, and you're all set for a beauti
ful and fun day of hiking—just be
careful on the boulders. Or bring a
book, find an idyllic spot, make like
Thoreau and enjoy some outdoor
enlightenment. If you're really feeling
adventurous, hop on a horse at Sunset
Stables in the park for a guided trail
ride. Visit http://www.riparks.com/lincoln.htm and http://www.sunsetstablesri.com/index.html for more infor
mation.

Best 21+ Trip: Little Compton
Of age and have a car? Spend a

known for its fishing. If you need to
warm up after a dip in the water,
Brewed Awakenings is a great coffee
shop in Wakefield, which is on the
way out from Narragansett to
Providence. The shop offers many
flavors of coffee, milkshakes, and
smoothies, plus delicious desserts,
baked goods, and sandwiches. Their
chai latte ranks among the best. Visit
http://www.narragansettri.com for
more information.

PHOTO COURTESY LIA SANTILLI '11

Ready for a vacation? Spend a day at Rl's own miniature paradise, Block Island.

peaceful afternoon at Sakonnet
Vineyards in Little Compton, a sleepy
town in southern Rhode Island that
Kait McCoy '10 describes as "peaceful
and quaint." Open from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m., with tours at noon and 2 p.m.,
the vineyard was established in 1975
in light of the realization that the
southern New England coast enjoys a
wine-tastic climate similar to north
ern France. The 50-acre vineyard is
also home to an indoor/outdoor Co
op Cafe, where tourists can enjoy
sandwiches, soups, salads, and of
course, a glass of wine after touring
the grounds. Visit www.sakon-

netwine.com or call (800) 91-WINES
for more information.

Best Beach: Narragansett
The water is still pretty chilly, but
Rhode
Island
residents
name
Narragansett Beach as their favorite
seashore destination. Lucky for us stu
dents, before Memorial Day, parking is
ample and entrance fees are waived.
The beach is a peaceful and pictur
esque (there is even a lighthouse!), and
before the summer months, crowds
aren't much of a problem. Body surf
ing is a popular activity at the beach,
and the nearby Port of Galilee is

Best Bike Ride: Block Island
After taking the Block Island Ferry
out of Point Judith in southern Rhode
Island, there are a number of business
es where day-trippers can rent bicycles
to explore the area. Bike paths all
around the island bring travelers to
breathtaking cliff sites and ocean
views. Access to the beach is free, and
visitors rave about the incredible beau
ty of the ocean. "I didn't know New
England water could be so blue," said
Katelyn Uyehara '10. The island is
mostly unspoiled nature, but guests
can also head on inland to enjoy a
small downtown area of dining, shops,
and galleries. At $18.25 for a round
trip ferry and $20 for a day-long bike
rental (bring your own on the ferry if
you've got one), this is a pricey hip.
Maybe save it for a done-with-classes
reward or a special springtime date.
Visit http://www.blockislandinfo.com
for more information.

Happy travels, Cowl readers, and don’t
forget your sunscreen.

A BROMANTIC NIGHT AT
THE MOVIES
I Love You, Man Features a Diverse and Well-Seasoned Cast
Tompkins ’09
A&E Asst. Editor

by C.W.

I know I have discussed this point in
past film reviews, but the trends in the
modem comedy genre are very inter
esting to look at and arguably a unique
historical event. The massive collabo
rative effort and socialist nature of
Hollywood's various schools of come
dy is exciting and as we watch it devel
op we can only hope that our favorites
don't get stale or just lame in their old
age (I call it "Eddie Murphy
Syndrome").
The trends I am talking about
include taking the comedic emphasis
away from plot and farce and placing
it instead on genuine conversational
improv, humanity, delivery, and of
course exploring a variety of relation
ship types. When I say variety I mean
any conceivable interaction a human
can have with any other human. It's
broad, I know, but when you think
about it and consider what has been
dealt with in the past five years
(roughly since The 40-Year-Old Virgin)
then it all sort of makes sense.
The most amazing thing about I
Love You, Man is not that it does any
thing new because it certainly doesn't.
The real miracle is that directors
David Wain (The Ten), Kevin Smith
(Clerks), and especially Judd Apatow
(Knocked Up) had absolutely nothing
to do with the production. Instead
they have, dare I say, influenced and

molded actors and filmmakers. This
could potentially be a bad thing.
When the forefathers are removed
does something go with them? Is a
level of charm removed?
The answer in this case fortunately, is
no, thanks largely to the outstanding
and well-polished cast. Writer/Director,
John Hamburg's (Along Came Polly)
story line and cinematography choices
are not out there or interesting. The film
could have played like a typical come
dy of manners from the '90s. At first
glance nothing about this movie should
be good. The premise is not all that
absurd or inherently funny. But like
Knocked Up or Superbad, films with
equally meaningless foundations, this
film is carried by an army of actors that
all seem to be as invested in the final
outcome as the lead duo, Paul Rudd
and Pete Segel.
Everyone here is at least familiar.
Major filmmaker John Favreau
(Ironman, Swingers) has a small but
hilarious cameo, as does bodybuilder
and comic legend Lou Ferrigno. Even
director Jay Chandrasekhar (Super
Troopers) makes an appearance, but he
doesn't have any lines. I happen to
know that David Wain just came and
hung out on the set for a couple of
weeks just to see how things were
going (and to make fun of Andy
Samberg). The time of the one-man
comedy spectacle is over.
We are looking at a community that
has great respect for collaboration and

a well round
ed work of
comedy, peo
ple bouncing
ideas off of
each
other
and working
off the script
infrequently Rudd and Segel enjoy the
with no fear
of deviation because the work is just as
much theirs as it is Hamburg's.
The film follows Peter Klavan
(Rudd), a horrifyingly awkward and
feminine real-estate agent, as he tries
to make the biggest solo sale of his
career (the Ferrigno Estate). To pack
the matter with more anxiety him and
his girlfriend Zooey (Rashida Jones),
decide to get married. Then the hook:
Peter has no male friends to populate
his wedding party. This might not
seem like a big deal but I really
enjoyed how they turned this minute
aspect of life into an all-out life crisis
and realization of self.
After a series of "man-dates," some
set up by his gay brother Robbie
(Samberg), Pete meets Sydney Fife
(Segel), the ultimate man's man. It's
kind of funny how Rudd and Segel
stray from the kind of character they
have most recently done. They almost
switch places. Segel goes from the bro
ken-hearted puppeteer ("I can see
your Hooha") in Forgetting Sarah
Marshall to everything a man would
ever want to be in the 21st century.

Rush. Jones is unsure,

DREAMWORKS

Likewise, Rudd transforms from the
rage-filled misanthrope he was in Role
Models into a painfully yet palpably
uncomfortable lady-boy ("I can see
your vagina").
Like Superbad, This film begins by
focusing on male-female relationships
but deviates somewhere along the line
and almost completely discards the
love interest. The only reason Zooey
seems to be in this film at all is to keep
the story moving but who needs
chicks when there's a man cave and an
impromptu Rush concert?
There is conflict along the way,
"beginning, middle, end, some friends
become enemies, some enemies
become friends, at the end your char
acter is richer for the experience," blah
blah. The plot is very formulaic but
that doesn't bother me. Sometimes it is
necessary have that simple template. It
can keep a piece grounded while
allowing the actors to do things they
wouldn't normally be comfortable
doing in a more visually ambitious or
story-oriented project.
GRADE: B+
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DISTRACTION FEST ’09:
SPONSORED BY A&E’S ANNMARIE GRANSERAND V9
AND EHE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Granstrand ’09
A&E Editor

by Annmarie

Recently, a sophomore friend of
mine told me something rather upset
ting. She felt intimidated by the library.
Granted, I'm an aging senior who has
had more time to become familiar with
and utilize most of the campus. But if I
have one foot in my collegiate grave,
the other foot is certainly in the P.M.L.
I realize admitting this puts me closer
to Hermione Granger than Arthur
Fonzarelli on the cool scale, but aside
from social contracts, honesty is the
best policy.
What's not to love? Upon entering
you get to walk past about 14 kids out
side on their cell phones talking to their
moms about housing frustration,
strange rashes, and Civ exam denial.
With a blast of warm air, you breeze
through the foyer of a glass-encased
menagerie of mini-museum artifacts
and an autographed picture of Kevin
Bacon. Take a quick peek to the left at
the shelves of free books. If you take a
minute to sift through the usual 18
copies of Kennedy family bibliogra
phies, there can be some real treasures.
A brief exchange of salutations with
ever-friendly George the Librarian, pick
up a laptop, and you're on your way.
But let's say, for some reason, you're
still intimidated. In the words of Bruce,
"Janey, don't you lose heart." Allow
me to humbly suggest my favorite
P.M.L. pasttime: get mad distracted.
The rules are pretty simple. Take out
everything you have to do. Print out
that marketing PowerPoint. Pile up
those 20th century British novels. And
even pull up the ANGEL window on
which you have two hours to post.
Then, get distracted. Act as if the pain
of completing that case study is com[>arable to getting a root canal during a
ive performance of Cats. Turn away.
Aside from the usual "sit with your
friends" or "play with your iPod," I
suggest you step it up. We're a Big East,

Division One institution. If you want to
go to the DiMenna-Nyselius Library
and stare into space with Fairfield
Staggs, be my guest. But last time I
checked, we're Friars. We eat, sleep,
breathe, and exude excellence. Don't
leave your enthusiasm for perfection in
the Dunk. Roll it into the library.
Let's start with the distraction du
jour: March Madness. Unfortunately,
it's difficult to leave the comfort of
your couch. But there are plenty of
bloggers like ESPN's Jay Bilas to spew
tenuous arguments about fantastically
far-reaching theories like the second
coming through Gonzaga's Demetri
Goodson. For quality speculation and
sports reporting, I'd hit up The New
York Times online and check out some
one like George Vecsey or "The Quad"
section. Reading Selena Roberts is
great. Reading Selena Roberts for free
while passing up the opportunity to
do calculus homework is greater.

KATIE HOGAN '09/THE Cowl

If you're more interested in high cul
ture and society, look no further than
E! El's Web site, www.eonline.com, is
the "be all, end all," for the art that is
tabloid production. If you need to
know exactly what Chris Brown said
to Rihanna before he went Million
Dollar Baby on her face, Ryan Seacrest
and a bevy of fake tan goofballs will
stop at nothing to get you that vital
police report. Whether you just want a
self esteem boost from seeing how nor
mal Jennifer Gamer looks without

BACK To Life:

fifth

Good news, the Resident Evil series is as terrifying as ever.
The new enemies in this African
town are called Majini, which are disease-stricken townspeople who are led
to kill the two protagonists on every
occasion possible. These new killers
have a bug in them that comes out
with rage, looking almost like the blob
coming out of the kid's mouth in that
Haunting in Connecticut movie. You
soon realize that the mobs are being
directed towards you by old charac
ters from the previous games; all of
whom you thought were dead.
As for the game-play, it is a lot like
Resident Evil 4. They use the over-theshoulder view and the quick inventory
check, which are all very easy to con
trol. You control Chris as you battle
through the towns, but you can also

an

Installment

Nahuel Arguijo Fanjul ’ll
A&E Staff

Last Friday the 13th, the seventh
installment of Resident Evil came out.
How appropriate. Capcom released
Resident Evil 5 for Playstation 3 and
Xbox 360 after publicizing the game
for almost a year.
This survival horror video game
made a huge splash as it came out with
its new story involving the protagonist
Chris Redfield from the first Resident
Evil game. This newest Evil is a contin
uation of the fourth game, but still con
nects everything from the first game
like Metal Gear Solid did with their
release last year. It brings a new story
with a lot of new characters, but still
uses the old characters and provides
us with answers for those unanswered
questions from over ten years ago.
In this story we are taken to Africa,
where Chris and his new partner
Shiva Alomar are trying to figure out
what happened with the Umbrella
projects in a small town. Both find a
personal interest in the mission, as
Chris believes his old partner Jill
(from the first Evil game) is still alive,
and Shiva tries to get revenge for the
Umbrella Corporation killing her par
ents during the testing in the African
town. We see old characters reappear
in this game like Jill, Albert Wesker,
Excella Gionne, and Ozwell E.
Spencer, and they are all given a great
connecting role to the story.

KATIE HOGAN'og/THE Cowl

Jordan is currently making a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, definitely
check it out.
For a more in-depth resource, visit
slowdownnow.org. The International
Institute for Not Doing Much is all
about publicizing the needs for more
naps, encouraging underproductivity,
and the general slowing down of life. I
recommend looking into their innova
tive research on tea breaks and their
article, "For Whom the Kettle Boils."
The levels of procrastination are
about as clear as former President
Bush's color-coded homeland securi
ty threat warnings. You start out with
a gateway distraction, like head
phones. Then you coast down that
slippery slope. At first you're calling
your younger brother to discuss his
new MLB Showdown cards and
before you know it, you're on your
fourth episode of Family Guy on
Hulu.com. I may not know much, but
I know how to not do much.
So here I sit. The hours I've logged
in this haven have treated me well.
There was the time some kid got
arrested for eating a banana near a
computer and then fighting a security
guard about it. There were the infa
mous Santa streakers when I was sit
ting in the pit two Decembers ago and
got the fullest of Montys. But when it
comes down to it, it's the hours I've let
fritter away. Yes, I'm glad I eventually
wrote that paper on the Easter Rising,
but it was necessary to organize my
iGoogle page, compare love horo
scopes with my friends, and take a
stroll to Slavin first.

Resident Evil returns in

Action-Packed
by

make-up or what Anne Hathaway
wore to the Oscars, eonline.com is
the place to get your superficial fix.
Some people need to listen to
music in order to study or read
for school. I would not be one of
those people. Usually, when I try
to do that, Rolling Stones lyrics
accidentally end up in history
papers on Stalin. But if you can
walk the line, I'd recommend
signing up for a Pandora account.
This free internet radio is full of infor
mation on countless artists and can
link you up with artists you might
like by clicking on ones you do. It
works in association with the Music
Genome Project. You can modify your
stations, pick your favorites, and
specify exactly what you're looking
for. Maybe you sauce up some Bob
Dylan if you walked to the library
with Ray Bans on, select some Leona
Lewis if you've donned rose-colored
glasses, or if you wear contacts—
Pavement. You'll have the soundtrack
to your life at your fingertips.
If the suggestions thus far strike
you as bush league, I'm going to
throw up my haymaker: Twitter.
Twitter is the most time-consuming,
self-centered, mind-melter to date.
Twitter.com is essentially a Web site
devoted to the equivalent of Facebook
statuses. In no more than 140 words,
you simply write what you're doing.
In this case, you'd write something
like: "Participating in a drooling stu
por on the second floor of the library
and using Adam Smith's The Wealth of
Nations as my pillow."
The site sincerely markets itself as
the much needed remedy to a world
that ONLY has Blackberry messaging,
blogs, instant messenger, e-mail, and
literal human interaction. Who do I
nominate for beautification? Who
acknowledged this great lack of inter
connectedness? Twitter makes me
want to retreat to Walden Pond, live
alone, and evade taxes. But if you're
interested in whether or not Tracy
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control what you want your partner
Shiva to be doing: attacking, retreat
ing, sharing inventory, or going to
areas of the maps that you can't get to
by yourself.
This also leads to the new game
feature, which is cooperative mode
during the story game-play. You can
have a friend join you and play as
Shiva, which turns the game into a
two-player mode, which was not seen
before in the Resident Evils. This way
you can enjoy the game with a buddy,
or even use a friend to get through a
hard level.
If you don't have friends (it's okay,
you can admit it), you can hook up the
system online and find a person across
the globe to help you get through the

levels. This way you can pretend like
you have friends and tell your parents
that you are playing with a new friend.
However, it's really just some creep
from Arizona that also doesn't have
friends and needs help taking down
the crazed Joker-esque maniac with a
chainsaw.
On the more developmental side of
the game, the graphics are close to per
fect. There's blood, gore, dogs with
their faces split in half—everything
you would expect from a Resident Evil
game. The game is in the best format
and graphic level thus far.
I'm not going to sit here and say it is
the best game and there is nothing
wrong with it, because to tell you the
truth, every dialogue used is a cheesy
line about how partners stay together
and how you need to do what your
heart says. Pretty lame, I know. The
dialogue sucks. Also, there is not a
huge puzzle demand on this game. The
beginning is very "shoot 'em up" kind
of game, where you can get through
the first couple chapters by just shoot
ing everything in sight. Later on you
do have to do some puzzles and the
bosses get more difficult, but still not as
intense, mind-numbing puzzles like
the first releases from this series.
It has its flaws, but I will definitely
suggest this game to any adventure or
horror game lover out there. Even if
you are not a fan of the Resident Evil
series, the intense cut-scenes and horrif
ic cries from the Majini will make you
want to man up and finish the game.
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Urinetown: Not Number Two
Peeing Becomes a Privilege in PC's Angell BlackfriarsTheater's Production o/Urinetown
by Alison

DeNisco ’ll

A&E Staff
Imagine living in a nation full of cor
porate greed, undemocratic practices,
and raging consumerism. Now image
that nation without toilets. Welcome,
not to the good old U.S. of A., but
rather to Urinetown.
For the first time in nearly a decade,
the Angell Blackfriars Theater will host
a recent Broadway musical production
chock full of wit, farce, and songs
about the need to pee. Urinetown pro
vides a satire of the traditional
American musical, lovingly poking
fun at the songs and situations found
in many successful Broadway shows,
such as West Side Story, Fiddler on the
Roof, and Les Miserables, and even itself
at times.
Don't be put off by its title;
Urinetown isn't all about bodily func
tions. "It's comically dark and very
funny and entertaining, and very
appealing to the college audience,"
said director Mary Farrell. A student
and faculty committee enthusiastically
decided to stage the production, with
the students especially excited to per
form such a modem and often hilari
ous musical.
Farrell has been a member of the PC
Theater, Dance, and Film faculty for
over 30 years, and has directed dozens
of shows on campus. "I think
Urinetown is very different than the
musicals PC has done in the past, espe
cially in the past five or six years. It's
way newer and funnier and less tradi
tional. We haven't done a musical like
this since Blood Brothers, which was
about 10 years ago, a fringe show that
had gone to Broadway," she said.
Urinetown focuses on a group of
low-class citizens who are in the midst
of a 20-year drought. With the scarcity
of water, having a private toilet is an
unimaginable luxury. To control water
consumption, people have to pay to
use the public toilets controlled by a

mega-corporation called the Urine
Good Company. Harsh laws ensure
that people pay to pee, and if they are
broken, the guilty party is sent to a
mysterious place called Urinetown,
never able to return.
The play has some obvious connec
tions to today's political climate.
Though its main objective is simply to
entertain and satirize, Urinetown also
underhandedly makes statements
about hot topics such as the environ
ment, authority, consumerism, and
greed with a sense of truth and ease.
The play features music and lyrics by
Mark Hollman, and book and lyrics by

ous musical theater conventions that
they are mocking." Hayley Smith '12,
who will portray the panicky Soupy
Sue, has seen three different perform
ances of the show, and said that "our
rendition is definitely different than
the ones I've seen in the past."
The cast also includes Sarah Bedard
'09 as the precocious Little Sally, Dan
Travers '08 as the corrupt policeman
Officer
Lockstock,
and
Ryan
Desaulniers '09 as the dashing Bobby
Strong,
along
with
Samantha
Brilhante '11 as the authoritarian
Penelope Pennywise.
In these final weeks of rehearsals all

Greg Kofis, and has won a total of
three Tony awards.
PC's creation of Urinetown is guar
anteed to be original, since Farrell
herself has never seen another pro
duction of the show. "With musicals,
people have a tendency to follow the
production style and choices that the
professionals have made, but at PC,
we try to reinvent the show for the
PC performance and audience," she
said. Alex MacIntyre '12, who plays
the villainous Caldwell B. Caldwell,
was familiar with another production
of the play, and notes that "Any major
difference that I can discern is that
the PC production seems to be more
self-aware. That is, the characters and
the actors are more aware of the vari

of the show's groundwork is done,
and now all that's left is to bring all of
the pieces together and polish the
show. Like with many PC musicals,
Urinetown has been a bonding experi
ence for the cast, especially in these
last crucial weeks of practice before
the show.
"As a freshman, I'd say that I was a
little unprepared for all the work that
goes into this, but everyone in the cast
is in the same boat. We are all working
really hard and learning from each
other. I didn't know anyone in the cast
before the show but it's amazing how
close we've already become. Everyone
is absolutely amazing and completely
talented," said Smith.
Farrell is also impressed with the

talents of the cast. "We have a very
dedicated, hardworking group. There
are lots of new people who haven't
performed on the Blackfriars stage
before or had major roles in a produc
tion. Every few years we get a strong
new mix of people, and this is one of
those years," she said.
Audiences can also expect the musi
cal styling to be quite different in
Urinetown from the musical styling in
the
more
recent
PC
productions. Under the musical
direction of Lila Kane, the University
of Rhode Island's musical director
who has worked on shows at various
other colleges in the state, the cast has
learned the vocal complexities of the
score. "It's not a show where the leads
sing, and then the chorus might join in
afterward. Everyone is singing most of
the time. There are several numbers
where there are groups singing differ
ent things at the same time. Sometimes
it's almost operatic in the amount of
musical dialogue," said Kane. She also
said that the audience can expect
many songs written in the Broadway
style of the shows that they are spoof
ing, with many catchy, upbeat tunes,
and of course the requisite love ballad.
The show will include costume
design by resident artist David CostaCabral. Lighting Designer Tim Cryan
and Scenic Designer Katryne Hecht
are again returning to the Blackfriars
stage after their work in the recent pro
duction of Waiting for Lefty.
Urinetown will be performed in the
Blackfriars Theater from April 3-5, and
after Easter break from April 1719. Tickets are $5 for students, and
available at the box office in the Smith
Center for the Arts, open MondayFriday from 1:30-5:00 and 1 hour prior
to performances, or by calling (401)
865-2218.

A Cornerstone of Business Literature Revisited
A&E's Matthew Frederick 'io Takes a Biz-Comm Class Reading Beyond Accinno
by

Matthew Frederick ’10
A&E Staff

Personally, I do not have the time or
desire to read when all I do for class is
read textbooks and works by people
like Thomas Aquinas. These authors
make it their goal to confuse you to the
point where you just don't care any
more about what they have to say.
Luckily for me, I was required to read
a very simple and small book for my
Business Communications class enti
tled Who Moved My Cheese? by Spencer
Johnson. Anyone taking this class will
eventually have to read the book so
why not preface it for you?
As mentioned, the book has a very
simple plot. A bunch of high school
graduates meet back together and one
of them has a motivational story to
tell. The story has four characters, two
mice named Sniff and Scurry, and two
little humans named Hem and Haw.
All four of them are in a hypothetical
maze where they go to a certain cheese
station every day to get their food.
After a while, the cheese stock at the
station is depleted and the characters
are forced to move on and find their
own "new cheese." The two mice
move on into the maze to find new
cheese because their instincts are pri
mal in that they do what they must to
survive. In contrast, the humans linger
at the cheese station, believing it will

suddenly be full of cheese again. After
many days go by and a lot of contem
plation, Haw decides it is better to go
out and search for different cheese
rather then hoping that it will appear
for him in the same spot. He leaves
clues and thoughts of wisdom for his
companion, Hem, in hopes of convinc
ing his friend to move on and find his
"new cheese." Ultimately, Haw, Sniff,
and Scratch all find a new cheese sta
tion with plenty of cheese, and we do
not find out what happens to Hem.
At this point I feel ridiculous in hav
ing to use such simple names to
explain an equally straightforward
story, so I would much rather explain
the importance of the story. Besides
the borderline obnoxious (yet some
how appropriate) cheese metaphor,
the message is clear: change is
inevitable so you must be prepared
and open-minded for it or else you
will stand still while the world pro
gresses past you. The book doesn't
promote returning to primitive animal
instincts, but it does state that we as
humans over-think our lives. We like
to find reasons for not taking chances
because we associate happiness with
comfort, and what is more comfort
able than a world where nothing
changes? The problem is that we don't
live in that ideal world.
Since you go to Providence College,
I assume you have a brain, and thus

that you do not think you can live in
this world and consciously decide not
to change. That said the point really is
that we resist change without even
knowing that we are doing it. I will
admit that I have just been trying to
enjoy my college experience these last
three years and now all of the sudden
the real world is calling. Obviously I
didn't think that college could last for
ever, but I just recently actually real
ized that this time next year I will be
searching for a company that hopeful
ly will be employing me for the next
40+ years of my life. Yep, massive buzz
kill—but it is change.
So we know change comes and we
have to deal with it—but how? One of
my favorite words of wisdom from the
introspective Haw asks, "What would
you do if you weren't afraid?" Please
don't go the wrong way with this
based on your recent Catholic educa
tion and put this in a moral context. It
refers specifically to who you want to
be and what you want to become. Fear
is’an incredible external influence and
in no way am I saying that it is easily
conquered. Still, it is something we
create, and thus it can be beaten. I
don't want to sound like a motivation
al speaker here because that's not my
aim. However, to adapt to change, fear
is the deciding factor. So next time you
are faced with a tough decision or sit

uation, just think what you would do
if you weren't afraid of leaving your
comfort zone.

Daily Telegraph

Who
An Amazing Way to

My
Cheese?
Jn Your Work and In JVour life..

DR SPENCER JOHNSON
Foreword by KENNETH BLANCHARD PH.D.
From the bestselling co-author of

The One Minute Manager
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Who knew cheese could teach us such
valuable life lessons?
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Multiple Perpectives
on Multiple Canvases
New Jason Fiering Exhibit at
Hunt-Cavanaugh Hall

Another Round of Contestants Compete:
PC Loves the '90s Edition
by

by

Chris Stadolnik ’10
A&E Staff

Though we often neglect the finer
aspects of our humble campus, there is
more to Providence College campus
culture than Concannon and the
newest architectural assault on the
Slavin Center. We have, for lack of a
more eloquent term, actual culture;
what some might call a library, a love
ly center for the performing arts and a
modest but intimate and inviting visu
al arts gallery.
The importance of going to see
works of art cannot be overstated. Yes,
every poor soul here has suffered an
art lecture or 20 in Civ. And, yes, they
are generally excruciating experiences
(akin to the extraction of several teeth
without the benefit of opiates); we
wish to never repeat them. But these
lectures should, by no means, be con
sidered a sufficient exposure to art and
high culture. And should not, though
they often do, make you wish toavoid
the art on campus to which we have
free access.
At the Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery, locat
ed behind Dore Hall in that block of
nameless administrative buildings, a
new exhibit is opening officially on
Thursday, March 19 (reception times
5:00p.m.—9:00 p.m). The art of Jason
Fiering is truly quite striking. He char
acterizes his work as "geometric
abstractions derived from visual expe
rience." Many of his pieces are of man
made structures while others "reflect
imagery from vision science." Fiering
works to "pare down an image until it
begins to capture [his] most initial and
naive impressions of its subject." This is
a similar method to Picasso's studies in
abstraction of Onze Etats du Taureaux, in
that they both strip down a complex
image to its geometrical essentials.
Generally, Fiering's work is extreme
ly precise. The lines are cut so cleanly
that one would expect, on a tertiary
example, the majority of the pieces to
be screen-prints. But when one looks
more closely it becomes apparent that
they are not. And when there is a
minor (nearly imperceptible) defect in
a line it only serves to emphasize the
artist's uncommon precision. Fiering
says that his "emphasis on structure
and precision reflect [his] education in
physics and [his] ongoing work as an
engineer."
Though the pieces are visually strik
ing and best beheld for one's self it is
my lamentable duty to provide you
with my own impressions of some of
the works, as best as I can. But I hope
that it will not cloud your own.
Homage to Tear (screen print)—A
wonderful abstraction of the visual

Catherine Northington ’12
A&E Asst. Editor

This week in PC Idol...
Round 2 of PC Idol took place in '64
Hall last Thursday night, the theme of
this week's competition being '90s
music. Overall the performances were
solid, proving to be a definite step up
from the last round.
field of color; but for someone who
Highlights of the evening were
is as anal retentive as myself, this
piece may make you wish to take it I Laurie Moise's beautiful, impassioned
performance of the Fugees' "Killing
apart and put it together in a ration
Me Softly" and Sean Lynott's smooth
al ordering.
and adept rendition of Ben Harper's
De/Mar (acrylic on linen)—The tex
"Steal My Kisses From You." The
ture of this piece is what struck me
most, especially the texture and color , night was highlighted by several mov
ing and lively performances, creating a
of the linen media which was natural
vibrant and energetic atmosphere
and of great visual interest, especially
when contrasted with the thick layer
ing of acrylics which gave the piece
some wonderful depth.
Hall Radio Tower (acrylic and vinyl
on canvas) —Another lovely piece
(my personal favorite). The use of !
intersecting lines of black over vary- '
ing shades and layers of whites and
grays gave the painting an effect of
contrast that the more brightly col- |
ored ones did not posses.
I heartily recommend that you take
C-W. Tompkins ’09
a stroll down to the Hunt-Cavanagh |
A&E Asst. Editor
gallery as soon as your schedule per
mits it. It is an invaluable resource in |
Some say that the Saison (or Belgian
itself, but this exhibition is particular
seasonal pale ale) is an endangered
ly worthwhile local art. And if you are
species of brew in the world and
one of those lucky few that can make
though not too many European brew
such a purchase, all of the art being
eries still produce this type some
exhibited is for sale by request.
American companies have taken up
Jason Fiering is currently based out
the forgotten art. The Ommegang
of Boston, Mass. His art can be seen at
brewery of Cooperstown, N.Y. was
galleries in Boston and New Bedford.
started in 1997 to pay homage to the
His website is www.jasonfiering.com.
Belgian styles of beer making and the
He can be contacted online via e-mail
Hennepin Farmhouse is among its
at jasonfiering@gmail.com.
most popular choices, winning the sil
The artist's own esthetic dogma: "At
ver medal for French/Belgian style
the instant when we discover we are
Saison in 2006 World Beer Cup.
looking, our attention disrupts and
The Saison was traditionally meant
unconscious, primitive, discontinu
to be simply a refreshing low-alcohol
ous mode of seeing. In this transition
style that was mainly enjoyed in the
from inattention to attention, we may
summer
months.
However,
catch a glimpse of vision without
Ommegang
has
decided
to
apprehension; or it not a glimpse of
Americanize this weak beverage and
that vision, we may at least catch its
make it a full-bodied 7.70% Alcohol by
reverberation. Painting is my attempt ; volume choice. The Hennepin is possi
to work back, to find out, without I bly my favorite pale ale and an amaz
naming it, what we see at an instant."
ing evolution in modem brewing.
It pours a cloudy golden yellow
with a thick, white, two or three fin
gered head that remains while drink
ing and becomes a deli
cious clumpy start to
every sip. The lacing is a
slow and thick web that
adds to the creaminess of
the brew. The rich buttery
head is more of an
American addition. In
some other incarnations of
the Saison you will be met
with more of a watery
seltzer.
The aroma is a surpris
ing mix of yeast and
banana with a floral spicy
undertone. The banana is
not as apparent in the
taste however. Once the

within the crowd. Sylvia Williams was
the most entertaining performer of the
night, if only because she forgot a
majority of the words to "Man, I Feel
Like a Woman" and got caught up in
her own fits of giggles onstage. The
crowd laughed and sang along to the
night's performances, and the evening
was enjoyed by all.
At the end of the night, PC Idol
sadly said goodbye to two contestants:
senior Sylvia Williams and freshman
Anthony Muhammed. Next round
will include the final eight PC Idol
contestants, and will take place
Thursday, April 2 at 7 p.m. in '64 Hall.
Don't forget to cast your vote on
www.pcidol.net!

The Finer Brews in Life
Hennepin Farmhouse Saison

MATT LONGOBARDI'io/The Cowl

brew hits the palate the most notice
able flavor is fruit and then a citrus
rush. But, the finish is bitter and
hoppy. The yeast and bread flavors
balance it out perfectly and subdue the
alcohol content, which make for a fan
tastic and unique taste that works real
ly well. It's not a girly beer but it's not
a thick mess of bog water either.
The moderate carbonation coupled
with those peppery notes make for a
really refreshing but deep and com
plex brew and the slight bitter residue
left after the swallow reinforce the fact
that you did not just imbibe a gulp of
Michelob Ultra.
Despite the high ABV Hennepin is
certainly a beer you can session. I
would recommend it with some
Indian Curry, pungent cheeses, or a
grilled thin crust pizza loaded with
crushed red pepper. Ommegang is
really on to something with this ambi
tious Saison and if you want to try
another beer from this brewery check
out
the
Three
Philosophers
Quadruple, it's much heavier but
good. A votra sante.
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Making the Most of Your
Meal Plan
A&E's Lindsay Sheehan '11 Throws down the
Gauntlet in Ray Dining Hall
by

Lindsay Sheehan ’ll
A&E Staff

Hot Cocoa Gone Wild
Grab a mug (or most likely a plastic
cup, because the last mug was just bro
ken in a collision of two students fight
ing for the last perfectly ripe banana),
fill 'er up with hot cocoa, splash some
half and half to give it that extra creamy
satisfaction, and plop on some marsh
mallows from the ice cream line. If it's
brunch, there will be whipped cream at
the waffle bar. Now drizzle on some
hot fudge. Victory. You officially have
some old-fashioned hot cocoa that will
make you reminisce about that neongreen onesie snowsuit.

Luscious Lisa's
Bagel Creation
This is for those
of you who have
that
morning
sweet tooth. First
toast a bagel. Hopefully it doesn't
catch on fire, and if it does, just walk
away because a smoking toaster in
Ray isn't the same unless no one is
around it and Janina is rushing over to
save the day. Slap some butter on your
bagel and then sprinkle on the cinna
mon and sugar that's located next to
the oatmeal.

Macho Nachos
This is a classic Ray creation. Melt
cheese on a plate of tor
tilla chips that are often
found at the end of the
sandwich line. Grab
peppers, olives, and
whatever else your
palate pleases from the
swinging salad bar, plop
on some sour cream and
salsa and you have offi
cially transformed Ray
into The Abbey. You can
turn this into a quesadil
la with a wrap from the
sandwich line. If it's
your lucky day there'll
be chicken strips in the
salad bar. When a PC
student makes a que
sadilla, it is no ordinary
quesadilla.
LINDSAY SHEEHAN'ii/The Cowl

Pizza Bagel
Put sauce from the pasta area on a
toasted bagel and then melt cheese on
top. Simple to make, and there are
almost always bagels, sauce, and
cheese available. I suggest using the
toaster just to toast the bagel and not
to melt the cheese...

Ray, Razor, Chez Raymond, Ravin'
Ray, Cafe Ray Ray...sometimes we
spice up its name more than we spice
up our food. I challenge you to step
outside of your comfort zone that's
polluted with PB & J sandwiches and
simple salads and go crazy. Our wait
staff does a great job of surprising us
with new treats like S'more quesadil
las, but that doesn't mean we can't
throw together some of our own con
coctions. Creativity and an appetite
can go a long way. Here are some
familiar innovations and new Ray eats
for you and your posse to devour.

LINDSAY SHEEHAN'ii/The Cowl

ed cooks (that's short for cookies in
case you aren't familiar with the Raymundo lingo), squish some ice cream
between the two, then roll the sand
wich in sprinkles. Yum.
These are just a couple of recipes for
satisfied taste buds but I have faith in
the creative appetites of every one of
you. Now go out there and make
something for yourself, kiddo!
"What's not to like? Custard? Good.
Jam? Good. Meat? Goooooood." —
Joey from Friends.

Cookie Sandwich
There are a lot of differ
ent ice cream innovations
in the Student Ray
Cookbook such as cutting
up bananas and making a
pseudo banana split,
heating up a brownie and
putting ice cream on top,
making a root beer float,
yadda yadda yadda. One
that is less obvious, how
ever, is the quaint cookie
sandwich. Take two heatLINDSAY SHEEHAN'ii/The Cowl

Rhode Island's Art on Wheels
A& E's Neil Andrew Francisco 'io Discovers Expression Between the Spokes
by

Neil Andrew Francisco ’10
A&E Staff

I love art. The fact that art gives
everyone a chance to express himself
whatever way he pleases is what
makes art so beautiful. The apprecia
tion of art does not require a keen
eye. It does not require artistic expert
ise. It also does not require any form
of skill in drawing. Art simply uses
the tools given to humans to create
something beautiful. We have artists
who are writers, painters, sculptors,
and film directors. Art is- all around
us, and I think it is time we start
noticing it. This past weekend I had
the opportunity to see art in a radical
ly different form than I was used to
experiencing. I found art in the form
of bicycle riding.
This past weekend East Providence
was blessed with the opportunity to

host bicycle aficionados from all
around the local areas for one large
bicycle fair. The Rhode Island Bicycle
Fair
was
sponsored
by
East
Providence Cycle. This was their 34th
year, and it was advertised as their
biggest bike sale ever. Now, since I am
a struggling middle-class college stu
dent, I did not have the funds to pur
chase a bicycle. However, I did have
the opportunity to look around and
admire the hard work that people put
into the craft of bicycle riding.
The Rhode Island Bike Show itself
was very impressive. They had a fine
line of bicycles for riding in places
such as Downtown Providence, a line
of bicycles for riding along paths and
up mountains, and other bicycles for
just enjoying a leisurely ride. I can
guarantee you that there was some
thing for anyone interested in bicycles.

Holding simply a minor interest in the
art of bicycle riding, I found myself
asking a lot of questions. To my
delight, I enjoyed hearing the wonder
ful and enthusiastic responses from
the East Providence Cycle employees.
It reminded me of the things that I
hold a passion for in my own life.
Now the Rhode Island Bike Show
did not actually have much to it. I
thought it would be a larger event,
but it turned out to be just a big sale.
This, however, is fine because I got to
see so many people gather around
and come together to participate in a
form of art. My roommate was less
impressed, especially because he was
looking for one product that the store
did not carry.
For months now, I have had the
opportunity to watch that same room
mate take an old bicycle, one that he

bought for about $50, and turn it into a
work of art. He has taken his delight in
bicycles and turned into his own per
sonal craft. I found myself reminiscing
of the times I had tried to take some
thing and put so much of myself into
it. The time and devotion to such a
craft should be celebrated, especially
because bicycles have lost their popu
larity in years past.
Things are looking up though. More
and more students have been riding
bicycles. It shows that people are still
devoted to this craft. I have one mem
ory of a few weeks ago, when our
snow day gave us a free day to do as
we please: I saw a man riding his bicy
cle down by the Providence River, and
it gave me a reason to smile. People
love this stuff. People love art.
Appreciation for the beauty of human
expression should be celebrated.

Roving
Photographer
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If you could be a fly on a wall anywhere,
where would it be?

"A judicial hearing."
Eamonn Nolan '11, Sean Jones '10

"Patriots' locker room."
David Rogan '11

"We're going to start jersey chasing!"
Rich Linehan '10, Courtney Nelson '10, Mike
O'Hara '10, Amanda Vargas '10, Sean Phillips '11

"The Foxy Lady!"
Hung Nguyen '11, Scott Schere '11

"The quad after parietals."
Lindsay Sheehan '11, Kevin Angliss '10

"When Bill told Hillary about us!"
-Monica Lewinsky
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IERE IS NO COMPARISON.
IT IS UNDISPUTED
Off-Campus

CHOOSE
THE OFF-CAMPUS LEADER.

CALL NOW FOR YOUR
RESERVATION @ 401.749.1550.
It is our mission to provide a SECURE and PRIVATE living ex
perience for college students. Our commitment to our stu
dents is. unyielding - we will exceed their expectations by
providing updated, remodeled, and modern apartments cou
pled with an outstanding client service model.
Mark R Sweeney
Managing Partner
The 02908 Club
“Outstanding Housing for Outstanding Students.”
401.749.1550
▼
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Standing at the Edge of the World
Daniel James '11
Portfolio Staff

the rivers in the world couldn't purify
them. My hands, I could've done so
much with them. I could've been a
Author's Note: The following selection writer, a genius (a maniac?) who
is from a novel entitled God Hates Us spilled honesty onto paper and there
All. The novel will be released whenever a by enlightened the world. What'd I do
publisher wants to publish it (or second instead? I wasted them by putting
half2009).
down the pen and picking up the
***
glass. Cheers.
FICTION
I would imagine that this
My lungs breathe heavy like a smok
is as close as I'll come to er in his last month. I'm deteriorated.
knowing what it feels like to stand on A dying matter that will decompose
the edge of the world, waiting to jump. into the nothing I originated from.
I felt drunk when it happened. I And that's the end. There are no fairy
want to lie and say I was, but if I'm tale endings. There never were.
going to be honest, at least it'll be here. Happily ever after is the fallacy, an
I wasn't drunk, but the incident was so illusion painted by a genius (a mad
terrifyingly intoxicating that I might as man?) to hide the horrors and miseries
well have handled a handle by myself in life that drown us all like a mass
without a chaser. My hands were flood that sweeps the world over.
smeared with crimson blood, and all Funny, I thought God loved us.
God loves us all. I was
at a bar the other night
and saw a flyer that said
those very words. It was
stuck to the tile ground
of the men's room, cov
ered in mud and urine,
surrounded by vomit
by Bobby Bretz '12
and beer. At some point
Portfolio Staff
someone made a con
scious decision to put
that flyer on the ground.
Would you take up
Or maybe there was no
decision; maybe the flyer
The pall id shadows,
just fell out of some jerk's
Left behind in the places
pocket while he was
that we all know,
propping himself up
And would you sound off
against the urinal and he
Like the sirens,
never noticed that it fell
Stand your ground in the
out (did he even notice
face of the dark wind,
that he had it?) and that's
And would you let down
how it ended up there,
The dying dread sun,
covered
in
all
of
Leave the system with your
mankind's
garbage:
wasted, forgotten, dis
eyes on the long run,
carded. The end?
And would you survive
I wish.
Against theOpFor,
I
was at a bus stop
Left alone with the dirge
when it happened. I had
-of the foghorns,
time to kill because the
And would you tug on
bus was late. I was alone
The strings that bind us,
and my iPod was dead.
Tangle up with the other
As any good (bored?)
dimensions,
sociologist would do, I
And would you upstage
observed people. I tried
The Hero ofTime,
to stay reserved, but I
couldn't help myself.
And not die?
The human instinct to
judge (what gives me the
right?) overwhelmed me
and pinned me into sub
by

OpFor

mission. So I watched with my pale
blue vulture eye, and—with the per
fect weather conditions for a torna
do—I was swept away in a whirlwind
of revelations.
God loves us all?
God doesn't love us.
I felt like a child being told there was
no Santa Claus. I was once again 13 at
my middle school dance, being reject
ed by the girl from math with the gor
geous blonde hair. My head was
shoved into a toilet, my insides flatten
ing into a pancake while I regurgitated
the gluttony of a weekend night. My
arms reach for something just beyond
my grasp in a vain attempt of brushing
the slightest bit of flesh against that
which was thought to be untouchable.
I am uplifted to the nothing which we
create telescopes to view better, as if a
clearer image will give us a clearer
understanding. I was grasping on a
cliff for my life, and in that moment I
felt my fingers go weak from the strain
and lose grip. First fear, followed by
nothing. Sayonara.
What else is there?
I couldn't breath. I blacked out. The
next thing I knew I was floating. I
watched my body ascend while I
remained trapped in the middle of the
sky and the earth. I was imprisoned. I
tried to fly away by swimming, but it
did nothing. I asked God what we did,
and where we went wrong. I saw a
word form in my mind's eye: 'FREE.' I
didn't want to understand. There was
no point in trying to misinterpret. The
significance was clear as day. I tripped
and began falling back to earth.
I woke up and saw some people
huddled around me. As soon as they
confirmed that I was okay they quickly
move on with their days. One person, a
homeless man who was curious about
what the commotion was, gave me a
cigarette. I gave him a five-dollar bill;
told him I was sorry. He asked me what
for; I told him I didn't know. I've never
been so alone. I flicked the cigarette
butt and began to walk away. Someone
told me that I was killing myself by
smoking the cigarette and killing the
earth by flicking it to the ground. The
person said it as if, by not smoking or
not littering, I could change that. We're
all going to die someday, might as well
embrace it. I carried on. I couldn't deal
with it. I damn sure couldn't deal with
waiting for the bus. I walked away;
going anywhere life could take me.

I was free, in every sense of the
word. I was not a slave to His will and
was not bound to follow His order.
What did that make me? I tried to
think, but I was scared. I was afraid
that if I stumbled upon something that
made sense, that might be the end of
it. That security blanket made of
God's love that I wrapped myself
would unravel from the very idea I
knitted it from. Where did I go
wrong? I had freedom, and I used it.
None of us are saints. I've seen the
atheists bomb churches and I've seen
the extremists massacre the people
different from the order of His word.
I'm no saint because, like the rest of
the world, I hate.
Is that the right word? Is it hate? Do
we as people all hate each other?
Maybe we've forgotten how to love,
but do we hate? I can only determine
that, based on what I've seen, that yes,
we all hate each other like the freewilled creatures we are. We have the
capability to love, but to love (live?) is
to suffer. To hate, on the other hand, is
to admit humanity. In order to love, we
must give ourselves up, and in order
to hate we must take the will of others.
We were given free will to do any
thing, literally, and we've taken it and
pissed on it. Yes, in every sense of the
definition, I hate. I am no saint.
What makes a saint? Is it miracles?
Is it love? Is love so hard to obtain that
abstaining from it is the better choice?
I thought I was capable of love. But
love is a struggle, and it's a constant
battle that I don't know how to win.
Love may feel natural, but why is it
such a struggle to achieve? And why
is it, when love is given, it's often
taken for granted? I can't answer these
questions, but I would imagine that all
the answers given wouldn't make
much of a difference. It all comes back
to freedom.
I stand at the edge of the world wait
ing to jump. It feels like cold metal
steel pressed against my head, waiting
for the next big mystery. And even
though I know what will happen if I
jump, I don't know what will happen
after I take that plunge. Love couldn't
change that. And still the thought that
tore me to bits that day at the bus stop
clutches me by the throat and won't let
go. Enough.
I jump.
God hates us all.

Wei I-Lit Wai kways
Blake Bergeron '11
Contributing Writer

by

You submit your work
Then we display it in ink
You enjoy the rush
cowl.port folio@gmail.com

It's something cut and dry
The tinder for what sorely wants to be a fire
But falls apart in the hands of man
As he feels the warmth of a passing gas lamp
And decides he can better fill his time.
Sleepy but well-read, erudite.
Eyel ids fall ing as the sonnet just dissolves,
Letting the dreamer plummet toward the sun
Until he is consumed by fire and crumbles
Into I ittle embers, still ready to pick up the dream.

Brooks and brambles will calm his soul
Yet calm is hardly a solution,
For the storm gets nothing done
In the stark uncomfortable quiet
Of its deceptive dark, ancient eye.
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Perspective Vignettes: Grease Fire in Davis?!
Editor's Note: Perspective Vignettes takes one event and presents it from the view point of three unique characters. This feature will run irregularly, but
suggestions for a focal point are welcome! Please pass along ideas you have for Perspective Events to the editor at cowl.portfolio@gmail.com.

The Boy Who Ran the Hell Away
by

Conor Leary '11

Portfolio Staff
I imagine when a caveman struck
two stones together and fire appeared,
his caveman buddy ran for the hills.
Therefore, my pursuit for security
away from a burning buildFICTION
wasn f dramatic at all. It
was spirited! I mean, the
more space I put between
me and the extremely hot flames, the
safer I am. And besides, downtown
Providence really isn't as far from
Davis Hall as many think.
As a light snowfall continued out
side my window that night, I had
found the most opportune time and
place to study. With my posture settled
comfortably into the cushions of a PCsupplied couch, my books ordered on
the table, and my notes visible in just
the perfect amount of light, studying
200 years of Western Civilization
seemed manageable. My roommates
had "stepped out" for the night to frat
ernize the way college students do best

and I had left my phone purposely
charging in my room with a full bat
tery. Images of the French Revolution,
however, were shocked out my mind
by the most shattering interruption of
all: the fire alarm.
I grumbled to myself. It was a drill
that would bring me out of my nestled
cocoon of concentration and outside
into the cold night. After tying my
shoes and pulling my coat over my
pajamas, I left my dorm. The hallway
was filled with the loud pitch of the
alarm, but was empty still. I pocketed
my hands and walked slowly past
closed doors, thinking I would wait for
a friend or two to walk down the stair
wells with, all six. But when I reached
the end of the hallway, a smell pierced
my lazy attitude. Smoke filled my
lungs for just one second. The cough
that echoed up my throat was the
smoking gun that summoned my
sprinter's instinct.
So I ran. I crashed into the stairwell,
my head bowed down like a raging
bull. People lingering from step to step

like four-year-olds dancing on wobbly
knees parted as I cut through their
tranquil minds, hopefully inciting
some panic. When I reached the lobby,
I saw a blurred RA directing the traffic
flow, his face more serious than it usu
ally was during fire drills. I didn't stop.
I wasn't on fire, so why would I? No
need to drop and roll either. Just run!
The icy wind sliced at my face and
snowflakes became cold raindrops
cooling me. One foot in front of the
other brought me slipping over pud
dles, through slush, above hurdles of
snow, and across iced pools.
I stood panting at Kennedy Plaza,
my lungs threatened to explode. I
looked up and stared straight back in
the direction of school, miles away. I
slunk over to a payphone and called
my friend. She picked up.
"Fire in Davis! It's out but I wanted
one of the firemen to save me."
"I'm at Kennedy Plaza..."
"But I thought I saw you running
out of the building?"
"You did. When's the next bus?"

Katie Caliva '10
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The water pressure of her shower
wasn't great. It in fact sort of sucked,
but after three tests in three classes, she
didn't care. She needed whatever com
fort that the warm water
FICTION trickling from the shower
head could provide her. It
hadn't been a good day,
hadn't been a good week. Had it been
a good month? Standing still and
allowing the warmth to cascade over
her, she reflected that no, it really had
n't even been a good month. The water
on her face tasted suddenly salty and a
part of her shoulder that wasn't fully
engaged by the not-so-great water
pressure fell victim to a spasmodic
chill. The sadness was deep, over
whelming even, but the shower was
comforting.
She needed this time, she needed it
to think and to sort out all of the crazi
ness and dramatic nonsense that was
permeating her life. She stood, allowed
the warmth to cascade over her, and let
her mind wander. The three tests

faded; the blue books in which they
were written were too far gone to
worry about.
She thought instead of the frustratingly adorable and emotionally stunt
ed boy who was complicating every
thing by being emotionally stunted
and frustratingly adorable. He...
A jarring noise interrupted her
thoughts before anything remotely
resembling clarity could be reached. It
was a cross between a beep and a buzz,
so loud and insistent that it made her
heart palpitate.
Realizing what it was she felt an
additional weight settle on her shoul
ders. She had little desire to leave the
warmth of her shower so that a little
box could be checked off on someone's
clipboard. She entertained the idea of
just ignoring it, shutting out the
obnoxious noise with continued
thoughts of an obnoxious boy.
Was that smoke? She turned the
water off and grabbed her towel, shiv
ering as the air dried the once warm
water now in individual droplets on
her shoulder. She could smell smoke,
damn it, there was a cause for alarm,

by

Kaly Thayer '10
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I really hoped they understood it
this time.
We were at midterm of the fall
semester, and already I'd been forced
into the open for five sepaFICTION rate ^re a^arms- Five! They
tell us to expect at least two,
mandatory drills, but they
give us some warning when those are
about to go off. I usually expect at least
one more for whatever idiot bums pop
corn in the first few weeks, so three was
the high end of normal. Five was
beginning to border on ridiculous.
Were they serious when they told that
girl down at Ciubbie's that they'd com
municate later in smoke signals?
So after that last one, I hoped they
understood what it meant to a senior
biology major to have her peace and
quiet. I might have been a little harsh,
but that was the price I paid. Well, if
you think about it for long, they were
paying me, but if you follow the equa
tion from the beginning and apply a
few Hobbesian principles to the latter
end of things it all works out, I promise.
I was their Leviathan, and I was just a
teensy bit angry.
And I had every right! Midterms,
remember? Midterms!
So you can imagine how pissed I was
when it's six o'clock in the evening, I
have successfully avoided going to Ray
for the sake of studying, had finally
arrayed all my highlighters and text
books and notes around me and my
coffee, and the alarm goes off again.
Too bad Res Life doesn't let us carry
cattle prods.
I mumble a few things under my
breath that might induce a listener to
believe that I am alluding ever so slight
ly to the questionably plant-based ori
gin of whomever has started the fire
this time. This makes me think of Billy
Joel, which doesn't help my mood
much. I put my coffee down and stalk
into the hallway.
When I open my door, Harry Truman
and Doris Day vanish from my
thoughts. I smell smoke, and not just
popcorn smoke, real stop-drop-and-roll
smoke. It's eerie in the flashing lights of
the fire alarm, but thick enough that it
has to be close. Grabbing my towel
from a hook near the door (anyone with
a head on their shoulders should
Photo Courtesy of Nicholas Richards 'io
always know where their towel is) I
head down the hall.
Three doors down (dear God, will I
ever be free from the tyranny of bad
pop music that finds a way to stick itself
in my head?) the smoke gets worse. I
not some drill to fill a quota. She threw hear some guys yelling, but I can't see
on whatever clothes were closest to anything through the smoke. Their
her, remembering to kick off her flip door is open, so I duck below the worst
flops and put on closed-toe shoes.
of the smoke and try to bellow in to
In her hallway there was a strong them. "What's going on!?"
I am very proud of my bellow.
smell of burning... something. She did
There are a few muffled yells in
n't try to parse out the conglomeration
of aromas, just headed for the stair response, but nothing I can intelligibly
well. As she moved downwards with make out. I walk into the room, my
the rest of the herd she listened to the head still lowered, and try to look
conspiracy theories. A sweet potato, a around. Books are scattered every
plastic bowl.. .a grease fire?! The cause where, and there are a lot of pictures
seemed irrelevant. All that mattered to and posters hanging on the wall.
her at that very moment was that her There's a glow over by where I assume
long hair was no longer dripping wet the stovetop is, and the smoke is as
because the cold air had actually thick as ever. That must be the fire.
frozen the residual water. She won
Just then, a guy bolts past me, head
dered if she could snap off a piece a la ing for the door, moving faster than I
Sanka from Cool Runnings.
bet he's ever moved in his life. Whether
"Christ, you must be freezing."
he's scared of the fire or scared of me is
Debating the pros, cons, and plausi- | a good question, but I'm concerned
bility of a Jamaican bobsled team, she j with something else at the moment,
hadn't noticed that she was outside, which would be the quality of the
hadn't noticed that she was bumping smoke in my nose. My mother is Italian,
into a familiar figure. He took off his and she would be very proud of me.
coat and wrapped it around her shoul "Burnt butter and olive oil?"
ders. She was finally warm, but vague
I hear someone turn on the faucet.
ly uncomfortable.
Water. On a grease fire. Why do I
even bother?

All She Wanted Was a Warm Shower
by

A Bio Major
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Finding What You Seek Without Ever Looking
Tom Nailor T2
Portfolio Staff

by

"Sanctuary! Sanctuary!" was my ral
lying cry as I shoved my way through
the double doors of the chapel and
stumbled towards the altar.
"That might have worked
SHORT for Quasimodo, but I can't
STORY promise it'll help you much
here, boy."
I flipped around, blindsided by the
presence of another human being. The
old man tottering towards me was
dressed in white robes, and it looked as
if the hefty set of rosary beads hanging
at his belt was weighing down his
skeletal frame. All was snowy on the
roof, though a bald spot the size of my
fist shined in the dim candlelight.
I had assumed the chapel wasn't usu
ally inhabited this late, but I didn't often
open the huge doors of the church,
much less when I had been drinking.
Somehow I'd gotten talked into being
the one to rush in tonight, while my
friends laughed outside.
"Are you going to just stand there
with your mouth open, dripping water
on the floor of God's House, or are you
here for a particular reason, son?"
My gaze followed the direction of his
accusatory, wizened finger down and I
noticed the rather large puddle of water
accumulating under my sneakered feet.
I guess I hadn't noticed the rain outside,
but now I heard the boom of thunder
and saw a fork of lightning illuminate
the stained glass windows in an eerie
way. Eerier still was this priest.
I stepped towards him, into the tiny
arc of the candle he was holding, doing
my best not to stumble too much. I

stood next to him, the silences unbro
ken save for the thunder booming as if
God were playing a tom-tom drum for
the world.
"Shall we then, son? Do what you
came here for at least, since I think we
both know you weren't really seeking
any type of sanctuary."
How did he know? Did I just look
lost, or had he somehow heard my
friends betting me over the rain? But
here was the offer, and the perfect way
to pocket beer money for the next few
weeks. All I had to do was sit through
confession with this geezer and get out
of there, and I was home free. So I nod
ded dumbly, and he led the way
towards the small confessional in the
rear of the church. My sneakers slapped
wetly against the floor, but save for the
click-clack of his rosary beads (or
maybe it was his ancient bones rubbing
against each other the wrong way)
there was no other noise.
The old man turned suddenly, seem
ing to glare out from under his white,
tufty eyebrows, as if he had somehow
read my thoughts. He pushed open the
door to the confessional, and beckoned
me forward. I ambled in, walking tall,
and took the seat across from his. I
crossed myself awkwardly, told him it
had been a number of years since my
last confession, and then he turned
those tawny eyes on me again.
"What are your sins, son? Besides
coming in here stinking of cheap beer?"
I was again taken aback—was I that
obviously intoxicated? I wiped my
mouth, and admitted with the pride
provided by those cheap beers, drat I
had no sins to tell.
"Everyone sins. Me, you, and every

one who comes in here seeking solace.
I'm sure in the past few days, or maybe
even hours, you've lied to someone.
Maybe a friend, maybe some young
woman you're trying to impress. I can
bet you looked that same girl up and
down like any cheap piece of meat in
the frozen food section of the super
market. I bet if her friends hadn't
stopped her, you wouldn't be shivering
and scattering droplets all over that seat
you're in, but back in your dorm room,
her body curled up, warm and soft,
next to yours, maybe even thinking you
might hold her hand until one of your
friends makes a joke and you remem
ber that you aren't allowed to have feel
ings. Am I hitting the nail on the head
there, son? Are you catching my drift?"
My mouth was dry as a chalkboard,
and now not just from the dehydration
brought on by the alcohol. But he was
n't done, and he continued, in a way
that I had never heard a priest speak,
and most likely never will again.
"But what does your mother do,
boy? Does she sit at home worried sick
about what their precious angel is
doing here at big bad college? When
she calls you tomorrow morning, will
you stifle a yawn and tell her that you
spent last night watching some movies
with friends? Unable to tell her that
you spent it in someone's empty cellar
knocking back cheap beer, frothy and
intoxicating from little red cups you
picked up at the door for a price that
makes it all worth it. No, you'll proba
bly lie and tell her that you're doing
just great, that of course you're going to
your classes, and that you really need
to get out of there to go to the library.
But you won't go to the library, will

you, boy? You'll skip out on the bus to
go out into the city with your friends,
to get ready for tomorrow night and
the next, and the next after that?
Everybody sins."
I was crying at this point, and I felt as
if all the alcohol had left my system. My
mouth, still dry as the desert, felt as if
someone had stuck a sock into it, and I
was unable to speak. Nevertheless, the
priest, this ancient, cranky man, merely
looked at me, until I finally forced
myself to nod. Then, in what was possi
bly the most amazing part of the night,
he nodded solemnly. And he said, in his
voice that had yet to quaver, "God the
Father of mercies, through the death
and resurrection of His Son, has recon
ciled the world to Himself and sent the
Holy Spirit among us for the forgive
ness of sins; through the ministry of the
Church may God give you pardon and
peace, and I absolve you from your sins
in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit."
The weight that had been settling on
my heart throughout the night was
suddenly lifted, and just as I started to
open my mouth, the lights flickered
suddenly. A fork of lighting illuminated
the room for a split second, and as I
closed my eyes in fear, the lights burst
back on.
The confessional was empty. There
was no priest, no robes, and no rosary
beads. Merely a boy absolved of his
sins, and ready to tell his friends that
there had been no one inside, and that
he really needed to go get some sleep
back in his room. And that, no, he
wouldn't be able to go out into the city
tomorrow night, because he was going
to Mass.

Tiffany&Earl
Making PC an emotional
stable
Dear Spice,
At some point or
another we've all
wandered around
campus
pining
over some guy or
gal that we proba
bly won't ever
meet. We give
them nicknames
that are sometimes
endearing, sometimes pejorative, we
pretend to be invested in their lives,
and we create scenarios in which we
cross paths with them and finally meet.
Some people take this a little bit too
far. John Hinckley Jr., for example, took
his interest in Jodie Foster a bit too far.
Now, I'm not exactly saying that you
might try to assassinate a president in
your quest to impress the members of
this team. I am suggesting that your
behavior is questionable.
But you didn't send us this letter ask
ing for a slap on the wrist. I'm going to
assume that you already feel idiotic
about your antics and that you're asking
our advice because you want to repent
and forget that your desperate behavior
ever happened. Right? Okay, good.
I see a few ways of proceeding from
here. You could avoid the entire team,
dodging behind bushes, taking alter
nate routes, and never going to Ray
ever again. You could also strut around
campus with an air of complete confi
dence, and a look that says, "Yeah, I
stalk you. And you like it." There's
probably also a middle ground some
where. This might involve an end to
your vulture-like circling of their table.
And whatever you do, if you see one of
them out, never hit on them or offer
them sexual favors. You probably
shouldn't feel their abs either.

This Week
Killing Your
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
There's a certain sports team on campus that I am slightly obsessed with. I
may or may not circle their table at Ray like a (very cute, bouncy) shark
ready to attack. I've friended all of them on Facebook and I scream all of
their names at all of their games. (And thanks to student apathy, I'm usually
the only voice you can hear.) But I think that I've finally been found out. The
other day I walked by their table at Ray and every single head turned to
stare at me. Since then whenever I pass any of them, they immediately stop
talking, stare at me, and whisper behind their hands.

Any tips on how to erase the reputataion I've developed as a crazy stalker?

-Spomy Spice

Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Let's get right
down to brass
tacks. There are
only two ways you
can shake this
socially debilitating
stigma
without
going hungry. You
can start pretend
ing to be blind,
which isn't as hard
as you think.
There was this (technically) blind fel
low in this tandem bike racing club I was
in when I lived in Frisco. Nobody had
any idea. He was like Ben Affleck. If any
body questions it just say, "I'm like that
Daredevil mother-lover, I feel with echo
location and SHIp." This way when they
figure it out you're off the hook.
The other thing you can do is move
from being the nut in the dining room to
being crazy in the bed room. Just pick off
the walk on then move up the ladder.
Teams like to share things. You'll be like
a rabbit's foot.
This is the route I took with the softball
team. Not that I really think the women
are all that attractive. It's just that I have
always wanted to play division one softball and this was my way of feeling part
of the team.
I could advise further depending on
the team. For instance: Soccer players
like to hang out in small groups with a
harem of women at their disposal, find
ing your way into the waiting room is
not all that difficult. If it's the LAX team
try dressing like Liz Phair. Runners like
the chase so play hard to get and I sug
gest wearing a wool sweater (they're all
micks). Basketball players are mostly
incestuous in their relationships so
you're out of luck there.
If all that doesn't work it impossible to
achieve option one by using Option two.
Pretend to be blind. It worked for Mary
Ingalls {Little House on the Prairie).
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Come Wednesday, April 1st from 4:30 to 6:30 to McPhail’s!
“Meet and Greet' with our local 7th District Providence Police Commander,
Lt. Dan Gannon
This event is being coordinated and sponsored by Matt Hodge Student Congress’s OCRO (Off Campus Residents Organization) representative.
Also in attendance will be Major Jack Leyden, Director of Safety and Security, along with Richy Kless, Director of the Off Campus Living office.
The event has been well attended in past years, as it is a wonderful opportunity to share concerns directly to police who work in the immediate
area of the college. Plan to stop by for a bit, mark it down on your calendar. Please inform your apartment mates.
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Providence College’s
Premier Off-Campus Properties
The Plated Homes of Emerald Isle Real Estate
A Providence College Tradition
Now taking reservations for school year 2010-2011
(Reserve now to lock in 2008-2009 pricing.)

Galway
133 Pinehurst Avenue

Edenderry
98-100 Eaton Street

Limerick
29 Huxley Avenue

Claremorris
98-96Eaton Street

Castlebar
127-129 Pinehurst Avenue

Killarney
93 Pinehurst Avenue

Tipperary
141-143 Pembroke Avenue

Tollamore
138-140 Radcliffe Avenue

•

Safe, clean, family neighborhoods

•

A short walk from campus center

•

Beautifully restored 1920s family homes

•

Redundant security systems

•

Each house is uniquely charming with a

•

Responsive, 24-hour service

distinct, personal feel

•

Directly managed by the property owner with

•

The off-campus center of student life

•

Off-campus living with character, priced
competitively

a proven history of serving the PC community

Stan Kizlinski
“My personal reputation at PC is your assurance of satisfaction.
Owner/Manager 24/7 • Cell Phone: 401-316-8457 • Email: skizlinski@cox.net
Registered, Providence College Off-Campus Housing Office

IB
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Bobby Labadini

Danielle Bertolette

Lacrosse
Senior—Westford, Mass.

Softball

Junior—Temecula, Calif.

Labadini was named MAAC Player of the
Week after scoring six goals in the Friars' win
over Wagner College.

Bertolette tossed a complete game shutout in
PC's 4-0 win over Yale on Sunday, March 22.

Scores

Schedules

Wednesday, 3/18

Thursday, 3/26

Men's Basketball vs. Miami

L, 78-66

Lacrosse vs. Quinnipiac

W, 7-6

Tennis vs. Cincinnati

3:30 p.m.

Saturday, 3/28
Saturday, 3/21

W, 12-4

Lacrosse at Wagner

Sunday, 3/22

Tennis vs. Seton Hall

11:00 a.m.

Softball vs. Rutgers

Noon

Lacrosse vs. Canisius

1:00 p.m.

Softball vs. Rutgers

2:30 p.m.

Softball vs. Yale

W,4-0

Women's Track at Bryant Invitational

All Day

Softball vs. Yale

W, 5-2

Men's Track at Bryant Invitational

All Day

Tennis at Syracuse

L, 7-0

Sunday, 3/29
Wednesday 3/25

Softball vs. Fairfield

W,2-l

Softball vs. Fairfield

W, 5-4

Softball vs. DePaul

11:00 a.m.

Softball vs. DePaul

1:30 p.m.

, •

Wednesday, 4/1

Softball vs. Boston University

3:00 p.m.

Softball vs. Boston University

5:30 p.m.

Standings
Big East Softball (3/26)

Team
Louisville
DePaul
Pittsburgh
USF
Notre Dame
Connecticut
Syracuse
Seton Hall
St. John's
Villanova
Providence
Rutgers
Georgetown

Big East
W
L
4
0
2
0
2
0
6
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
3
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
4

Overall
W
L
27
3
13
7
13
9
27
13
12
11
11
8
12
10
10
13
9
12
13
4
5
16
8
16
5
18

MAAC Lacrosse (3/26)

Big East
Team
W
L
Providence
2
0
Marist
2
0
Siena
1
0
Manhattan
1
1
Saint Joseph's
1
1
Mount St. Mary's 1
1
Wagner
0
1
VMI
0
2
Canisius
0
2

Overall
W
L
3
4
2
3
3
5
4
4
3
5
1
4
1
7
1
7
0
5
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LaSalle Pizzeria

HOOPS: Friars

1005 Smith Street - Providence, Rhode Island 02908

Season Ends
continued from back page

tion as being one of the top shooters
in the country, drained three threes
down the stretch and finished with a
game-high 25 points.
When the final horn sounded, Miami
found themselves with a 78-66 win.
For Providence, it was a disap
pointing end to what was most cer
tainly one of the more disappointing
Marches in recent Friar history. After
closing out February with a win over
No. 1 Pitt, PC proceeded to drop three
of its last four and missed out on the
NCAA Tournament for the fifth
straight season.
Not to be lost in the Friars' losing
effort were strong performances by
junior Brian McKenzie who scored 13
points and seniors Weyinmi Efejuku
and Jonathon Kale, who dropped 16
and 11 points respectively.
The loss also marked the end of the
road for the class of '09 and it was cer
tainly emotional to see them leave the
court for the final time. Despite never
reaching the NCAA Tournament the
class of '09 represented Providence
with a tremendous amount of class
and gave Friar fans one of the greatest
moments in Providence College bas
ketball history when they knocked off
No.l Pitt, just the school's second win
ever over a No.l ranked team.
"I've talked to each of the seniors in
the last couple weeks and told them
that I wish I could coach them anoth
er year," said Davis. "They set some
of the groundwork for the future with
our younger players."
And with Keno Davis at the helm,
the future certainly looks bright.

Call ahead and have your order ready for pick-up!

401-228-3004

Off
Campus
Housing!

Greetings!

Fish Platters

From now until Easter Sunday, observant Catholics refrain
from eating meat on Various Holy Days and on Fridays in the
practice of their faith.

This was the case in my house growing up. I recall mom
reminding us - "No Meat today" as my siblings and I trudged off
to school. It was always a tuna day.
NOW there are more choices than ever from LaSalle Pizzeria.
Mom did her best to have a variety of food offerings - but I
think I have out done her!
Please find some of our Lenten Menu options below available
everyday from now until Easter. Sacrifices are a way of life but don’t skimp on the quality of your food. Come to LaSalle
Pizzeria!

Lent Options

Pizzas
Wheat Crust NOW Available for only a Dollar more!
Veggie Delux

Pembroke Ave.

Fresh portobello mushrooms, roasted red peppers, red onions
and black olives. $11.95
Eggplant Italiano

Our homemade eggplant sliced thin on top of our three cheese
blend with red onions and black olives. $11.95
Margarita

Fresh diced tomatos, fresh garlic with basil and oregano baked
on our aged pizza dough with virgin olive oil. $11.95
LaSalle Cheese

5 apartments left
all with
3 beds, 1 bath,
new kitchens,
mostly furnished
$500.00 per
bedroom.
Call Jenn at
401-789-7700.
Pier Realty Property
Manager

Our three cheese blend with our 7 seasons sauce on our
homemade pizza dough slow aged for peak taste. $8.95

Calzones
Veggie Calzone

LaSalle fresh dough filled with steamed fresh broccolli, fresh
mushrooms with ricotta and our three cheese blend and a side
of our marinara. $5.95

Grinders
Epplant Marinara

t
Would you believe I sent my
dad out fishing in this
weather to get some great
fish?
FISH PLATTERS

Breaded and fried Tilapia
served with a full pound of
our LaSalle Fries and a side
of yummy cole slaw and
tartar sauce. $8.95

People
Pleasing
Appetizers
Beer Battered Onion Rings

$5.50
(Ask for the Homemade
Honey Mustard for the Onion
Rings - Its to Die For!)
Mozzarella Sticks

$5.50
Jalepeno
Poppers

$5.50
j Jon Out Maflng List! |

Our fresh eggplant served with our 7 season marinara sauce
on a soft grinder roll with provolone cheese. $5.95

Staff Catch Dunkin Donuts
Robber

Veggie Delight

February 13th - Dan Scoto,
Daine Smith and Isaias
Alicea were instrumental in
capturing a man robbing the
Dunkin Donuts next door.
Got to www.Drojo.com to
read the full story. Type In
LaSalle Pizzeria to search for
the story.

Portobello mushrooms, roasted red peppers, red onions and
provolone cheese heated then served on a soft grinder roll with
ranch dressing, lettuce and tomatoes. $5.95
LaSalle Delux Tuna

Our tuna blend served your way with lettuce and tomato.
Make it a tuna melt with cheese added for an additional dollar.
$5.95

We understand this economy is tough for everyone - that’s why
we have kept the prices of our pizzas and calzones the same
for almost two years. We have been able to do this through
energy conservation, cutting labor costs (by the boss working
more), and by being more creative in our advertising.
Our survival is dependant on you. So please be sure to
forward this to friends and family. The five minutes you take
today referring us to family and friends really helps!

Sincerely,

Tim Lloyd
LaSalle Pizzeria

I Save 25%
I The Fish Platters are soo good
[ and won't last! Try one Fish
[ Platter at regular price and get
the second one at 25% OFF.
!
The fried tilapia is GREAT!
! Offer good while supplies last;
J
for a limited time only.
1
' Offer Expires: March 14, 2009
—————————

LUXURY ROOMS AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
Located on Huxley Avenue near Eaton Street.
5 Bedrooms
These all inclusive rooms will include:
-Heat/Central A/C / Hot Water
-ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
-Fully Furnished
-Cable (HBO, Showtime, Starz) w/DVR
-Cable wired to each room
-High Speed Internet Access (Wired to each room and Wireless)
-2 Baths
-Living Room
-Dinning Room
-Maid Service for all common areas
-Full Kitchen with appliances and dishwasher and kitchen utensils
-Kitchenette on upper floor with refrigerator and microwave
-Washer/Dryer (no charges)
-Large Screen 37” Flat Screen TV with DVD and 5.1 Sound

-Off Street Parking
-Electronic Door Locks for ALL doors
-Alarm System
-Whole House Surge Protection
-Recently Remodeled
-On the 55 RIPTA Bus line

RENT: $3250.00/month ($650.00/month/room)
Call: 401-949-1578 for an appointment to view
Local Owner — Must see newly remodeled
Mention Cowl Ad for this reduced rent.
SPECIAL OFFER: Sign a lease by April 30th and receive the month of December rent free! Get a special Christmas pres
ent this year and lower your rent to less than $596.00 per person per month for the entire year.

|
[
'
!
!
J
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Sports Boss: NCAA Committee Gave
Providence and Big East Raw Deal
Don't you love how people can
have
it both ways when they make
Sports Staff
the rules?
I don't care if this is a week or so
How are your brackets doing?
Chances are if you picked a bunch of overdue. I don't care that this debate
Big East teams you're near the top of has ended. The Providence College
Friars should have been invited to the
the standings in your pool.
Last weekend's results NCAA Tournament.
Instead they were denied admission
OPINION proved the absolute supe
and relegated to the NIT. No they
riority of Big East basket
ball. Five of the remaining weren't given a one seed, even a two;
16 teams come from the Big East, far instead they were given a five. This
more than any other power confer was a slap in the face to this program.
This was a team who finished 10-8
ence. If you're curious about how the
others are faring, the ACC has two and tied for seventh in the Big East,
teams left, the Big XII has three, the Big defeated two highly-rated teams,
Ten has two, the Pac Ten has one, and including the No. 1 team in the coun
no teams from the SEC are alive. The try, Pittsburgh. They had no bad losses
three remaining spots are from non every team that defeated them was
ranked or received votes in the Top 25
power conferences.
So much for the superiority of the at some point this season, and all of
them remained in the RPI Top 100.
ACC. Or the Big Ten for that matter.
But still, it wasn't good enough. Not
Neither conference, thus far in the
NCAA tournament has show they for the pundits, not for the committee.
Now many will point to their lack
even belong in the same breath as the
luster performance against Miami in
Big East.
I've been saying this all year long the first round of the NIT as justifica
and so have many others that are tion for being left out and for their
much more credible sources than I. seed. Such a statement couldn't be
The problem is that so many tried to more false.
Performances in the lesser tourna
equate the three conferences. ESPN
analysts, "bracketologists," and ulti ments such as the NIT and the new
mately the NCAA selection committee CBI are not good indicators of a
gave the Big East, ACC, and Big Ten’ team's talent and ability. This is espe
cially true for a senior-laden team like
the same amount of bids: seven.
Yes, they gave the Big East three of the Friars.
I'm not saying the effort wasn't
the four top seeds; they got that right.
But I still struggle to believe how this there. But I am saying they just didn't
conference only received seven bids to look like themselves that night. They
started very slow and just could not
the big dance.
Last year, they had eight teams. dig themselves out of an early hole.
But this year, this conference had They were not outmatched or beaten
been called the greatest and by a more talented team. They just did
strongest in the history of college n't have it that night
I can imagine they were disappoint
basketball.
by

Ryan Holt '09

Friars Update
A recap of the week in Providence sports
Tennis
This past weekend the Providence
College Tennis Team traveled up to
Syracuse, N.Y., to take on a strong
Syracuse Orange team.
After winning their previous two
matches the Friars were smacked
around by their northern Big East
rival. Syracuse swept the match 7-0 in
what was a completely lopsided affair.
Five of the eight individual matches
ended up in straight set losses of 6-1,60 and a sixth match resulted in a 6-0,60 defeat. If there was any silver lining
for the squad it was the performances
put on by sophomore Courtney Fuller
and senior Amy McDevitt.
Fuller, who has played extremely
well in just her second season for the
Friars, was able to win four games in
her match before falling 8-4. McDevitt,
who is one of the most experienced
Friars on the roster put up a great
fight, winning five games in her match
before falling 8-5.
The doubles matches did not fair
much better for PC as the pairs of sen
ior Meghan Gilroy and sophomore
Ayushi Senha, junior Jenn Cusack and
McDevitt, and Fuller and freshman
Melanie Albert fell 8-0, 8-0, and 8-1
respectively.
The Friars hope to return to their
winning ways when they travel to the
midwest to take on the University of
Cincinatti Bearcats.

Men’s Basketball
With eight seniors departing from
the Men's Basketball Team this sea
son, Head Coach Keno Davis had a
tall order on his plate to replenish
his roster with Big East-ready talent.

From all accounts, he has done an
excellent job filling the Friars' needs
both offensively and, more impor
tantly defensively, and PC fans
should be excited to welcome a new
crop of talent.
At the head of the class was prized
point guard recrui, Johnny Lacy. Lacy,
who hails from Wisconsin, is small at
5'10" but possesses lightning quickness
and a streaky outside shot. His play has
been likened to that of Syracuse star,
Johnny Flynn. Joining Lacy in the back
court will be Vincent Council, a bigger
guard who distributes the ball well and
Duke Mondy who is known to be a
deadly outside shooter.
Filling the void left by Weyinmi
Efejuku on the wing will certainly be a
tough task but Davis hopes junior col
lege transfer Kyle Wright can do just
so. Wright, a late bloomer, is also
known as a deadly shooter.
The rest of the class is filled out with
lots of size and length to battle on the
low post. 6'9" power foward Kadeem
Batts looks to have the most Big East
ready body and could be an immedi
ate contributor on the low blocks.
Joining Batts will be junior college
transfer Russ Permenter. Permenter, a
6'9" pf/c, plays the game with a
tremendous amount of intensity and
has proved to be an excellent rebound
er and scorer in one of Texas' best jun
ior college leagues. Rounding out the
class is James Still. Still, a lanky 6'10"
center, posesses a tremendous amount
of upside. Although he will need to
bulk up, he has the ability to run the
floor and is a great shot blocker.
—Dan Ollquist '10

ed they didn't get the chance to go
dancing this year. The group of gradu
ating seniors never will. It really is a
shame that they will never experience
"March Madness." They accomplished
so much in this, their senior year.
Aside from the accolades above, they
won 19 games, the most this group has
done in their time here. But it just was
n't enough.
It should mean something that
they played against the nation's best
teams night after night in the mon
ster conference that is the Big East. It
should mean something that they
finished with a winning record play
ing in this conference.
Had they made the NCAAs they
could have made a run. They were
poised to do so. It was their turn. But
we'll never know.
Many will point to their less-thanimpressive top 50 record. But when
you play top 50 teams night after night
you're bound to have some losses.
Others will say they had their
chances and didn't capitalize. They'll
point to a game on the road in
Villanova, a top 15 team who has not
lost at their on-campus arena in a
number of seasons. They'll point to the
Big East Quarterfinal game against
top-ranked Louisville. Basically, they
were saying that to belong, the Friars
needed to what many others couldn't
just to make it to the tournament.
If you ask me, the Friars and the
Big East in general got a raw deal.This
conference is far and away the best in
the country. There should be no
debate now.
There has to be some reform to the
NCAA Tournament. There needs to be
some changes as to how these teams
are selected. Conference affiliation
should matter. Conference strength
should matter. The Big East deserved
at least one more bid.
By the end of this weekend you
should see three Big East teams:
Pittsburgh, Louisville, and Connecticut
in the Final Four. That's a pretty impres
sive feat, three teams from one confer
ence in the Final Four. It's only hap
pened once before. It was 1985. The
conference? The Big East, of course.

SUMMER ON
CAPE COD!!
The Wychmere Harbor
Beach Club!

Now conducting interviews
for summer employment on

our Cape Cod property March
26,27, 28 and April 2, 3,4.

Servers, Lifeguards, Beach

Attendants and more needed!

On-Site Housing is Available.

Visit our website at
www.wychmereharbor.com
for available positions and call
(508) 432-1000 xl29 for
details!

DON’T YOU DESERVE THE BEST ?

...........................................................

The Admiral Huxley House is available for ’09-’ 10. Perfect for a group of

four or five students, this brick colonial comes with a full kitchen including

new appliances, high speed internet in every bedroom, off-street parking,
fireplace, washer and dryer, alarm system, patio, garage and front porch.

Located at 309 Huxley Ave.

Contact M. Perry at 334-4045 or mper7124@ cox.net for details
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions

either about PC sports or sports in general to

cowlsports@gmail.com, and we ll do our
best to answer them—and stir up a little
debate if we can!
Thanks,

The Cowl Sports Staff

With the field of 64 now dwindled down to 16, which remaining team has the best
chance at winning the NCAA championships?

If big men win championships, then
UConn should be a shoe-in for the
title. Hasheem Thabeet has been the
most dominating defensive force in
college basketball, blocking or contest
ing any shot within his wingspan.
Although offensively limited, Thabeet
is capable of knocking down mid
range shots and PF Jeff Adrien should
provide enough versatility on the
inside for UConn to get enough scor
ing down low. PG A.J. Price runs the
offense with experience and poise, and
freshman PG Kemba Walker has pro
vided a much need spark off the
bench. The X-factor for the Huskies is
SF Stanley Robinson. He has the abil
ity to blow by defenders and guard
the perimeter with his quickness and
length. Whether he wants to play up to
his potential is up to him.
In terms of coaching, Jim Calhoun is
one of the best in the game. His 803
career victories, two national champi
onships, and in-game adjustments
give his players a sense of confidence
when they step onto that court. His
latest health concerns and allegations
of recruiting violations won't prove to
be a distraction. Coach Calhoun is a
master manipulator and has dealt
with the media before.
The Huskies square off against
Purdue on Thursday. The offensive
ineptness and lack of athleticism in the
Big 10 will cause Purdue to struggle,
especially with the Boilermakers lack
of height down low. If UConn
advances, they'd face the winner of
Memphis-Missouri. Neither Missouri
nor Memphis has the experience nor
the talent to run with the Huskies.
UConn would hold an edge over
Louisville in a probable Final Four
matchup considering the Huskies
crushed Louisville at Freedom Hall
earlier in the season. It's a crap shoot to
predict who UConn would face for the
championship, but whoever it may be,
the Huskies will be eager to cut down
the nets and add a third championship
to the program's history.
— Chris Crawford '10

After the opening weekend of March
Madness it's so far so good for the top
seeds. Out of 16 teams remaining only
two, Purdue and Arizona, are seeded
higher than fourth. That leaves the
upcoming regional matchups extreme
ly top heavy, and for the most part has
perennial basketball powerhouses pit
ted against each other. With UConn,
Memphis, and Villanova a few of the
teams waiting for their shot at champi
onship glory come April 6, it's hard to
pick a clear-cut favorite that will shake
the pack. Yet, if there is any one team
that is most apt to cut the nets down in
Detroit look no further than Rick
Pitino's Louisville Cardinals.
Sure, Louisville almost got bounced
by Siena. Then again, Pitt almost lost at
the hands of East Tennessee State,
Michigan State to USC, and Cal State
Northridge took Memphis to its break
ing point in round one. The Cardinals
clearly have the easiest road to the
Final Four out of any team left. They
battle 12th seeded surprise Arizona
Friday night and would face a young
Kansas team or a Michigan State team
that looked susceptible against
Southern Cal after that.
The Cardinals are also playing their
best ball of the year in recent weeks.
They have won 13 games in a row and
steamrolled their way to a Big East title
in New York. This included a 73-55
thrashing of our beloved PC Friars.
Forwards Terrence Williams and
Samardo Samuels create serious
matchup problems with their athleti
cism, and Louisville shoots nearly 37
percent from three point range. Add a
stoic head coach like Pitino and the
Cardinals have unearthed the formula
for NCAA tournament success. With
Louisville's shaky tourney start out of
the way, look for the Cardinals to bring
a title back to the Bluegrass state for
the first time since none other than
Pitino himself led the Kentucky
Wildcats to glory in 1998.

— Anthony Valentino '09

SOFTBALL: Four Straight Wins
continued from back page
After committing an excess of errors in
the earlier games of the season, the
Providence Nine has come into its
own, and was perfect in fielding three
out of their four games this week.
The Providence offense came to
life when it had to in the Friars' four
games this week. Senior Mary Rose
Sheehy put the first run on the board
against Fairfield with a towering
home run over the right field wall in
the first inning.
"Sheehy is very consistent at the
plate," said Coach Jacklets. "She will
have eight quality at-bats [in a dou
bleheader]. She won't get eight hits,
but she will take every at bat deep in
the count."
This brand of consistency at the
plate, both with the long ball, and
infield hits, has been a major factor in
the Friars' offensive success this sea
son. Junior Christy Becker notched an
infield hit in the fourth inning, and
advanced to second base on a wild
pitch. A blooper to leftfield that flirted
with foul territory by senior Gina
Rossi was sufficient to send Becker
home, for the Friars' second and final
run, which secured the 2-1 victory.
Finding creative and crafty ways to
move runners around the diamond
has been and will continue to be a pri
mary challenge for the Friars, particu

larly once conference play begins.
All of Providence's runs in the first
game against Yale came in the sixth
inning—a welcomed disruption to the
pitcher's duel which had endured
through the first five innings. A sacri
fice bunt by junior Jenna Garcia moved
freshman Michelle Huber and Sheehy
into scoring position. Rossi followed
up with a double which was good for
two RBI's. A double by freshman Jen
Abrams and a base hit by junior Teresa
Bertels were good for two more RBI's
and concluded the Friars' scoring.
This offensive explosion has charac
terized the offense throughout the sea
son, and is indicative of the capacity of
the Providence bats. The Friars success
will depend not only on the extent of
these offensive fireworks, but also on
the frequency with which these explo
sions occur. And as the batting order is
further solidified, the on-base-percentages will surely reflect the progress
that
the
team
is
making.
"We're figuring out who will consis
tently get on base, and we're figuring
out the runners who will capitalize on
[the other team's] mistakes," said
Coach Jacklets.
The Friars return to the diamond for
a doubleheader on Saturday, March 28,
against Rutgers at Raymond Field with
the first pitches at 12:00 p.m. and 2:30
p.m.
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Newly Adopted Rules
Damage the NFL
by John Butler '11
Asst. Sports Editor
No one can justifiably argue against
the promotion of safety—especially
measures designed to increase the
safety of the players of the National
Football League, among
OPINION whom injury rates have
been on the rise in recent
years. Yet somehow, the
four new safety measures adopted by
the owners on Tuesday, March 24,
seem to be robbing the NFL of the
essential character which has defined
professional football in America since
the 1920s.
Let us look at each of these new
provisions in succession, while keep
ing in mind the insight of one of the
NFL's most eminent figures, Vince
Lombardi, the coach of the Green Bay
Packers during their glory days of the
1960s. Lombardi once noted, "Some
people try to find things in this game
that don't exist, but football is only
two things—blocking and tackling."
One object of the owners' wellmeaning, but misguided reforms is the
use of the blocking wedge on kick-offs.
For as long as there have been kick
offs, groups of three or four players
have formed an oftentimes very effec
tive protective wedge which proceeds
in front of the returner for as long as
the wedge remains intact. The owners
cite the prevalence of injuries as justifi
cation for the 15-yard penalties that
will be assessed for wedges of three or
more men. Such a penalty is foolish
because the majority of injuries on
kickoffs are the result of illegal blocks
in the back. The collisions that result
from the use of the wedge are not vio
lent—they are blocking and tackling,
i.e. football.
Another regulation calls for 15-yard
penalties to be assessed for helmet-tohelmet blocks from the blind side. This
measure further restricts an ever
decreasing realm of legality in which
defenders can defend without the fear
of penalty. Outlawing blocks from the
blind side would be akin to prohibit
ing outfielders from wearing their
gloves in baseball; it grants the offense
an undue advantage by robbing the
defense of an essential element.
The owners additionally approved
extra protection for receivers down

field. Now, when a defender hits a
receiver in the head or neck with his
helmet, forearm or shoulder, a 15-yard
penalty will be assessed. This, by its
very nature, will be nearly impossible
to enforce. As a result, 15-yard penal
ties will become commodities, more
readily available than corned beef on
St. Patrick's Day. And that is wholly
unfair to defenses who are trying to
play football.
There is a bright spot in the owners'
newly-adopted policies, not because it
conforms to the Lombardi vision of
football, but because it contributes to
the competitive nature of the game.
This season, teams lining up for onside
kicks will be forced to spread out. The
kicking team must distribute four
players on each side of the kicker, with
one outside the yard-line number. This
puts an end to the lopsided advantage
that the onside kick grants to the kick
ing team. In 2004, 23 percent of onside
kicks were successful. Let us remem
ber that the onside kick is the special
teams equivalent of a 'Hail Mary.' It
ought not to work, and the new distri
bution of players is more appropriate
than the bunching technique which
has been popular as of late.
Long before Smashmouth was a
mediocre band, Chicago Bears player
and coach Mike Ditka spoke of playing
in-your-face, hardnosed, smash-mouth
football. Of the old NFL Central
Division, Ditka once remarked, "It was
a physical division. It was a black and
blue division ... Football wasn't open
like it is today, but those were teams
that played good defense ... they were
good solid football teams that would
get up in your face and knock the crap
out of you.''
But not anymore. Now, the NFL is
taking the politically correct, mod
ernist, easy way out.
What makes the entire situation so
very vexing is that the owners' deci
sions parallel society's tendency to
abstract danger, sorrow, sufferin—and
by extension, reality—that past gener
ations embodied. And while the NFL
once reflected that seriousness of pur
pose and willingness to endure harship, that reflection is now less appar
ent. Lombardi must be rolling over in
his grave.

LAX: Friars Roll to 4-0

Start in Conference Play
continued from back page
ting acclimated with league play.
"At Wagner we just wanted to play
our game and keep our momentum
rolling," said Tunney. "It was a good
experience to win on the road, so
everyone knows what it is like.
Everything is so new to this team.
For his efforts against Wagner and
earlier in the week against Quinnipiac,
Bobby Labadini was named MAAC
Offensive Player of the Week.
Labadini, who has been a consistent
scoring threat for the Friars over his
entire career has stepped his game up
to another level in this, his senior sea
son. Over the two games, Labadini
registered 10 points on seven goals
and three assists.
The team posted another victory
against Quinnipiac earlier on in the
week. The contest against Quinnipiac
proved to be a challenge for
Providence, but the Friars managed to
defeat the Bobcats 7-6 in an exciting
comeback win. The Friars were down
by as many as four goals in the first
half, but Pc rallied to outscore the
Bobcats 5-1 in the second half to secure
another Providence win.
"We were down by four goals, but
we never lost our confidence," said
Tunney. "Once we got going, we knew

we could come back and start execut
ing our plan."
Danny Ryan made the Friars come
alive in the second half, which strong
ly contributed to the win. He led the
Friars in scoring, recording four
points on three goals and one assist
for the night.
"Danny [Ryan] got hot in the second
half," said Burdick. "He did the things
we asked him to do and acted as leader
on the field."
This weekend, the Friars will try to
keep their perfect MAAC record intact
as they host the 2008 league champ,
Canisius College.
If the team continues to play as well
as it has in its last three matches, espe
cially on the defensive end, then the
Friars will pose a definite threat to
Canisius. A win is critical for the Friars
if they hope to stay on track toward its
goal of making both the conference
and NCAA tournaments.
"It's going to come down to our
defense, if we can't contain their
offense then it's going to be a night
mare," said Burdick. "It's going to be a
good old-fashioned MAAC battle."
The home-game is scheduled for
Saturday, March 28, at 1:00 p.m.
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Lacrosse Gets Off to Hot Start in the MAAC
Mollie Quinn '09
Asst. Sports Editor

The Friars opened the second half
with consecutive man-up goals by
sophomore Mike Feldberg and fresh
man Evan Olsen to give the squad a 101 advantage. Wagner managed to put
one in the back of the net, but PC was
quick to respond. Labadini answered
with back-to-back goals, putting the
Friars ahead 12-2.

by

So far this season the 2009
Providence College Lacrosse Team has
been hot and cold. Then again, hot
may be the only way to describe them
considering the way the
team ’has played over the
LAX
past couple
zouple weeks.
After dropping its first
four games to open this
season, the team has walked away
with victories in their past three con
tests, two of which have been within
the MAAC Conference.
Most recently, the Friars defeated
Wagner College on Saturday, March
21. It was a decisive 12-4 victory, mark
ing the team's second-consecutive sea
son in which PC has started 2-0 in
MAAC play.
"We went into the game focusing on
some key points that we wanted to
accomplish," said Head Coach Chris
Burdick. "In the end we executed every
thing that we needed to. Although it was
an even effort from both offense and
defense, our defense was able to effec
tively shut the other team down and win
the game for us."
In the game against Wagner, the
team saw a tremendous effort from
two seniors. Senior Bobby Labadini
looked to further his already impres
sive senior campaign by finishing the
day with a career-high eight points .
His six goals and two assists mark a

It was huge that
Bobby [Labadini] was
able to score six, I’ll
take that any day”
Chris Burdick,
Head Lacrosse Coach
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Bobby Labadini '09 scored six goals and notched two assists in a 12-4 win against
Canisius on Saturday, March 21, in Staten Island, N.Y. For his efforts he was named
MAAC Offensive Player of the Week.
personal best for Labadini and are also
the most points scored in one game by
a PC player since 2002.
"It was huge that Bobby [Labadini]
was able to score six goals, I'll take that
any day," said Burdick.
Labadini started the Friars off strong,
scoring the first three goals of the
game to give Providence a 3-0 lead
with 4:07 to play in the first quarter.
Senior Danny Ryan added the fourth

Providence Bounces
Back After Slow Start
by John Butler 'll
Asst. Sports Editor

Having swept consecutive
doubleheaders against Fairfield
on Wednesday, March 25, and
against Yale on Sunday, March
22, the Providence
College Softball
SOFT
Team is in good
BALL
shape
heading
into the Big East
portion of the schedule, which
commences in a home double
header against Rutgers University
this Saturday.
The Friars defeated the
Fairfield Stags with scores of 21 and 5-4, and downed the Yale
Bull Dogs with scores of 4-0
and 5-2. Providence recorded
eight and five hits in these
games, respectively.
And despite a 7-16 record—
which is largely the result of a
slate of early season games
against the premier teams in
the nation—all the elements
necessary for success seem to
be coming together at exactly
the right time.
"We took a look at our presea
son games and we saw that we
created a lot of stress for our
defense by hitting batters and
walking batters," said Friars
Head Coach Kerri Jacklets.
"This stress was changing the
momentum of the team. We
worked on this at practice, on
the pitchers getting the leadoff
batter out."
But in the Friars' four home
games of the young season,
the pitching staff, led by jun
ior right-hander Danielle
Bertolette, has kept the stress

on the defense to a minimum.
Bertolette pitched the first
game in both doubleheaders.
She held Fairfield to just one
run, with a good balance
between outs via the strike
out and outs via the ground
out. A shutout performance
against
Yale
showcased
Bertolette's knack for domi
nating the game with her
strong arm and ability for
solid pitch placement.
"We want to make sure our
pitchers are getting the lead
off batters out," said Jacklets.
"Because consistent pitching
performances will give us the
opportunity to win."
What's more, getting the
lead-off batters out ensures
that the bases stay empty and
removes the threat of stolen
bases and runners advancing
on bunts.
"Getting the leadoff batter
out is the best way to make the
rest of the inning much
smoother," said Bertolette.
Bertolette and fellow right
hander senior Alisha Levin
have answered this call to
arms. Levin followed up
Bertolette's efforts with a
strong showing in the second
game, holding the Stags to
four runs. The Friars sent five
across home plate for the nar
row, but important win.
"We rely on the defense,"
said Bertolette of the Friars'
performance against Yale.
"When the defense plays well,
we play as a cohesive unit."
Truly, the defense has been
on target, especially as of late.
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goal just three minutes later to push
the Friars further ahead.
Wagner was finally able to retaliate,
getting on the scoreboard with 6:48
remaining in the first half. Although
the Seahawks cut the gap to only three
goals, it would be the closest Wagner
came to Providence. At the end of the
first half, the Friars went on a 4-0 run
and never looked back, going into
halftime with a commanding 8-1 lead.

Senior goalkeeper Robert Bryan was
a crucial component in Saturday's win.
Bryan who is now 3-4 on the season,
played 49:42 minutes in goal, record
ing 11 saves and only allowing two
goals in the net.
"Robbie [Bryan] is probably one of
the best goalies in the league," said
senior John Tunney. "He just got in
there and made some good saves."
As always, a road-win is a major
accomplishment for a team, especially
for the young Friars, who are still get-
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Friars Fall to Miami in NIT
Dan Ollquist TO
Sports Editor
After just missing the cut for
the NCAA Tournament, the
Providence College Men's
Basketball Team received a
fifth seed in the National
by

Invitational
Tournament
MEN'S and played host
HOOPS to
a
strong
Miami team on
Wednesday, March 18. Despite
being invited into a quality
post-season tournament, it was
evident from the opening tipoff that the Friars' senior laden
squad was still upset about
beeing snubbed by the NCAA
selection comittee.
Playing in front of a lethar
gic crowd of fans at the
Dunkin' Donuts Center, the
Friars got off to a slow start
that would set the tone for the
rest of the game. The team
missed on its first seven field
goal attempts and found
themselves in an early 11-4
hole. After running off five
straight points to crawl to
within one point at 11-10, the
Hurricanes of Miami ripped
off a 10-point run of their
own to push the lead back up
to 11.
For the remainder of the
half, PC attempted to claw
their way back into the game
but the lack of ability to clean
up the defensive glass led to
many second and third
chance opportunities for the
'Canes. Given two and three
attempts on each posession,
the 'Canes were able to con
vert on easy buckets in and
around the basket. Despite
their poor play, the Friars

JOHN VAGHI '10/THE COWL

Sharaud Curry To and the Friars struggled against the University
of Miami in the first round of the NIT tournament. Providence
finished the season 19-14.
were able to limit the damage
and keep the game within
five points at 33-28 after the
first 20 minutes of play.
"They knocked down some
shots and got some big offen
sive rebounds," said Head
coach Keno Davis. "I thought
our defensive effort was very
good, but we just weren't able
to convert enough times on
the offensive end."
Miami was able to maintain
its lead in the early parts of
the second half but at about
the midway point of the sec
ond frame, the Friars mount
ed a run to make the game
interesting.
Junior
Brian

McKenzie, who struggled all
season from beyond the arc,
was able to recapture his
stroke from his freshman and
sophomore
seasons
and
knocked down three threepointers over a five minute
span to bring the Friars to
within four at 56-52.
Following the final McKenzie
three, Miami responded with
one final run that proved to be
the difference in the game. Over
the final 10 minutes of play the
'Canes out-scored PC 22-14 due
in large part to sharp shooter
Jack McClinton. McClinton,
who has garnered the reputaHOOPS/Page 29

